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A BS T RAC T

For the past ten years the book and paper conservators
at the Library of Congress have treated iron-gall ink doc-
uments with solutions of magnesium bicarbonate, with or
without ethanol modification. This investigation compares
the efficacy of these treatments to more recently developed
protocols using either a magnesium or calcium phytate
antioxidant in addition to an alkaline buffer.

The goal of the study is to isolate a protocol that most
effectively stabilizes the ink without causing visual
changes. The study used a standard iron-rich ink formula
applied to three types of paper, including a gelatin-sized
rag that is representative of the majority of iron-gall ink
manuscripts and artworks.

The various treatments were conducted using volumes,
concentrations, and immersion times that are similar to
those in regular use, avoiding extreme concentrations or
atypical immersion times. Treated samples were subjected
to accelerated aging and analyzed using visual assessment,
pH, burst testing, Fe II content, brightness, and alkaline
reserve for comparison. This initial research indicates the
potential for future testing and refinement of the more
promising protocols.

S U BS E Q U E N T PU B L I C AT I O N

Ryan, Cindy Connelly, Elmer Eusman, Holly Krueger,
Linda Stiber Morenus, and Heather Wa n s e r. 2007.
Optimizing ink corrosion treatment protocols at the
Library of Congress. In Edinburgh conference papers 2006:
proceedings from the Fi fth International Conference of the
Institute of Paper Conservation and First International
Conference of the Institute of Conservation, Book and Pa p e r
Group, 26–29 July 2006, ed. Shulla Jacques. London:

ICON, the Institute of Conservation, 2007. 195–202.
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A BS T RAC T

When the papal embassy closed in Venice in the late
eighteenth century, the Fondo Veneto, Sezione II, a forty-
l i n e a r-meter collection of legal and accounting documents,
was among the several thousands of bound and loose doc-
uments transferred to the Vatican Secret Archives, Vatican
C i t y-State. A year-long Samual H. Kress Foundation post-
graduate conservation fellowship in 2000 supported work
on condition assessment, rehousing, study, and treatment
of the manuscripts and printed materials in this collection.
The project and the highlights of the treatment and study
of the collection were described. Examples of historic
bindings and letter formats were shown, and observations
on repairs contemporary to the original documents and
bindings were made. The author discussed how current
trends in non-invasive conservation treatment approaches
influenced treatment solutions.

JANA L. DA M B R O G I O
Conservator
National Archives and Records Administration
College Park, Maryland
Jana.Dambrogio@nara.gov

Assessment, Treatment, and Study
in the Conservation Laboratory
of the Vatican Secret Archives

JA N A L. DA M B R O G I O
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A BS T RAC T

A new category of artifacts is beginning to overwhelm
museums, historical societies, and other institutions and
even private conservators. I am referring to these artifacts
as “American vernacular memorial art.” They are the mate-
rials that are left as mementos at makeshift memorials or
spontaneous shrines, such as in the wake of the Oklahoma
City bombing and the September 11, 2001, terrorist
attacks. The conservation of these artifacts is quite unique
and problematic due to the damage they have suffered
serving as outdoor memorials, some for many months at a
time.

These new vernacular memorials raise unique and
important issues in art conservation and museological
ethics. Many museums don’t know whether these materi-
als should even ethically be collected or how much of
these materials to collect. There are a variety of opinions as
to whether these materials will offer an historical perspec-
tive in the narrative of an event. In addition, there is also
tremendous disagreement over the actual conservation
procedures for these artifacts.

There has also not been a comprehensive narrative of
American vernacular memorial art. We need such a narra-
tive because this phenomenon has now become a
prominent part of the contemporary American visual land-
scape.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

“American vernacular memorial art” is memorial art by
common people, not commissioned artists, which has
developed a multitude of new forms of expression in the
United States. Memorialization has evolved from the pri-
vate and personal to public, demonstrative, and collective

displays of mourning. From individual mementos such as
posthumous portraits and treasured locks of hair kept pri-
vately by the bereaved, a plethora of sidewalk and
cyberspace memorials now confronts the American public.
These new vernacular forms have affected the attitudes
and policies of public institutions and the design and
development of public memorial sites and museums.

These types of tragic events and reactions are certainly
not unique to the United States (witness the reaction to
Princess Diana’s death). Rather than exploring this as a
worldwide phenomenon, this research focuses predomi-
nantly on American events and institutions, which are
already facing a growing pressure to address this type of
collection. 

Books and articles have been written on post-mortem
photography, cemetery art, religious shrines from Eastern
and Western traditions, spontaneous shrines, roadside
memorials, graffiti art, the Vietnam Veterans Memorial,
the AIDS quilt, and the sociology and psychology of the
grieving process. However, they have not been tied togeth-
er as a comprehensive narrative of American vernacular
memorial art. Such a narrative would chronicle its evolu-
tion, connect these different forms of expression, and give
us a basis for understanding contemporary vernacular
forms of memorial art. We need such a narrative because
this phenomenon has now become a prominent part of
the contemporary American visual landscape.

This paper will attempt to answer the following ques-
tions raised by this new phenomenon:

• What is American vernacular memorial art?
• How has it impacted museum collections?
• What conservation issues does it raise?
• What ethical issues does it raise?
• What is its place in the narrative of American art

history?

Issues in the Collection and Conservation
of American Vernacular Memorial Art

L AU R E N A. FA R B E R
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A B R I E F H I S T O R Y O F A M E R I C A N V E R N AC U L A R
M E M O R I A L A RT

The artifacts of American vernacular memorial art have
long been regarded as curiosities of the macabre in rela-
tively obscure historic collections. Some of the earliest
examples of American vernacular memorial art are the
posthumous paintings created by itinerant portraitists in
the late seventeenth century. Commissioned by the
mourning family, these works were displayed in the fami-
ly home and generally remained in their possession.

As described in Burns (1990), hand-rendered memori-
al tributes to George Washington became very popular after
his death in 1799. This gave rise to a national vernacular
trend to memorialize others. These tributes were created in
the form of needlework samplers, quilts, jewelry contain-
ing a lock of hair (or made entirely out of the hair),
watercolors and oil paintings — and, if the family could
afford it, mourning attire. The leading artisans producing
these memorial mementos were young women who were
taught these arts in finishing school.

In 1835, Currier and Ives offered to the public inex-
pensive lithographic prints that individuals could purchase
and personalize to memorialize their loved ones. Instead
of portraits, these prints incorporated the standard icono-
graphic elements of the times, such as willow trees, urns,
and weeping women and children. These cheap prints
effectively made obsolete the more expensive and labor-
intensive hand-rendered mementos.

With the advent of the camera in 1839, the family now
might have a photograph (a daguerreotype or later process)
of the deceased. This could be remounted and reframed
within a black housing to serve as a memorial. In case a
previous photographic portrait did not exist, traveling pho-
tographers specializing in post-mortem portraits of the
deceased could create a memento for the family. Such post-
mortem photography continues to this day, when families
sometimes take their own photographs at the funeral
home.

Another nineteenth-century memorial phenomenon
was the development of the pastoral landscaped garden
cemetery. One of the earliest in America was Green-Wood
Cemetery, which opened in Brooklyn, New York, in 1838.
Families commissioned huge monuments and memorial
sculptures of their own design for their loved ones. As
noted in Richman (1998), Green-Wood gave the American
public its first appreciation of sculpture in general, becom-
ing such a popular Sunday destination that it led directly to
the development and creation of the first large American
public park, New York City’s Central Park, designed by
Frederick Law Olmstead.

In the first half of the twentieth century, memorials to
common citizens began to appear in public, with the erec-
tion of statues and plaques listing the casualties of the Great

War. (This is distinct from memorials to famous individu-
al statesmen and members of the officer class who
traditionally came from the elite and educated classes.)
These war memorials were commonly placed in parks or in
town squares throughout America.

In the second half of the twentieth century, the memo-
rial traditions of new immigrant communities began to
emerge in the United States. The ancestor shrines of Asian
communities and the public shrines of Latino and other
Catholic immigrant communities were echoed in the
American landscape. These took the form of roadside
memorials to accident victims, of graffiti memorials on the
sides of buildings as reported by Feur (2002), and even of
“ R. I . P.” tags on automobile rear windows or on the sub-
way cars that passed through the heart of the inner city.

In the ghettos of America, what began as an under-
ground movement to memorialize the victims of drug wars
and gang shootings evolved into a new form of urban
mural painting. As noted by Cooper and Sciorra (1992),
this subversive display shocked many citizens and public
o f ficials, for not only did it deface public property, but it
g l o r i fied and memorialized some of society’s more notori-
ous citizens along with the innocent poor. The forms and
styles of this “gangsta art” have grown and now are found
in mainstream advertising and throughout the music and
video media of America. A number of the graffiti artists
have parlayed their skills into legitimate businesses.

The 1970s marked a turning point in the evolution of
American vernacular memorials from the familial to the
public milieu. Most people are not aware that the Vietnam
Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C., was built in
response to a grassroots movement started by a single vet-
eran, Jan Scruggs. The Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund
raised approximately $9,900,000 entirely through private
donations — no federal funds were needed.

Scruggs then lobbied Congress for a site for the memo-
rial. As described on the Web site of the National Pa r k
Service, United States Department of the Interior (2002),
President Carter signed legislation to provide a site in
Constitution Gardens near the Lincoln Memorial in 1980.
The Memorial Fund held a competition to choose the
architect, which was open to any U.S. citizen eighteen
years of age or older. An architecture student, Maya Lin,
won with a design that incorporated every known
American casualty of the Vietnam war, now familiarly
known as “The Wall.”

Since the creation of the Vietnam Memorial, people
have left thousands of objects (letters, photographs, dolls,
teddy bears, and even a Harley Davidson motorcycle)
below the names of their loved ones, creating impromptu
personal (but public) shrines. From the beginning, these
gifts have been collected each night from the memorial site,
archived, and cataloged by a Parks Department employee,
himself a Vietnam Veteran. I believe this to have been the
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first major institutional collection of American vernacular
memorial artifacts. As noted in Updike (2000), some of
these materials are also now on permanent exhibit at the
Smithsonian’s National Museum of American History.

In 1985, another group outside the mainstream met in
San Francisco to document lives they feared history would
ignore, the lives of AIDS victims who were their friends
and lovers. A folk memorial form of the quilt, conceived
by gay rights activist Cleve Jones, was adopted by the gay
community and quickly spread throughout the country
and the world. It culminated in the AIDS quilt, as
described on the Web site of the NAMES Pr o j e c t
Foundation (2002).

Building on long-standing folk tradition, the quilt is
comprised of more than forty-four thousand panels com-
memorating the lives of family members, friends, or lovers
who have died from AIDS. Within the three-by-six-foot
standard size established, invention and improvisation
reign.

Since the mid-twentieth century, an increasing num-
ber of sites of human tragedies have become “hallowed
ground.” Among these are memorial museums or parks at
Auschwitz and Hiroshima, the U.S. detention camps for
Japanese-American citizens, the sunken ships at Pe a r l
Harbor, and even the rediscovered hulk of the Titanic.

The Oklahoma City National Memorial is another
turning point in the growth of direct, public expression on
hallowed ground. On April 19, 1995, a domestic terrorist
blew up the Murrah Federal building, killing 168 people,
including children, and deeply shocking the nation.
Immediately afterwards, people started leaving memorial
tributes on the construction fence surrounding the bomb-
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ing site. This became the first large-scale spontaneous
shrine to emerge on a fence or wall that had not been cre-
ated specifically for purposes of remembrance (fig. 1).

As noted by Linenthal (2001), the survivors and the vic-
tims’ families, who were instrumental in the entire design
process of the official memorial, insisted that some of the
site’s original perimeter fence remain as part of the offi-
cial memorial. “The Fence” not only continues to collect
expressions of grief about the original bombing, but also
n o w, in a sense, serves as America’s Wailing Wall. The
author recently observed numerous commemorations
there of the attacks of September 11, 2001. In a subsequent
i n t e r v i e w, Jane Thomas, Collections Manager at the
Oklahoma City National Memorial, mentioned collecting
tributes from the Fence to various policemen and firemen
who were killed at other locations in the line of duty.

The official memorial includes a field of 168 empty
chairs, each inscribed with a victim’s name, as described on
the website of the Oklahoma City National Memorial
Trust (2002). People have been leaving an outpouring of
mementos on these chairs as well.

The nature of what people leave on the chairs is differ-
ent from what visitors usually leave under the names on
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial wall. Most visitors here
did not know the victims personally. They often leave sou-
venirs of their visit, such as business cards, key chains,
d r i v e r’s licenses and license plates, badges, or just their
names on any available surface they have on hand. As
Grider (2001) notes sagaciously, people are commemorat-
ing in this way that “they were there” as witnesses or
pilgrims. This sense of pilgrimage is what leads Grider to
call these sites shrines rather than memorials.

Similar spontaneous shrines arose at
Columbine High School in Littleton,
Colorado, site of the killing of students and
teachers in 1999, and at Texas A&M
U n i v e r s i t y, site of the collapse of a bonfire
structure that killed twelve students, also in
1999. Numerous shrines sprang up at the sites
of the former World Trade Center in New
York City, the Pentagon in Washington, D.C.,
and the crash of Flight 93 in Pennsylvania in
September 2001. The spontaneous memorials
for the World Trade Center victims were on a
scale and of a duration never before seen. The
creation of lasting permanent memorials on
these sites still continues to draw tremendous
controversy and public interest.

Many of the spontaneous memorials in the
wake of the World Trade Center and Pe n t a g o n
attacks began with the posting of leaflets asking
for information on missing persons. They
evolved to include thousands of memorial
candles, flowers, poems, prose, and simple

Fig. 1. The Fence at the Oklahoma City National Memorial, photographed April
2003.
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messages and pictures on sidewalks and walls. The fire-
houses of New York City were also sites of a tremendous
amount of vernacular and charitable participation.

The posters seeking missing persons from the Wo r l d
Trade Center attack were eerily reminiscent of the posters
seeking missing political victims in Argentina and Chile,
los desaparecidos. As described in Dolf-Bonekamper (2002),
relatives and friends of the missing in those countries con-
tinued to post these leaflets well beyond realistic
expectations of the victims’ return. After the World Trade
Center attack, relatives and friends also continued to post
“missing” leaflets for weeks afterwards. The walls where
these leaflets were posted often grew into spontaneous
shrines as other people added their own tokens of tribute,
grief, and support.

There were also long-standing memorial walls or fences
near Trinity Church, Saint Vincent’s Hospital, Saint Pa u l ’ s
Church, and other less visible sites such as the wall of Old
Saint Patrick’s Cathedral in Little Italy. As of 2006, a display
of hand-made memorial tiles still adorns an undistin-
guished fenced area near a make-your-own ceramics store,
Our Name is Mud, at the corner of Greenwich and
Seventh Avenues (from where one once had striking views
of the iconic Twin Towers).

In at least one case, a grassroots memorial effort has
grown into an actual new “institution.” In Shanksville,
Pennsylvania, near the site of the crash of Flight 93 on
September 11, the Reverend Alphonse Mascherino bought
a small, abandoned church building and created a non-
denominational “UAL Flight 93 Memorial Chapel.” The
chapel is being incorporated as a non-profit educational
institution, with plans to include a memorial depository,
visitor’s center, and library. The Rev. Mascherino is work-
ing entirely outside of established government and
museum protocols in the establishment of this memorial.
He relies on unsolicited donations and his own and con-
tributed labor for the realization of his vision. Throughout
the chapel, Mascherino is incorporating and repurposing
American symbols, such as his Thunder Bell, Torch of Liberty,
Patriot Tree, and Peace Totem Pole.

The events of that September also inspired two separate
photographic exhibits started by individuals in New York
C i t y. Both of these showed hundreds of photographs by
amateurs, tourists, and professionals that poured in from
everywhere, many with no attribution to the photogra-
phers. Thousands of people came to view these exhibits,
both in New York and as they toured the world. Both Here
is New York and the September 11 Photo Project have
published books of photographs with the same names. Yo u
can also buy individual photographs from these exhibits
(with all proceeds going to charity) and this is still an ongo-
ing endeavor (fig. 2).

These photographs and books constitute a new form of
memorial art, which we could call “American vernacular
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memorial photography.” While people have, since the
beginning of photography, kept memorial portraits and pic-
tures from funerals, for the first time people are buying
pictures of an event from amateur photographers, not pho-
tojournalists, to act as a memorial.

Other organized and impromptu memorials have
appeared in cyberspace. Professional and amateur writers
collected their stories about September 11 and created
websites memorializing the event. The New York Ti m e s r a n
an unprecedented series of reportorial portraits of the thou-
sands of victims. It continues to run on the New York Ti m e s
Web site and a large portion (with, presumably, the rest to
follow) has been published as a book entitled Portraits of
Grief.

T H E L E G I T I M ACY O F V E R N AC U L A R M E M O R I A L S
A S A RT

In order for vernacular memorials to qualify as a legiti-
mate aspect of art history, we must establish that they are a
form of art, not just historical artifacts. To begin with, mod-
ern vernacular memorials are a direct evolution of earlier
forms that are generally recognized as memorial art.

For example, early American memorial portraits are
often included in the American art collections of major
museums and are discussed under American art history in
standard textbooks. Memorial quilts and samplers also
receive the same treatments. Black-bordered cartes-de-vis-
ite and post-mortem photographs are acknowledged parts
of photography’s history as an art.

Yet while modern vernacular memorial art follows in
the tradition of memorial art, the modern form has evolved

Fig. 2. Polish Soldier Memorial across the Hudson River from
the burning World Trade Center, September 11, 2001, copyright
Hue Way (Wei He) 2001. This photograph appeared in both
Here is New York and the September 11 Photo Project.
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in important ways. In the past, when people were moved
by a loss, such as of a family member, they would create
their own personal items of memorial art. Usually these
would be in forms prescribed by the culture of the times,
such as jewelry made from a lock of the deceased’s hair,
or a child’s drawing displayed at home, or a special head-
stone or statue at the cemetery.

Now, however, people are using an unlimited, imagi-
native range of materials, media, and visual forms.
Individuals create homemade memorials for people who
are neither family members, personal friends, nor famous
statesmen. Moreover, rather than display these mementos
mori at home or in their local community, they bring them
as offerings to sometimes faraway sites and place them
alongside the offerings of hundreds of other people, as
parts of huge, impromptu assemblages.

In modern art, many artists have tried to reproduce a
childlike spontaneity in their work. They juxtapose every-
day objects with the strange or uncanny to create
emotional effects. Now in these memorials we have huge,
truly spontaneous collages, which communicate visually,
directly, and with tremendous visceral impact.

These collages are formed in a unique collective pro-
cess, which brings together disparate individuals from all
walks of life, from a multitude of ethnic, socio-economic,
religious, and regional groups. The way people place their
contributions also has its own unique aesthetic. As Grider
(2001) observes, “These sacred folk art assemblages . . .
reveal a coherent organizational principle in the arrange-
ment of memorabilia which usually results in an
aesthetically satisfying appearance.” The fence, wall, or
sidewalk is transformed into a powerful sculptural element
within the community landscape.

The intensity of people’s emotional reactions to horrif-
ic events and tragic accidents is the catalyst for these
monumental acts of artistic creation. We can see evidence
of this intensity when people arrive at the site, and through
an overwhelming need to add their own personal expres-
sion to the assemblage, improvise with whatever materials
are at hand. People literally pull the shirts off their backs,
or utilize unused children’s disposable diapers, and write
or draw on them and attach them to the fence. They are
participants in a mass historic public performance.

Another recent example of mass participation in an
artistic form of memorialization is the AIDS quilt, which
is considered the largest organized community arts pro-
ject in the world. To g e t h e r, the quilt and these
spontaneous shrines probably constitute the largest col-
lective artworks in the annals of art history.

The items that make up the collages of spontaneous
shrines are often artistically interesting in their own right.
In addition to individual pieces of inspired homemade art,
there is a range of “repurposed” objects that is stunning in
its variety. There are memorabilia such as baseball caps and
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tee shirts, baby pacifiers, cheerleader’s megaphones, and
teddy bears. There are religious and cultural symbols such
as Christian crosses and angels, Japanese origami cranes,
Native American dream-catchers, and the piles of stones
that Jews leave on headstones.

While there is a common “vocabulary” of items at the
various memorials, as noted by Grider (2001), there are
also specific forms of expression that evolve at particular
sites. For example, at several memorials near the
Pennsylvania crash site of Flight 93, which went down on
September 11, people have painted messages on small
stones. At the memorials for the NASA astronauts killed in
the breakup of shuttle Columbia, Grider noted a prolifer-
ation of balloons, perhaps tokens of safe flight or ascent to
heaven.

Spontaneous shrines, once ephemeral, were viewed as
simple reactions to local tragedies or historical events. The
fact that they now in many cases become permanent
dynamic shrines demonstrates that they are developing a
long-lasting aesthetic of emotional value to many people.
Zeitlin and Harlow (2001) have discussed people’s use of
art, song, and dance as an important part of the contem-
porary grieving process. The Fence at Oklahoma City,
which has become a permanent, evolving work of vernac-
ular memorial art, is a prime example of this form of
expression.

There has been a well-documented, oft-repeated pat-
tern throughout art history of new forms of expression not
being considered “real art.” Examples are photography,
Impressionist painting, graffiti art, outsider art, and various
folk arts. The public understanding of aesthetic value
evolves over time to legitimize these new forms of expres-
sion.

The public’s use of popular, iconic imagery, such as
stuffed teddy bears and renderings of broken hearts, also
c o n flicts with traditional notions of, and attitudes towards,
collectible art. Numerous museum personnel have
described these collections to the author as being devoid of
artistic merit and historic content, while others think the
opposite. I expect that this high-art/low-art division
regarding vernacular memorials is evolving along the same
path that folk art and outsider art traveled in becoming rec-
ognized, established genres within the art world and in
museums.

Professional artists may have well-formed theories of
impermanence as a form of artistic expression that con-
flict with curators’ and collectors’ desire to promote
permanence of the artwork. We can see here that vernacu-
lar artists without these conscious theories, common
people creating collective forms of public expression, also
create conflicts with traditional notions of curatorship and
permanence.



T H E I M PAC T O F V E R N AC U L A R M E M O R I A L A RT
O N M U S E U M S

In a few short years, a number of major American
museums and institutions have started to collect the mate-
rials left at memorial sites that would otherwise be
destroyed by weather or vandalism. The National Pa r k s
Service has been collecting the materials left at the Vietnam
Veterans Memorial and the Smithsonian has been adding
some of these artifacts to its permanent collection. Pamela
West, director of the Museum Resources Center, as quot-
ed in Updike (2000), said that in the beginning, as the
collection was forming, “We had to invent what we were
doing. . . . It is like doing history in reverse.” She then goes
on to say, “Instead of a bunch of curators deciding what is
preserved, we take just about everything. . . . The public
are the curators; we are the caretakers.”

Jane Thomas, Collections Manager at the Oklahoma
City National Memorial, has been collecting and cataloging
the materials left on the Fence and on the chairs at the
Memorial. She also described to me how there were no
established guidelines or policies for conserving living,
evolving memorials.

In Pennsylvania, the Somerset Historical Center has
been collecting, archiving, and conserving materials left at
the Flight 93 crash site memorial. They are acting as long-
term temporary custodians on behalf of the National Park
Service, which will eventually create a permanent memo-
rial/museum at the site. This could take five to ten years,
depending on available funding. This places a huge bur-
den on a small, local historical society, and is an example of
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how institutions have recognized the need to collect ver-
nacular memorial artifacts, even though the necessary
facilities, personnel, and funding are not yet in place (figs.
3–4).

Since there are no guidelines for creating these kinds of
collections, museums have had to turn to experts in relat-
ed fields. Dr. Sylvia Grider, an archeologist and folklorist at
Texas A&M University, has developed some of the first
techniques for systematically collecting and cataloging
these materials, using methods borrowed from archeology.
Her associate, Dr. Wayne Smith, has adapted techniques
from marine archeology to help conserve water-damaged
materials from these outdoor memorials.

Ed Linenthal, a noted historian and author, has been
instrumental in guiding institutions and collections
through this uncharted territory. Other official memorial
sites and museums also help by establishing models for
these new vernacular memorial sites.

In New York, the Museum of the City of New Yo r k ,
the New-York Historical Society, and the New York City
Municipal Archives have been actively collecting, archiv-
ing, and photographing items from a multitude of
spontaneous memorials related to the September 11 attack.
As described in the Web site of the Museum of the City of
New York (2002), the museum, in conjunction with the
Smithsonian Institute, has archived materials from base-
ball caps to teddy bears, along with smashed fire engines
and debris of the former Trade Center itself. The museum
intends to preserve these artifacts for museums, memorials,
and historic trusts throughout the United States.

Fig. 3. The temporary Flight 93 memorial site in Shanksville,
Pennsylvania, April 2003.

Fig. 4. Detail of the temporary Flight 93 memorial site in
Shanksville, Pennsylvania, April 2003.
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In an interview Ellin Burke, collections manager at the
Museum of the City of New York, described how their
limited resources are being overwhelmed by the sudden
addition of these new collections with their incorporation
of eclectic, problematic materials. Laura McCann, deputy
director at the New York City Municipal Archives, said in
another interview that space, money, and other resources
were sorely taxed in housing the collection of artifacts left
from the World Trade Center memorial in Union Square
Park. 

Another curator of a small New York City museum
dedicated to the uniformed services decided to simply
throw out their entire collection of September 11 memo-
rial artifacts. Her reasoning was that the collection did not
reflect the museum’s mission statement or intent and that
the entire collection of September 11 memorabilia was
artistically insignificant and without historical merit. (This
curator did not want her remarks attributed and is not
included in the reference notes.)

V E R N AC U L A R M E M O R I A L A RT A N D I SS U E S I N
M U S E O L O G I C A L E T H I CS

These new collections create new kinds of ethical issues
for museums and other collectors. For example, in many
cases the site of memorial and occurrence are identical.
Should the location be left undisturbed as a gravesite, or
transformed as an active memorial?

Should people’s artifacts be left outside in a memorial
setting or be brought inside to be preserved? Does remov-
ing memorial artwork from a shrine destroy its artistic
merit? Its spiritual power? How can ephemeral materials
be protected without negating their spontaneous nature? Is
it more respectful of memorial creations and those they
commemorate to leave them in situ, even if they are vul-
nerable to weather and vandalism or prey to
s o u v e n i r-seekers? What of the desires of the creators of the
memorial, and what to do when intentions clash?

In some cases, institutions decide at a certain point to
photograph, then dismantle and archive the site. In other
cases, the site is left undisturbed permanently or for an
indefinite period, deferring engagement with these diffi-
cult issues of creation, intent, and custody.

At Oklahoma City, if a victim’s family has placed an
item on the Fence or on a chair, they have the option of
having it left there as long as they wish. Other items are
removed after thirty days. Thus there is a privileging of
objects separate from aesthetic merit. 

Most items left at the Oklahoma City National
Memorial, except foodstuffs and flowers, are cataloged and
archived. Teddy bears, of which thousands have been left,
are reused in a new enterprise, Project Hope. They are
labeled, conserved, and sent to the victims of September
11 and other disasters throughout the world — exporting
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them in new acts of comfort separate from the intent of
the artist/contributor.

Other institutions have different policies. The
Somerset Historical Center allows items to stay out at the
temporary memorial site indefin i t e l y, until the artifacts are
in danger of falling apart, to serve as memorial, at which
point they are collected, archived, and conserved. Te x a s
A&M University photographed, dismantled, collected, and
archived the bonfire memorial site within weeks of the dis-
aster. The Museum of the City of New York dismantled
and collected all sections of the Bellevue Wall after they
had been on site for months.

Unintended cultural effects result from the nature of
the materials being collected. In Oklahoma City, Jane
Thomas described the problems arising from the placing
of Native American symbols, such as dream-catchers, at
the site. As she says in her survey response, “only Native
Americans may use eagle feathers (an endangered species).
. . . [These] items may be removed only by persons who
have been blessed by the Shaman. . . . None of our staff
has yet been blessed. However, we will take that step in
the future.” In addition, she mentions “some items
[Native American artifacts] . . . are to protect the site. They
would serve no purpose if we took them into the archives.
Therefore, they are left on the site.”

In a subsequent interview, Thomas described how peo-
ple have left foodstuffs as memorial items. These attract
birds, which can leave corrosive droppings on the memo-
rial artifacts. She has tried to discourage these kinds of
items, but other caretakers have placed no such limitation.
Barbara Black, curator at the Somerset Historical Center,
mentioned to me that she wishes not to influence what
sort of artifacts are brought to the memorial site and real-
izes that many items will not be salvageable.

Other items that identify individuals by name or image
have raised privacy issues. As long as the item is part of a
larger memorial, it’s considered to be in the public
domain. But if an item is displayed or reproduced sepa-
r a t e l y, you must obtain a release from the individual or
from the estate. Jane Thomas regularly finds herself con-
sulting with legal experts on these matters.

Barbara Black, in her survey response, described some
issues stemming from the recent nature of the events: “Do
we save everything? If not, how selective can we be with-
out knowing the full importance especially when the
historical significance of September 11 is still not known?”
She cited the lack of institutional guidelines for collections,
such as how much conservation is appropriate for these
artifacts.

She also mentioned that for government museums, the
religious nature of some items could be problematic
(probably due to the separation of church and state). As
the materials and nature of vernacular memorial art con-



tinues to evolve, new ethical concerns will no doubt con-
tinue to arise.

V E R N AC U L A R M E M O R I A L A RT A N D I SS U E S I N
C O N S E RVAT I O N

Vernacular memorial art, in its many historic forms, has
always posed particular challenges to conservators.
Cemetery headstones, for example, are a form of vernacu-
lar memorial art that needs long-term protection from the
effects of time, weather, and vandalism.

Modern memorial murals by graffiti artists have their
own set of conservation issues, as mentioned in Cooper
and Sciorra (1994). Some murals were painted on imper-
manent walls such as construction perimeters. Sometimes
a property owner regained control of owned space, or rival
cliques sought visual dominance by painting over a graffi-
ti artist’s effort. Ravaged by environmental effects or by
vandalism, defacement, or outright destruction, these
murals have generally been conserved in the form of
restoration by repainting the vandalized originals or
repainting the mural at another locale. Questions of inten-
tion and authenticity multiply.

Even legal outdoor memorial murals pose problems in
terms of permanence. The artists may have used house
paints and aerosol spray paints that were not necessarily
meant for exterior use. These paints of recent manufacture
have not stood the test of time in other contexts, let alone
in a harsh exterior environment.

Wild fluctuations of temperature and freezing-thawing
cycles can wreak havoc on a painted surface, let alone its
support (brick, stucco, and/or wood). The capillary effect
of water on a painted surface can cause paint cracking and
deconsolidation. Salt effervescence from stucco surfaces
may leach out onto and bloom across the mural’s surface.
Paint can crackle, lift, and chip off. Pollution, soot, and car
exhaust can also darken and corrode the paint.

Ultraviolet light from the sun is probably one of the
most destructive forces in rendering a painted memorial
impermanent. The sun will fade, bleach, and obliterate col-
orant over time and cause binders to deteriorate. Murals
are particularly susceptible to this. While intending the
murals to be permanent, an artist may not have considered
that, in an exterior setting, care and maintenance would be
necessary if the mural were to survive.

Another form of vernacular memorial with difficult
conservation issues is the AIDS quilt. It is exhibited nation-
ally and internationally, presenting difficult conservation
issues. The quilt is handled extensively, which is at odds
with museum protocols. While many museums and insti-
tutions have exhibited it, it is left in the care of grassroots
volunteers without conservation training, resources, or
experience.
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The author conducted a survey of the various chapters
of the NAMES project, and responses indicated that there
was indeed noticeable damage to the quilt panels caused
by handling, transportation, and display. As the quilt has
grown, these de facto archivists have had difficulty finding
places to store the panels. They have had to stop showing
early parts of the quilt that are now too damaged or fragile
to handle. Conservation concerns have dictated restrictions
on materials for the making of new panels, enforcing stan-
dardization not present at the quilt’s inception. The
chapters have learned from experience to prohibit the use
of materials such as paper or sequins in the construction
of panels, so as to extend the life of the quilt. 

Since the quilt is a composite of various mixed media,
some of the disparate materials are already causing adverse
reactions. There is staining and rust from metals and stain-
ing and failure of adhesion from glues. With age, textiles
and paper have become embrittled, and tears, damage and
fading are frequent problems with the quilt. However,
parts of the quilt made from polyester fabric might fare bet-
ter than others over time. I believe that frequent handling
and the lack of adequate storage, institutional care, or con-
servation will prevent the quilt as a whole from becoming
a permanent historic artifact.

The most obvious conservation problems associated
with artifacts from spontaneous shrines come from their
exposure to weeks and months of weather, sunlight, and
pollution. Fungus and mold are very common. For exam-
ple, Smith and Grider (2001) describe in detail the
emergency conservation of waterlogged bibles left at the
memorial to the students killed by the collapse of the bon-
fire structure at Texas A&M University in 1999.

In my subsequent interview with Grider, she also men-
tioned the difficulty of conserving items such as the
students’ “grodes,” coveralls that they wore throughout the
bonfire construction and that were subsequently stained
with blood, sweat, and urine. Barbara Black, curator at the
Somerset Historical Center, wrote in her survey response:
“Plastic of every type, cellophane tape, masking tape, duct
tape, rusted metal, brittle paper, laminated paper continue
to be problematic in their long term care. . . . With the
increase in ‘memorialization’ of current events, the muse-
um world has been tasked with new issues.”

In New York, following the September 11 attack, many
of the memorial walls were constructed with similar mate-
rials. Other problems arise from the media themselves,
such as markers, fugitive inks, photographs, etc.

The Wall of Hope and Remembrance on the outside of
Saint Vincent’s Hospital in downtown New York was a
long expanse of posters of the missing, prayers, and pho-
tographs that were collected by the hospital and taped to
the wall in the aftermath of the September 11 attacks. It
was encased in acrylic plastic on a south-facing wall in
direct sunlight for most of the day. This illustrates quite



vividly how an attempt to save or render permanent a
memorial can go seriously awry. Baked by the sun, the col-
orants had faded, the pictures became ghostly images,
cellophane adhesives had failed, paper was torn, curled, or
lying loose at the bottom of the encasement. Humidity
became trapped under the protective layer, fostering mas-
sive mold growth that has discolored and structurally
damaged and weakened the paper.

Even vandalism has been a factor in rendering imper-
manent this attempt at permanence (figs. 5–6).
Newspapers dated long after September 11, 2001, had
been found stuffed behind the protective Plexiglas cover-
ing, tearing the fragile paper behind. Stickers and scratched
graffiti on the face of the plastic obliterated the images it
encased. The hospital could not remove this collage of
materials and bring it inside, as it was part of the hospital’s
exterior wall. Ironically, the manner in which the hospital
chose to conserve the memorial outside encouraged its
deterioration. 

In an article in the New York Times, Haberman (2006)
reported that the wall was finally dismantled in 2006 after
a winter storm ripped apart the Plexiglas covering. The
wall was never intended to be a permanent memorial.
“The permanence of it came later on, when we realized it
had great significance to people,” Sister Kevin noted. The
hospital claims a new wall will be constructed, better pro-
tected from the elements, using copies of the original
artifacts.

The Bellevue Hospital Wall of Prayer, another sponta-
neous outdoor memorial in New York City, was a plywood
construction fence consisting of forty four-foot-by-eight-
foot sheets of painted plywood that also became covered
with the iconic materials of the post-September 11 reac-
tion. After two months outdoors, the wall was dismantled
and collected by the Museum of the City of New Yo r k .
Eighteen plywood panels have now been conserved by the
Northeast Document Conservation Center, under the
direction of Walter Newman, director of paper conserva-
tion. 

The conservation of this artifact resulted in a complete
disassembling and reassembling of the various layers of
papers, tapes, yarn, and other materials posted on the wall.
Tapes of every sort, such as electrical, duct, packing, paper,
cloth, various cellophane and plastic tapes, all had to have
their corrosive adhesive coatings removed. Papers all had
to be removed, cleaned, flattened, and tacked to Mylar
sheets cut to individual sizes as a barrier protection from
the wood.

Individual sheets of paper, which had been encapsulat-
ed by homemade methods and were too moldy to be
reassembled, had to have digital replicas made. Tapes also
had to be backed by protective Mylar before being
reassembled onto the panels. In the spring of 2007, Walter
Newman’s paper describing the Document Center’s con-
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servation efforts will be published by the Institute of Pa p e r
Conservation. 

The Wall of Prayer will never be exhibited in its origi-
nal form because of its massive size. Parts of it will be
exhibited indoors; however, it will never be seen in its
t o t a l i t y. Since the fence is now in institutional care with
plans to use it as an exhibit, it could be considered to be a
permanent, but out-of-context, memorial. The conserva-
tors and museum collectors on this project had to walk a
fine line between careful conservation techniques, aimed
at preserving a memorial for future generations, and the
visceral, authentic narrative provided by the original dirt,
stains, and rips.

At other locales in New York City, such as St. Pa u l ’ s
Chapel and Trinity Church, spontaneous shrines were cre-
ated on buildings’ exterior wrought-iron fences. Most of
the items, where possible, were individually collected. But
only some of the items could be kept, not perishables like
food and most flowers and plants. As a result, you cannot

Fig. 5. The Wall of Hope and Remembrance, St. Vincent’s
Hospital, 2003.

Fig. 6. Detail from the Wall of Hope and Remembrance, 2003.
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reconstruct anything like the original spontaneous shrine
with the juxtaposition of materials and the compositional
whole that made it so powerful. Only parts of the whole
may be saved and made permanent.

After the September 11 attacks, Union Square Park in
New York City became one vast memorial site and hap-
pening. Masses of people came there to participate in
collective grieving and mourning. After two weeks, the
impromptu memorial was removed by the New York City
Parks Department. The New York City Municipal
Archives has archived some of the materials collected.
Floral and botanical matter has been disposed of, as have
candles and other perishables. The remaining materials,
p a p e r, posters, and small sculptures, have been archived
out of the context of their original placement.

Numerous firehouses and police precincts in New Yo r k
City have their own vernacular memorials. In an interview
in 2005 Paula Schrynemakers, a conservator who has
worked on conserving some of these memorials, said that
lack of money for conservation supplies, the memorials’
environmentally unfriendly location, and the sheer size of
some of these memorials create tremendous obstacles and
impediments to conservation. Most conservation is done
on-site, in situ.

As written about by Collins (2006), the installation of
Elegy in Dust: Sept. 11th and the Chelsea Jeans Memorial at
the New-York Historical Society presented unique conser-
vation and installation problems. The exhibition presents
the contents of a storefront located a block away from the
former World Trade Center. The storefront of jeans,
sweaters, and other apparel was covered in the toxic dust,
ash, and debris of the fallen towers. Originally encased by
glass by the store’s owner, David Cohen, the site quickly
became a vernacular shrine and “a place of pilgrimage for
thousands of tourists, mourners, and recovery workers in
the year after the attack” (Collins 2006). This memorial
remained at 196 Broadway for a year until October 2002,
when the contents were transferred to the New-Yo r k
Historical Society.

Because this toxic dust might contain the remains of
those lost and missing in the towers attack, the artifacts
must be treated with the utmost reverence and respect. “It
is always dangerous to disturb toxic dust, but this dust is
historic, and possibly sacred” (Collins 2006). Senior con-
servator Alan Balicki notes about the artifacts, “Here I am,
trying to preserve what I normally clean off…. It’s strange
to be so carefully preserving something that is so destruc-
tive.”

The handling of these challenging relics forced the
museum personnel to work inside a temporary tent of
polyethylene to shield the rest of the museum space from
the carcinogenic dust and toxins. To protect themselves,
they had to wear hazard suits and respirators with com-
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pound filters. The suits were specially made of Tyvek to
reduce static electricity that would disturb the dust.

Whereas the Oklahoma City National Memorial used
artificial dust to depict the aftermath of the bombing, this
New York exhibit may be the first time that the actual toxic
dust has been used in a museum setting. The exhibition
case itself had to be specially constructed to provide a com-
pletely reliable seal. The actual toxicity of the dust is still
unknown. The dust’s potential corrosive effect on the
apparel’s fabric is also unknown; however to date it appears
not have caused deterioration.

T H E I M PAC T O F V E R N AC U L A R M E M O R I A L A RT
O N C I V I C L I F E

The plethora of vernacular memorials that arose
throughout New York City and the surrounding region in
the aftermath of the September 11 attack have generated
the greatest number of examples of civic issues related to
this phenomenon.

How does the public planning process intersect with
families’ private grief? Should spontaneous memorials be
allowed to permanently encroach on sidewalks and other
public spaces? If the site is in the middle of a city, how can
the city resume its necessary activities without destroying
the memorial? Should memorials be removed for safety
reasons (as in the case of roadside memorials that can dis-
tract drivers)?

I n i t i a l l y, spontaneous memorials were celebrated or tol-
erated by the neighborhood and public but, as time and
environmental degradation weathered the appearance of
these memorials, public opinion changed and tolerance
waned. On the other hand, as reported by Wilson (2002a
and 2002b) in the New York Ti m e s, the dismantling of some
of these memorials also caused dissent.

As reported by Iovine (2003), the number of official
memorials in downtown Manhattan — to commemorate
not only September 11 but the Irish Potato Famine and the
African Burial Ground, the Museum of Jewish Heritage (a
Holocaust memorial), and numerous others — caused the
columnist Jimmy Breslin to dub this area “Misery Mile”
(in contrast to Manhattan’s famous “Museum Mile”
uptown). There were also reports (Saulny 2003) of a large
theft of mementos from a spontaneous memorial next to
the State Supreme Court building that was being cared for
by one of the court officers.

The simple existence of these sites and memorials caus-
es controversy. Governments and the broader public see
them in terms of historic locales, but the needs of the liv-
ing, economics, and land use can be at odds with the stigma
of residing in a cemetery. These public locales have become
“sites of hurtful memory,” as named by Dolf-Bonekamper
(2002), since they can cause a tremendous amount of emo-
tional pain for victims’ families. Divergent points of view



collide, yet the urge to create memorials to loved ones per-
sists, regardless of time, location, or medium.

C O N C LU S I O N

This research has demonstrated that American vernac-
ular memorial art represents a new kind of art collection
that is significantly impacting museums and citizens. It
presents unique and significant problems in terms of their
collection, conservation, and exhibition. It also creates reli-
gious, moral, philosophical, and ethical issues.

These issues will not fade away but will likely increase.
Once the memorial and museum are completed at the
World Trade Center site, the public will, in all likelihood,
interact with these as they have with the Vietnam Ve t e r a n s
and Oklahoma City memorials, for years on end. There
will be a new, living, evolving, spontaneous collection of
materials to be dealt with.

We need to develop conservation techniques appropri-
ate to these massive collections of diverse, ephemeral
materials. The conservation community has to form some
cohesive, unified approaches to the preservation of these
materials. We need to properly position vernacular memo-
rial artifacts in the narrative of American art history. We
need to maintain a dialogue and suggest policies and
guidelines to help the diverse institutions, groups, and
individual conservators who are struggling to care for these
important, meaningful, and historic artifacts.
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A BS T RAC T

John Marin (1870–1953) enjoyed an exceptionally long
and prolific artistic career. Over a fifty-year period he
exhibited works in etching, watercolor, and oil to public
and critical acclaim. But it was his watercolors that were
singled out for the most praise—both during his lifetime
and since his passing. In an essay for an exhibition of
Marin’s watercolors in 1928, friend and fellow artist
Marsden Hartley wrote: “John Marin is behind no one in
his comprehension and accomplishment in his medium.
. . . He has brought his medium to very genuine heights,
has pushed it further than any modern I can possibly think
of.”

Marin viewed the materials of art as the foundation
of—and motivation for—his painting. He reveled in the
color, fluidity, transparency, and opacity of watercolor, his
medium of choice. His vigorous methodology employing
brushes, sticks, hands, and penknives exploited the texture
and weight of the papers he painted on. Marin’s regard for
the materials of his art reflects an essential aspect of mod-
ernist painting—the expressive use of color, line, and
handling of paint according to the personal vision of the
artist.

It is Marin’s interest in materiality that makes his paint-
ings such worthwhile subjects for technical study.
Producing close to fifteen hundred watercolors over his
long career, the artist evolved from a more descriptive
topographical use of watercolor toward a mature emphasis
on abstracted line and color. Critics have long admired
Marin’s ability to create rhythm through his use of line,
but relatively little attention has been paid to the artist’s
use of color for its contribution to the sense of movement
and dynamism so remarked upon, so critical in securing
his place in American modernist art history.

This study explores how Marin’s use of color was influ-
enced by the prevailing color theories of his time and
consideres how his color choices contribute to the sense of
movement in his watercolor compositions. Non-destruc-
tive analysis of twenty-two watercolors in the collection of
the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., includ-
ing microscopy, infrared spectroscopy, ultraviolet light
examination, color spectrophotometry, and X-ray fluores-
cence, was used to characterize pigments used by Marin
between 1895 and 1929.

Given Marin’s long history of exhibition (over fifty
during his lifetime alone), it is not surprising that many of
his watercolors seem to have undergone some degree of
fading. This is particularly evident in his earliest works,
which utilize thin, transparent washes: many include
organic red and yellow lakes, paints known to be fugitive.
By analyzing Marin’s choice of pigments, it may be possi-
ble to speculate about the original appearance of his
watercolors and appreciate the full depth of his abilities as
a colorist, while helping to reveal how his watercorlors
have faded with extensive light exposure.
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A BS T RAC T

Twenty small, charred, and brittle fragments of a diary
were donated to the United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum (USHMM) collection in 2002 by the family of
Lusia Hornstein. The twenty diary fragments were
wrapped in a piece of a Polish newspaper and placed in an
envelope, on which Lusia Hornstein wrote a notation out-
lining the diary’s history. This notation contains the only
available information about the diary’s author.

The diary is written in black ink on both sides of a blue-
lined, wove paper. The diary pages were so brittle and
fragile that the originals could not be handled in order to
be translated. Initially, the translator used good-quality
photocopies that were made from slides; however the
charred areas remained too dark to be legible. Different
lighting arrangements during photography, coupled with
manipulation of the images using the computer, allowed
the contents of almost all of the fragments to be read.
Electronic manipulation also led to the discovery that the
fragments could be matched together, resulting in a more
complete translation. This is a wonderful example of how
easily available computer technology can be used to recov-
er information from a document without endangering the
artifact itself.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

In 2002, twenty small, burned, and charred fragments of
a diary (fig. 1) were donated to the collections of the United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM). Because
the diary was in pieces and difficult to decipher, the curators
did not know what information might be contained within
its pages. The diary, written in Polish, was given to the
museum by a Holocaust survivor named Lusia Hornstein.

Solving the Puzzle of Debora’s Diary
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It was written by a friend of Lusia’s and, for unknown rea-
sons, Lusia kept the existence of this diary a secret for over
fifty years. In August of 1998, while Lusia was ill and in the
hospital, she told her family about the diary stating that she
wanted it donated to the USHMM. It was donated after
Luisa’s death by her husband and children.

The only information received about the diary and its
author was hand written by Lusia on the envelope in
which the diary was donated. The brief notation tells us
that the diary was written by Debora who was a friend of
Luisa’s. Using false identity papers, Debora lived in a
house in Warsaw (outside the ghetto) where she kept the

Fig. 1. Example of one diary fragment, normal light.
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diary hidden. She was killed by a bomb during the Polish
uprising of 1944. Several months after the Polish uprising
and Debora’s death, Lusia retrieved the diary from the
burned-out remains of the house and wrapped it in a scrap
of Polish newspaper dated Saturday, February 11, 1945.

Holocaust History
Only two dates appear in the diary; these dates are

January 4 and January 5, 1943. It is not known where this
diary was originally written; however, since the diary was
recovered in Wa r s a w, a brief overview of events around the
time the diary was written is outlined below (Harran et al.
2000).

In October 1940, a section of Warsaw was walled off,
separating Jews from gentiles, and deportations of Jews
from around Poland to the Warsaw Ghetto began. By
January of 1943, the time of the diary, about three hundred
thousand Jews from the Warsaw Ghetto had died from
horrific living conditions or been deported to killing cen-
ters. The remaining fif t y- five thousand began to fight back.
The famous Warsaw Ghetto uprising began in April of
1943 and lasted a month. Unfortunately, in the end, the
Jews there were defeated by the Germans.

Throughout this time, many Jews were also living in
hiding in the gentile section of Warsaw using forged docu-
ments and assumed identities. In July of 1944, with the
Russians advancing on Wa r s a w, the Polish underground
agreed that it should liberate Warsaw from the Germans
before the Russians arrived. In this way it could secure a
more involved role in any provisional government. So in
August of 1944, the Polish uprising, also called the Wa r s a w
uprising (not to be confused with the Warsaw Ghetto
uprising) began. It was during this Polish uprising that
Debora, the diary’s author, was killed. By October 1944
the uprising was over and the Poles had lost their battle.

D o n o r
The diary donor, Lusia Hornstein, arrived in the gentile

section of Warsaw from Lvov, Poland, in April of 1943
using false identity papers. She lived in a number of dif-
ferent apartments and must have met Debora during this
time. In January 1944, Lusia became involved with the
Polish underground by delivering newspapers for the
Polish government-in-exile. Lusia helped build barricades
and acted as a nurse during the Warsaw uprising of 1944.
Lusia’s story is documented in At the Fire’s Center: A Story of
Love and Holocaust Survival (Peck 1998). Unfortunately, no
mention of anyone named Debora is made in this book.

The book does mention that one of the people Lusia
lived with was a woman named Krzysia. Lusia describes
how Krzysia died during bombing by the Germans during
the Polish uprising in 1944. Most Jews living in the gentile
section of Warsaw had false identity papers; Lusia’s name
on her false papers was Marysia. As Debora was consid-

ered a Jewish name, she must have also had a gentile-
sounding, Polish name on her false papers. While it is
possible that Krzysia could have been Debora’s Po l i s h
name, we will probably never know for certain.

E XA M I N AT I O N

The diary fragments are written in black ink on a blue-
lined composition paper; sixteen of the fragments have text
on both sides, four are blank on one side. The blue lines are
barely visible due to fading from heat, either from the
bombing of the house or subsequent fire. Each fragment is
approximately 3-3/4 x 3 inches. The text runs off various
edges of the fragments (see fig. 1); therefore each fragment
is actually a piece of a larger document. Most of the frag-
ments had numerous detached pieces and losses to the
paper support. Almost all the fragments suffered from
varying degrees of fire damage; several fragments are in rel-
atively fair condition and legible (fig. 1), other pieces are
charred, brittle, broken, and mainly illegible (fig. 2).
A d d i t i o n a l l y, the paper has become physically distorted
from the heat and a number of fragments have fused
together in local spots.

The diary came to the conservation lab because the
curators wanted to have the text translated, but realized that
it was too fragile to be handled. They wanted to know what
could be done to expedite the translation of this artifact.
One of the first steps was to photograph both sides of each
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page (except for the interior pages of the fragments that
were fused together) using a Canon SLR camera, color
slide film, and Scandles daylight-balanced fluorescent
lights. The fragments were also examined using a hand-
held long- and short-wave ultraviolet light lamp and with
a hand-held infrared viewer. Unfortunately, neither of
these tools allowed for any better legibility of the ink.

T RA N S L AT I O N

An initial translation was carried out using good quali-
ty color photocopies that were made from scans of the
color slides. The translation was undertaken by Holocaust
survivor and museum volunteer, Manya Friedman. Manya
became fascinated with this project and spent numerous
hours on this and subsequent translations. The initial
translation was fairly incomplete due to the
illegibility of the text. Additionally, a number
of the words are hyphenated (in Polish two
parallel dashes (=) signify a hyphen) and
couldn’t be adequately translated without
knowing their endings. Since any conservation
work undertaken would not change the
burned and charred appearance, which is now
an intrinsic part of the diary’s history, another
method was needed to enable a more thor-
ough translation.

One option that has been in the news late-
ly is multispectral imaging. Multispectral
imaging uses a digital camera, special filters,
and computer software to allow imaging of an
artifact at any wavelength of light desired. One
example of the capability of multispectral
imaging is a project undertaken by Brigham
Young University (BYU) on carbonized
parchment scrolls from Herculaneum in Italy
(Booras and Chabries 2001). When BYU pur-
chased their equipment years ago the cost was
around $100,000; however due to the decline
in the cost of digital equipment, a similar set-
up could be purchased now for around
$40,000. One can get amazing results with
multispectral imaging with minimal distur-
bance to an artifact; however it requires
relatively expensive equipment, special soft-
ware, and user expertise, which was not
available at the USHMM.

Instead, inspired in part by Belgium con-
servators who had used computer
enhancement of scanned images to reveal hid-
den text on documents in the 1990s (Wouters
et al. 1999), computer manipulation of the
diary fragments from scanned slides and digi-
tal images was undertaken. Microsoft Photo

Editor and a freeware program called IrfanView were used
to alter the brightness level and contrast, change the indi-
vidual color balance for red, green, and blue, and alter the
saturation level. This manipulation allowed for unending
combinations and permutations to a single image and was
successful in enabling more lines to be legible for transla-
tion (fig. 3).

A second set of images was taken to see if adjustments
to the light source would visually enhance the inks. This
time the fragments were photographed using a Canon dig-
ital camera with both a fluorescent and incandescent light
source specular to the surface, rather than an even, nor-
mal light. Photographing the images in specular light
changed the contrast between the charred areas of paper
and the ink enough that the writing became more legible
(fig. 4). Extant loose pieces were being matched to the
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Fig. 3. Diary fragment in normal light on left; computer enhanced image of same
fragment on right.

Fig. 4. Diary fragment in normal light on left; same fragment seen in specular
light on right.
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fragments, which is why the specular light image in figure
4 is more complete on the right. Between adjusting the
light source and manipulating the results on the computer,
slowly but surely more and more words could be identi-
fied. One of the benefits of using digital manipulation was
that the fragile original documents were only accessed
twice for photography and then were never touched again.
All viewing of the artifact and translation work was either
done on the computer or from printouts.

Several of the fragments were fused together in discrete
areas along the edges. In order for the translation to con-
tinue these pieces had to be separated. The pages were too
brittle for mechanical separation, so they were immersed in
a bath of deionized water and separated while wet. It is
interesting to note that the writing became more legible
while the paper was immersed due to the change in the
refractive index. Digital photographs were taken of the
immersed pages and further digital enhancement was not
needed to increase legibility for these pieces.

M AT C H I N G U P F RAG M E N T S

Even with the aid of the manipulated images it was
impossible to translate every word since some words are
hyphenated and therefore fragmentary. It became impor-
tant to find if any of the fragments could be matched
together using the now legible computer images. The orig-
inal configuration of the diary probably looked something
like the drawing in figure 5 with the paper folded through
the center and opening like a book. It is likely that it was
folded several more times, to put into hiding for example,
and then broken along those fold lines (the dotted lines).
Each page would then be made up of four fragments with
text running off two edges of each fragment. The most
obvious place to begin to find matching pieces were along
the top or bottom edges of the fragments where words

were split in half horizontally. Initially, three pairs of frag-
ments were successfully matched up (fig. 6), allowing yet
another line of text to be translated in each case.

The four fragments that had writing on only one side
were selected to see if they could be matched together since
the text did not have to match up on both sides. The frag-
ments with text running off the right edge were placed next
to the fragments with the text running off the left edge.
Using a Polish dictionary hyphenated words were studied
to see if the word endings following after would create an
actual word. If they did, an online Polish translator was
consulted to see if the full sentences made sense. The
online translator was not used to undertake a translation,
only to see if sentences made any sense and confirm that
the fragments matched together.

Using this technique it was determined that the four
fragments did match together to form a full page.
Continuing to use a Polish dictionary and the online trans-
lator to match up hyphenated words and check meaning,
the remaining sixteen fragments were matched together to
create four, full, double-sided pages (fig. 7). Once the frag-
ments were matched, the order of the pages could be
determined since most of the pages were numbered. What
began as a fragment became part of a full page and the
translation went from small phrases and partial sentences to
an almost complete text.

D I A R Y C O N T E N T S

The diary is Debora’s memory of the day her mother
was killed during a Gestapo action in a ghetto. It begins on
January 4, 1943, with the Gestapo assuring the Jews there
will be no more “actions” (meaning deportations).
Debora’s father goes to work, but her mother stays home
with her. Debora goes into hiding (probably because she
did not have a work permit) in a bunker under the veran-

da which needed to be opened from the outside
every hour for air circulation. At 2 p.m. the
gendarmes come: “we hear a question directed
toward my mother. Is there a shelter here? If
we find one then you will be shot on the spot.
We do not need to wait long for an answer. My
mother’s firm voice replies. Very well, if there
is a shelter in this house I bet my head.”

Debora’s mother never comes back to let
them out and everyone starts to suffocate.
Debora can’t stop asking what has happened to
her mother and then thinks of killing herself.
Finally, another girl goes mad and starts hitting
her head on the trapdoor of the bunker causing
it to open. Debora goes up to her apartment but
her mother is not there. She goes to the win-
dow and sees that the ghetto is on fire. “It is
getting darker, and the fire intensifies. No one
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can imagine that feeling. To be in a burning ghetto, only
among corpses, not knowing what is with mother.”

She goes over to her friend Marta’s apartment where
Debora finds her mother who has been shot and killed.
Her friends tell her what happened. “The first group of
gendarmes shot Marta’s mother, her cry was heard below.
The other group took my mother from the house . . . they
entered Marta’s apartment. Being drunk they wanted to
have some ‘fun.’ Marta started to fight (echoes of the fight
were heard below) at this my mother turned to those ban-
dits–leave her alone–what conscience do you have to take
advantage of such a young girl . . . the answer was a shot
which my mother received. . .”

At this time, it is unclear which ghetto Debora was
writing about, but somehow she made it out and came to
the gentile section of Wa r s a w, where she met and lived
with Lusia Hornstein. Although she was killed during the

Polish uprising, her written testimony of the death of her
mother lives on in this small diary.

“ Father understood even better than I, he knew one
thing, that remaining in the ghetto is a certain death.”

C O N C LU S I O N

This project is a great example of how inexpensive,
readily available computer technology can be used to
recover information from an artifact, without endanger-
ing the artifact itself. Varying light sources during
p h o t o g r a p h y, coupled with manipulation of the digital
images, allowed for almost all of the illegible words to be
seen, and enabled the matching up of fragments into full
pages.

Research and conservation treatment of the diary will
continue. Pages that are not so charred and brittle will be
mended. After testing, the more brittle and fragile pages
might be sized. In any case, even after any treatment, the
diary will remain in very fragile condition. The focus will
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Fig. 6. One pair of matching fragments
creating a new line of text where they
meet.

Fig. 7. Example of four fragments matched together creating one full page.
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then be on creating a housing that will allow for its safe
storage.

We may never learn anything more about Debora, her
family, or what happened to them. The diary, composed of
only nine, small, written pages, gives only a glimpse of the
horrors perpetrated during the Holocaust, but it will
remain as a very moving and poignant relic of a terrible
time.
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E Q U I P M E N T

Spectroline Model Q-22NF hand-held UV lamp: long-
wave UV at 365 nm, short-wave UV at 254 nm.

Find-R-Scope IR viewer: 940 nm infrared emitting diode,
sensitivity from 350-1300 nm (peak at 800 nm).
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A BS T RAC T

The video Hidden Grapes experiments with a new for-
mat for documenting conservation procedures. Unlike
conventional still prints, slides, or digital images, moving
image documentation provides more detail on the conser-
vation process and results. I believe that many
conservation treatments could benefit from moving image
documentation.

Besides the usual tears in the paper support and lifting
paint layers, the grapevine screens, a pair of Japanese fold-
ing screens in the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, had
serious and severe damage from a previous restorer’ s
extensive overpainting.

The screens were created in Japan’s Shogunate period
( fifteenth through eighteenth century). Mrs. Gardner pur-
chased the screen pair from a Japanese art dealer, Matsuki
Bunkyo, in 1902. After removing the paintings from the
screen supports, the conservators found that recycled
paper dating from 1897 had been used to line the inside of
the screens. The earlier restoration must therefore have
been done after 1897. The restorer was probably one of
several restorers living in the Boston area in the early
twentieth century. One possibility is Murakami Hisajiro,
who worked for another Japanese art dealer, Ya m a n a k a
Sadajiro.

The screen pair has gold leaf on the grapevine leaves;
clouds and ground were painted in silver. The original
screen had grapes painted in azurite pigment, with a mala-
chite background. Both grapes and the background had
been overpainted using cheap modern paints, including
synthetic dyes and Prussian blue, and perhaps household
paint putty. In order to disguise the impressions of the
original grapes painted in azurite, the restorer painted new
trees on the screens.

Working with the scientific department of the Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston, the conservators examined pigment
cross-sections and the cotton swabs used to clean the
paintings. The swabs picked up enough original malachite
pigment to convince the museum and the conservators
that cleaning or separating the overpaint was virtually
impossible with current technology. The museum decid-
ed not to remove the overpaint, therefore, but instead to
preserve both the original and the overpaint. The conser-
vators readhered the lifting paint, mended tears, and
cleaned the painting surface. All conservation steps were
undertaken except the removal of the overpaint.

During the removal and replacement of the lining
p a p e r, the view of the verso of the painting was docu-
mented, recording evidence how the painting was created.
The grape leaves were first sketched in faint black ink and
then in stong ink. Both leaves and grapes were built up
with chalk impasto, called moriage. Then gold leaf special-
ists applied gold leaf. The painter(s) applied azurite on the
built-up chalk and the background was painted in mala-
chite pigment. Although the gold leaves are not visible
from the verso image, the artist’s original intention is dis-
cernable. The restorer created new grapes in modern paint
( Prussian blue) next to the original grapes and covered the
original grapes with painted trees. The original view is no
longer visible, because the paintings were permanently
affixed to the folding screen panels.

The conservation procedure was well documented in a
twenty-minute video. This documentary film is designed
to assist future conservators, who may be able with
advanced science and techniques to reveal more of the
original painting.

A Japanese language version of the video was presented
at the 28th Annual Conference of Conservation for
Cultural Properties in Tokyo in 2006. A Web version of
Hidden Grapes (in English) is posted at the studio Web site,
www.NishioConservationStudio.com.

Video Documentary Hidden Grapes:
Conservation of the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum’s

Grapevine Screens

YO S H I N I S H I O
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A BS T RAC T

The original art and layouts for propaganda posters cre-
ated during World War II were treated and preserved in a
multi-year project at the National Archives and Records
Administration. Many of these posters are collages made
with rubber cement, pressure-sensitive tape, plastic sheets,
gouache, and other media, as well as large photographs,
illustration board, and transparent papers. The project
posed many technical challenges and raised intriguing con-
servation and archival ethical issues, including whether
and how to maintain original materials and structures
given their instability; how to retain text and image ele-
ments drawn on unstable plastics; and how to reestablish
original placement of components with minimal clues for
guidance.

Treatments were designed to resolve these questions
while maintaining original materials and allowing the
records to function and retain their original structure. This
required different approaches, including Mylar overlays
and special housings, as well as stabilizing or removing
pressure-sensitive tape, mending transparent paper, and
reattaching loose pieces. The project combines improved
housing for stable items and stabilization treatment and
housing for others. In addition, terminology for the stages
of poster design are presented. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N

The treatment and rehousing of the original art and lay-
outs for U.S. World War II propaganda posters are being
carried out at the National Archives and Records
Administration. The poster artworks are complex objects
composed of many layers and a variety of materials all held
together by adhesive and pressure-sensitive tape. M o r e

Conservation of the Original Art for
World War II U. S. Propaganda Po s t e r s

A L L I S O N MCG U I R E O L S O N
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Production (fig. 1) is a poster artwork composed of a pho-
tograph of text and airbrush media on paper adhered to
illustration board. Figure 2 is a diagram of the layers. Most
of the poster art are collages of photographs, paper, and
cellulose acetate on illustration board or other supports.
Many types of media are present including gouache,
graphite, airbrush media, charcoal, and colored pencil.

An archivist brought the approximately one hundred
and fifty pieces of poster art to the attention of the conser-
vation department because researchers were requesting

Fig. 2. Diagram of the layers of More Production.

Fig. 1. More Production, photograph, airbrush media, paper, and
illustration board, c. 1941–1945. 365 mm x 508 mm. National
Archives RG 208-AOP-68-67. Before treatment in raking light.
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them. They were difficult to serve to researchers because
most were large — about two feet by three feet — and had
detached pieces. The archivist wanted the posters mini-
mally treated and rehoused as would suit their moderate
intrinsic value and low reference use. 

The poster art was created between 1941 and 1945 for
the Office of War Information (OWI)’s Bureau of Graphics
and their predecessor organizations. The OWI was respon-
sible for disseminating information about the war to the
public (National Archives 1950, 549–550). The Bureau of
Graphics created posters about the need for secrecy, the
importance of stateside industries, and good nutrition, as
well as other topics. They designed posters in-house, con-
tracted with artists, and worked with the Government
Printing Office and other printers to produce posters.
Many of these posters were printed as photolithographs
(Bird and Rubenstein 1998). The Bureau of Graphics had
a small staff of artists and administrators and a large “art
pool,” a group of artists who did individual works for a
nominal fee. The artists felt they were doing their patriot-
ic duty by creating art and designs in support of the war
(Office of War Information 1944, RG 208).

P O S T E R A RT T E R M S

Poster art is a poster in the different design stages before it is
printed. 

Layout is a proposed poster design. A very simple layout is
called a “rough,” while a detailed layout is called a “com-
prehensive” (International Paper Company 1979, 65;
Porte 1941, 92).

Paste-up and mechanical are two different terms for the final
stage before printing. The final stage is a mock-up of
the complete poster design adhered together on illus-
tration board. It is photographed for printing and the
image is used to create a photomechanical print
(International Paper Company 1979, 65; Pr i n t i n g
Industry Exchange 2005).

Base art is art adhered directly and completely to the illus-
tration board of the paste-up (Printing Industry
Exchange 2005).

O v e r l a y is a transparent paper or plastic that is partially
attached to the paste-up, so the paste-up can be viewed
with or without this layer. Not all paste-ups have over-
lays. During World War II, overlays were typically
transparent paper or cellulose acetate film. The overlays
will usually have the text for the poster or notes on how
the image is to be printed (International Pa p e r
Company 1979, 188; Printing Industry Exchange 2005).

Copy to a graphic arts printer is all the materials needed to
print the poster, not just the text. This includes the
paste-up and separate copies of continuous tone art,
photographs, or text (International Paper Company
1979, 176).

T R E AT M E N T P H I L O S O P H Y

The construction of the poster art is a reflection of its
use as working drawings to develop poster ideas. It served
to communicate information between the original artist
and the government reviewers. A Graphics Division report
reads, “A poster generally requires at least one revised lay-
out or it may take three or four revamps and discussions
before the desired result is achieved” (Office of Wa r
Information 1943, 2). This process created additions and
revisions from a variety of people.

Keep It Up Brother (fig. 3) has an airbrushed image of a
s o l d i e r. The artist was unhappy with the soldier’s left hand,
so a revision sheet was adhered on top. Figure 4 documents
the positions of the revision sheet on the illustration board.
The revision sheet has a hole cut in it to reveal the soldier’ s
original head and part of his body. Additional drawing was
rendered on the revision sheet to complete the poster
design. A window mat was adhered with rubber cement to
the poster (fig. 5). On the window mat is a note from a
government reviewer. The construction of this paste-up
shows the revisions that occurred with the poster art and
the effort to conserve materials and the artist’s time by
revising the image instead of redoing it completely. This
was in keeping with the United States’ effort to conserve
resources for the war. 

It is important when treating these posters to respect
their history as working drawings. The unstable materials
used to make the works reflect their ephemeral nature as a
step in a process. They have fingerprints and surface dirt
that are important to their history and should not be
removed. Maintaining as much of the original materials as
possible is part of the treatment philosophy. This is partic-
ularly important in an archival setting where the
informational content about the poster’s creation is as
important to researchers as the image. The poster art with
the associated textual records are a window into the think-
ing of the government and the artists on the purpose of
posters and their understanding of the war. 

P R E S E RVAT I O N A P P R O AC H

The project began with a survey that was carried out by
the archivists. The survey identified the main problems of
flaking paint, detached pieces, and deteriorating modern
materials. As a result of the survey findings, the poster art
is being preserved through the use of surrogates, conserva-
tion treatment, rehousing, and a proper storage
environment. The primary goal of conservation is to stabi-
lize the poster art for photography and long-term
preservation. Further treatment to improve their appear-
ance such as inpainting and inserting toned fills will be
undertaken if the posters are selected for exhibition in the
future. The surrogates are 35mm color slides taken after
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conservation treatment. The slides are made available to
researchers first and then the original records are only
served when the photograph is not adequate for their
needs. Thirty posters are conserved and rehoused per year;
this project will continue for several more years.

Reattaching Text and Image Layers
Detached or loose text and image layers are a common

problem with these posters. This is of great concern
because the layers could be misplaced, they could shift and
damage each other, or their original placement could be
lost. During conservation treatment, separated pieces for
which the original locations could be confirmed are reat-
tached. Reattachment is the best way to maintain the layers
and the information about their layout. This treatment also
returns the posters to their original condition. Detached
pieces with questionable origins are housed with the object
for future investigation. 

Most of the separated layers were originally held
together with rubber cement. “ We Shall Soon Have Our
Storm Troopers in America!”–Hitler. What do YOU Say,
A M E R I C A ? (fig. 6) is a paste-up with rubber cement
residue on the support’s recto and the layer’s verso. The
rubber cement on the poster has darkened and yellowed.
On most posters, the rubber cement has not caused visible
stains on the recto, because of the thick supports.

The rubber cement is not removed because of several
factors. One factor is that the rubber cement is an original
component of the poster art and it reveals information
about the placement of elements. The second factor is the
risk of damaging the media close to and covered by the
rubber cement if solvents or mechanical techniques were
used. The final factor is the large areas of rubber cement
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Fig. 3. Clayton Kenney, Keep It Up Brother. Gouache, graphite,
airbrush media, paper, and illustration board, c. 1941–1945. 762
mm by 1016 mm. National Archives RG 208-AO P- 1 1 4 - 1 1 3 .
The illustration board with the artist’s drawing before any revi-
sion.

Fig. 4. The revision sheet and illustration board of Keep It Up
Brother.

Fig. 5. Keep It Up Brother with its window mat that has a written
note from a government official.

Fig. 6. C. C. Beall, “We Shall Soon Have Our Storm Troopers in
A m e r i c a ! ” - H i t l e r. What do YOU Say, AMERICA? G r a p h i t e ,
gouache, watercolor, paper, and illustration board, c. 1941–1945.
510 mm x 365 mm. National Archives. RG 208-AOP-197-196.
Rubber cement adhesive is on the illustration board and on the
verso of Hitler’s head.
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and the inability to make substantial improvements for the
time invested in treatment. A clear-cut benefit was not seen
in partial reduction of the rubber cement when complete
removal is not possible due to proximity of vulnerable
media and the limitations on removal technique imposed
by the thick board or paper. The only exception to this
approach occurred when the rubber cement interfered
with reattaching layers. In this rare case, the adhesive is
reduced mechanically with a scalpel or sandpaper. 

Most of the loose layers are reattached with wheat starch
paste applied overall. The paste is sufficiently strong to hold
the curling, heavy papers in place even when the rubber
cement can potentially interfere with the adhesion.
Japanese paper hinges are used to reattach thin papers or
large, fiber-based photographs.

Hinges are used in these cases because the application of
paste overall would result in cockling. Reversibility is a
consideration. The thick papers reattached with paste can
easily be separated mechanically in the future because of
the presence of the rubber cement. In the case of thin
papers, the mechanical separation would be a risk, so the
use of hinges increases the reversibility.

In the course of this project a method for applying the
wheat starch paste developed in order to effectively apply
an even coat of paste to detached layers. With this method,
layers did not have time to respond to the moisture in the
paste before they are placed under weight. The wheat
starch is cooked the day it is used and very little water is
added to it after straining. This produces a thick and strong
adhesive. Figures 7–9 illustrate this method being used to
reattach a layer, depicting Hitler’s head, to an illustration
board support. The paste is applied with a hake brush to a
clear polyester film and allowed to air dry for approxi-
mately ten minutes to reduce the moisture content. The
detached layer is placed onto the paste and gently depressed
to ensure even application and to allow any excess adhe-
sive to be forced out. Then the layer is removed from the
polyester film, positioned over the primary support, and
laid in place. Lastly, it is transferred to a blotter stack. This
method results in securely attached layers while limiting
dimensional change due to moisture exposure. It also pre-
vents seepage of adhesive from under the layer onto the
primary support, because any excess adhesive is removed
earlier.

Treatment of Pressure-Sensitive Ta p e
Pressure-sensitive tape is present on the poster art both

as mends and as a vehicle for creating the original artworks.
Tape is removed when it functions as a mend and is not
original to the record. When the tape is attaching original
elements and is in good condition, it is left in place. If orig-
inal tape is detaching or causing other problems, the carrier
is removed, the adhesive reduced mechanically or with sol-
vents, and the carrier reattached. 
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Fig. 7. The detached head is placed on the pasted-out polyester
film and gently depressed to ensure complete contact with the
paste. Photograph by Gail Harriman.

Fig. 8. The head is positioned on the illustration board and laid
into place. Photograph by Gail Harriman.

Fig. 9. “We Shall Soon Have Our Storm Troopers in America!”-Hitler.
What do YOU Say, AMERICA? after treatment.
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For example, the poster Let’s Finish the Job had a paper
overlay attached to an underlying support with pressure-
sensitive tape. The tape was originally applied to the
overlay sheet so that it was difficult to fold it back to view
the text. The tape carrier was removed with heat and the
pressure-sensitive adhesive was removed mechanically
with a natural-rubber eraser square. The detached carri-
ers were secured back onto the object with methyl
cellulose.

Methyl cellulose successfully reattached the tape carri-
ers, because the carriers were cellulose acetate, which
allowed the methyl cellulose to dry and bond to the carri-
e r. It created a shiny adhesive layer that was convincing as
tape adhesive. The tape carrier, which was restricting the
opening of the overlay, was only partially reattached, allow-
ing the overlay to open easily. Because the reattached carrier
is a weak hinge that only attaches the overlay in two places,
Japanese paper V-hinges were added at the top edge for a
more secure and controlled access. The overlay in Le t ’ s
Finish the Job is closed in figure 10 and open in figure 11.

Mending of Transparent Overlays
Many of the transparent paper overlays are torn and

have suffered losses because of their inherent vulnerabili-
ty as thin, weak paper meant to be manipulated. Figure 12
is an overlay before treatment. Overlays typically have the
p o s t e r’s text and/or printing instructions on them.
Transparency of this material is required so the informa-
tion on the surface and on the underlying poster can be
viewed simultaneously. Overlays must be strong enough
to be handled so the underlying art can be viewed without
them. The solution is to mend them very minimally so
that the tears and detached pieces are stabilized and then
encapsulate the entire overlay using clear polyester film. 

The whole length of a tear is secured with wheat starch
paste. Then Japanese paper mends are applied at the ends
of tears and where tears change direction. The localized
application of mending paper supports the paste used to
secure the majority of the tear. The Japanese paper mends
are a type of remoistenable tissue made in large batches at
the National Archives with an adhesive mixture of wheat
starch paste and methyl cellulose cast on a thin paper.
Tearing the remoistenable tissue is not recommended
because the torn fiber edge can be absent of adhesive. The
recommended method is to cut the remoistenable tissue
into thin strips and drag each mend through small droplets
of water on a work surface. The activated strip can then
be used for mending. Once all tears are stabilized as in fig-
ure 13, the overlay is encapsulated in polyester film. 

U N I T E D W E A R E S T R O N G

The poster United We Are Strong (figs. 14–15) incorpo-
rated many preservation challenges encountered

throughout this project. This work was comprised of
many layers of materials held on with failing rubber
cement adhesive and pressure-sensitive tape. The primary
support was illustration board on top of which printed
flags from many countries were adhered with rubber
cement. Much of the rubber cement had failed, leaving
detached flags. On top of these flags were four complex
portraits, each depicting one of the following world lead-
ers: Winston Churchill, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Stalin, and
Chiang Kai-shek. Each leader’s face was drawn onto a
transparent plastic film with a grease pencil. A waxy paper
cut-out shaped like each leader’s head was attached with
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Fig. 10. Let’s Finish the Job!, photograph, color pencil, pastel,
graphite, and paper, c. 1941–1945. 429 mm x 649 mm. National
Archives RG 208-AOP-197-196. After treatment.

Fig. 11. Let’s Finish the Job! after treatment with the overlay lift-
ed.
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pressure-sensitive tape to the verso of their portrait on
transparent film. The four films were held on to the illus-
tration board and the flags with pressure-sensitive tape.
The transparent films were severely cockled and brittle
with flat areas anchored by pressure-sensitive tape.

Releasing the tape completely would have resulted in the
film curling and becoming more distorted. Additionally,
the media on the film’s surface were extremely vulnerable
to abrasion. A successful conservation treatment required
the films to remain stretched in process. 

The archivist searched for a printed version of the
poster, but was unable to locate a copy. This paste-up may
never have been printed. The paste-up was examined
closely to observe the absorption of the red component of
the ink into the plastic overlay for what it revealed about
the location of the flags. The flags and the primary support
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Fig. 14. United We Are Strong. Ink, grease pencil, airbrush media,
clear plastic sheets, paper, printed flags, and illustration board, c.
1941 -1945. 864 mm x 565 mm. National Archives RG 208-
AOP-94-93. Before treatment.

Fig. 13. Where Our Men Are Fighting, overlay after treatment and
before encapsulation.

Fig. 15. Diagram of layers of United We Are Strong.

Fig. 12. Where Our Men Are Fighting/ Our Food is Fighting/ Buy
Wi s e l y. Transparent paper overlay with color pencil notations and
original photographic enlargement of drawing, c. 1941 -1945.
559 mm x 711 mm. National Archives RG 208-AOP-141-140.
Before treatment.

Fig. 16. United We Are Strong after treatment in its portfolio with
the detached flags in polyester sleeves.
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were examined for distinct patterns in the adhesive stains
that were visible on both. With this information, a map of
the flags’ locations was made. Duplicate copies of the same
country’s flag and different countries’ flags with the same
location of red meant the exact location of many flags were
not known even though some information about which
flag belonged in a space was found. The flags had been air-
brushed with black paint to varying degrees. The paint was
important to identify the exact flag for the location.

Several options were considered. One was hinging all
the flags to a best-guess location. The flags would have to
be hinged, not directly adhered to the board, since their
locations would only be an educated guess and reversibil-
ity was very important. This option was not selected
because the four films with the tracings of the leaders’
heads would need to be removed for hinging. This would
endanger their vulnerable state. In addition, this poster was
not scheduled to be exhibited, and this treatment did not
add to the information available about the poster. In fact, it
would obscure the questions surrounding the flags’ loca-
tions. In the end, the loose flags were not reattached. A
map of the known flag’s locations is stored with the object.
The flags are stored in Mylar strips. These elements are
housed in a portfolio together as illustrated in figure 16. 

In a similar situation, Brenda Bernier, a senior paper
conservator at the National Archives, worked on a paste-
up with detached flags (figs. 17–18). She created a
transparent polyester film overlay that held the flags in the
correct location. For each flag, two ultrasonic welds were
made in an L-shape and the top layer of polyester was slit
to allow the flags to be inserted and removed. Figure 19
diagrams the construction of the overlay. This was not pos-
sible with United We Are Strong, because the flags abutted
each other allowing no room for the ultrasonic welds.

H O U S I N G

Each poster is custom-housed in a sink-mount portfo-
lio. This type of housing protects the vulnerable surfaces
and allows for safe handling of the often large and heavy
artworks on illustration board. The top cover and bottom
support are constructed of corrugated blue board.
Corrugated blue board creates a rigid and lightweight sup-
port for oversized objects. The edges of the sink mount
( fig. 20) are also constructed of corrugated blue board cov-
ered with ten-point board to create smooth edges. The
sink is made deep enough to prevent the portfolio cover
from touching the surface of the poster art. The artworks
are not attached in any way to their protective housing.
The sink mount helps to keep each poster secure in its
portfolio and allows the poster to be removed so it can be
examined.

Two styles of portfolios are made. The tab style (fig. 21)
is made with a thin strip of archival paper that a researcher

uses to lift the artwork and slide his hand under it for safe
removal. Poster art on thin paper received the tab style,
because a thin paper can slide under a hinged edge. The
second style is a hinged-edge portfolio (figs. 22–24); it
allows access to the artwork with a hinge that folds back.
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Fig. 17. Brenda Bernier lifting polyester overlay containing
detached flags of The United Nations Fight for Freedom. Gouache,
airbrush media, print flags, and illustration board, c. 1941 -1945.
997 mm x 451 mm. National Archives RG 208-AOP-91-90.

Fig. 18. The United Nations Fight for Fr e e d o m with polyester over-
lay holding detached flags in correct position. 

Fig. 19. Diagram of polyester film overlay showing the ultra-
sonic welds and slits used to create individual Ls for each flag.
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The hinge is made of Tyvek adhered with polyvinyl acetate.
This style was used with works on board. Both portfolios
are stored horizontally in flat-file drawers. 

C O N C LU S I O N

This project primarily focuses on the stabilization and
rehousing of poster art for long-term preservation and
public access through photographic surrogates. More
extensive treatment can be done in the future to improve
aesthetic appearances of the poster art. This process was
guided by choices to safeguard individual objects while
maintaining as much of the original material and structure
as possible. This philosophy was adopted because the
posters are not just a visual experience. They and their tex-
tual records document and reveal a creative process that
linked private citizens and government officials in an effort
to inform and involve the public in the war effort.
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Fig. 20. Walls of the sink mount are corrugated blue board cov-
ered in ten-point board.

Fig. 22. A hinged-edge portfolio with the hinge closed.

Fig. 21. A tab style portfolio. The tab is the white paper strip
visible on the right side of the image.

Fig. 23. A portfolio with the hinge partially opened

Fig. 24. A portfolio with the white, Tyvek hinge completely
opened.
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A BS T RAC T

A large portion of printing and writing paper produced
in Europe between the fourteenth and the eighteenth cen-
turies is believed to contain gelatin sizing. Some of these
papers have survived in exceptional condition after cen-
turies of long-term natural aging. However, no survey of
the gelatin content of a large representative sample of these
papers has ever been accomplished. To undertake such a
s u r v e y, or to evaluate the gelatin content in important arti-
facts on paper during conservation treatment, new
non-destructive analysis techniques must be developed.
We are engaged in experiments employing near infrared
(NIR) and ultrasonic (US) instrumentation for this pur-
pose. In general we have found that NIR spectra and US
values correlate with gelatin content in laboratory- m a d e
samples and in historical paper specimens. As a result of
this work, we believe both techniques deserve further
research attention.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Recent research provides increasing evidence that
gelatin plays a positive role in the permanence of paper.
Dupont (2003) demonstrated that gelatin likely behaves as
a sacrificial component in paper due to preferential hydrol-
ysis of the protein molecules over those of the cellulose.
Gelatin can also bind transition-metal ions such as iron
(II) and copper found in iron-gall inks (Kolar et al. 2003;
Kolbe 2004). Bowden and Brimblecombe found the same
effect when they used gelatin to model the impact of cop-
per on leather and collagen artifacts (2003). This is
important because transition metals can enter the paper
via contamination (such as in the water supply used to
make the paper) as well as from iron-gall inks. Very recent-

Investigations of Nondestructive Methods
for the Estimation of Gelatin Content in Pa p e r
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ly, Baty and Barrett have confirmed the anticipated role of
gelatin as a pH buffer in paper (2005).

Yet little is known about the actual quantity of gelatin
present in historical papers and its relationship to the per-
manence of those papers. In 1972 Barrow analyzed ten
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century writing papers, and
found they contained 2.6–5.8 weight percent glue. To the
best of our knowledge, Barrett and Mosier’s “The Role of
Gelatin in Paper Permanence” (1995) was the first article
to relate the present condition of historical paper speci-
mens to the quantity of gelatin present. Specifically, using
a small-sample destructive test, they established a possibly
significant correlation between higher gelatin content and
better permanence (as indicated by lighter color). But they
tested only forty specimens. To obtain a clear picture of
gelatin’s role in the stability of paper subjected to long term
natural aging, a survey of many hundreds of specimens is
n e c e s s a r y. Since the sample pool must include some of the
most rare, best-performing papers extant, the development
of new non-destructive analysis techniques is essential.

This article summarizes our recent investigations of
near infrared (NIR) and ultrasonic (US) testing methods
for the estimation of gelatin content in paper.

NIR spectroscopy utilizes infrared radiation with wave-
lengths in the range 700 to 2500 nm as opposed to the
mid-infrared (mid-IR) range (2500 to 200,000 nm) that is
more frequently used in conservation (Derrick et al. 1999).
Because of advances with detectors and personal comput-
ers, NIR is becoming more commonplace, and it is
employed by pulp and paper manufacturers specifically in
the areas of troubleshooting, diagnostics, condition mon-
itoring, and moisture detection (Hojjatie et al. 2001), as
well as in many other industries. The peaks in NIR spec-
tra are combinations of overtones and overlapping bands,
so, unlike the mid-IR range, it is usually not possible to
associate specific chemical functional groups with certain
peaks in a NIR spectrum. While mid-IR is better suited to
qualitative analysis of an unknown for comparison with a
database, NIR has advantages for quantitative analysis of



certain materials. For example, cellulose absorbs so strong-
ly in the mid-IR that peaks from a paper sample may be
distorted, and the signal from weaker-absorbing com-
pounds and minor components may be overwhelmed. In
the NIR range cellulose does not absorb as strongly, so
quantitative analysis may be more feasible.

In previous work, historic paper specimens with known
gelatin content were analyzed quantitatively and nonde-
structively using mid-IR (Ormsby and Barrett 2002).
Preliminary work during that project using laboratory-
made controls indicated that NIR might be better suited
to this application. In the present research, a portable UV-
VIS-NIR spectrometer was used to analyze the controls
and historical specimens. 

Ultrasonic (US) techniques offer an alternative non-
destructive technique for estimating gelatin content. In the

paper industry US measurements are used to determine
paper strength non-destructively both in the laboratory and
online—on a rapidly moving web of new paper. Research
has shown that increasing amounts of gelatin content in
laboratory samples or historical papers correlate with
increasing z-direction (through the thickness of the sheet)
US properties (Barrett 1989; Waterhouse and Barrett 1991;
Barrett et al. 2000). Based on this earlier work we have con-
tinued testing on the US properties of both paper types
using new instrumentation (SoniSys 3D-UTI) developed
by SoniSys, Inc. of Atlanta, GA. 

P R O C E D U R E S

L a b o r a t o r y-prepared Whatman and flax handmade
paper samples used in our experiments were sized in 0.5%,
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Fig. 1. Table of historical specimens used in the experiments. Some specimens were excluded from the NIR model calculations because
of their large standard deviation relative to the gelatin concentration or because further analysis showed that they were being given too
much weight in the calculations.



1%, 2%, 4%, 6%, and 8% gelatin solutions (wt/wt) pre-
pared using a photographic-grade gelatin and hard water as
documented by Barrett and Mosier (1992). Percent of
final-weight gelatin pick-up values shown in the fig u r e s
were obtained by preconditioning and conditioning all
specimens and then using the first bare sheet as the zero
gelatin content baseline.

Figure 1 lists all historical paper specimens used in our
experiments. Hydroxyproline determinations were under-
taken as described by Barrett and Mosier (1995).

N I R
Reflectance NIR spectra were gathered with a LabSpec

Pro spectrometer (Analytical Spectral Devices, Inc.) and a
wide-angle, non-contact probe as shown in figure 2. The
probe illuminated an area approximately one square cen-
timeter on each paper specimen (fig. 3). Samples were
placed on top of a sheet of Tyvek (DuPont), which pro-
vided a uniform background. For each specimen spectra
were taken at random locations that did not have ink or
obvious signs of staining or other damage. A total of six
spectra were taken from each specimen, three each from
the front and back. Each spectrum was acquired in approx-
imately five seconds. The spectra were averaged to help
compensate for variation across the surface of the page due
to possible non-uniform gelatin coating. The data were
analyzed using GRAMS/PLSplus IQ software
(ThermoElectron).

Figure 4 shows the spectra from a group of historic
specimens dating from 1483–1798. The variation in the
peak heights, particularly near 1400–2400 nm, is presum-
ably related to differences in the concentration of gelatin
sizing, which were known to range from 0–7% by weight
based on Barrett and Mosier’s work. To evaluate this rela-
tionship, statistical analysis was performed to calculate a
model relating the NIR data to the gelatin content.

Although spectra were collected in the UV and visible
ranges, as shown, these points were not included in calcu-
lating the model. Previous work using a fluorescence
microscope had indicated that the UV range might be use-
ful because of gelatin’s fluorescence (Ormsby 2001), but
with the UV-VIS-NIR spectrometer the UV signal-to-
noise ratio was too low to supplement the NIR data. The
visible range was also not used in the model, but the data
are available for possible future analysis such as calculating
colorimetric values.

The statistical analysis software offers several methods
for developing the model, and each option has a number
of variables that must be selected. Once the calculations
are completed, a variety of techniques is used to evaluate
the quality and robustness of the model. For example, by
plotting various statistics it may become apparent that a
particular spectrum skews the results or that the model fit s
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Fig. 2. Reflectance spectra were collected with a portable UV-
VIS-NIR spectrometer. The historic paper specimen was placed
on an adjustable stage for focusing. Fig. 3. Spectra were taken from an area of approximately one

square centimeter. The missing rectangular area was previously
removed to make destructive hydroxyproline measurements.

Fig. 4. U V-VIS-NIR spectra collected from papers produced
between 1483 and 1798 are shown. The UV range is at the left
and the NIR range is at the right.



the data poorly in a certain range. Through a process of
trial and error the model’s variables are adjusted to opti-
mize it. In this project, a partial least squares method was
applied to the first derivative of the spectra. Further details
are available upon request.

U S
Using the Whatman laboratory-prepared samples and

historical specimens assayed for gelatin content by Barrett
and Mosier (1995), a number of tests were run. The appa-
ratus employed in all tests was a SoniSys 3D- U T I
ultrasonic testing instrument set up for paper stiffness mea-
surement through the out-of-plane (“through the
thickness of the sheet”) or z-direction. The instrument was
used with a transducer at an excitation frequency of 1 MHz
and a loading pressure of 50 kPa. A neoprene platen 19 mm
in diameter was used for all tests. Unless noted otherwise,
paper was tested at 50% relative humidity (RH) after con-
ditioning for 24 hours at 50% RH. In all experiments
ultrasonic data were collected at a total of ten randomly
selected points along the surface of each specimen away
from printed areas whenever possible. Mean and standard
deviations of the measured data were stored in a spread-
sheet file. Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of the SoniSys
out-of-plane stiffness tester. Figures 6a–d shows different
views of the SoniSys 3D-UTI ultrasonic testing instru-
ment in its out-of-plane configuration including a photo
of a paper sample in place during testing.

R E S U LT S A N D D I S C U SS I O N

N I R
Preliminary work focused on samples of gelatin-sized

flax paper controls. The gelatin content was determined by
weighing the paper before and after the sizing bath and cal-
culating the percent weight gain. These data were used by
the analysis software to calculate a model relating the
gelatin content to the NIR spectra. The results are plotted
in figure 7. If the model were perfect then all the points
would fall along the straight line and the R2 value would
equal 1. If there were no relationship between the gelatin
content and the NIR spectra then the points would be scat-
tered randomly around the graph and the R2 value would
be close to 0. 

The results from the flax controls are promising since
most points are near the line and the R2 value is close to 1.
With the historical specimens there is much more varia-
tion not only in age but also in fiber type, production
methods, additives, contaminants, etc. The model for these
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the SoniSys out-of-plane (through
the thickness of the sheet) stiffness tester showing principles of
ultrasonic measurement. In this dry-contact technique a paper
specimen is sandwiched between two piezoelectric ceramic
transducers and the speed of ultrasonic waves traveling through
the sample is measured. A 50 kPa loading pressure and
Neoprene-terminated plastic delay lines are used to enhance
acoustic coupling.

Fig. 6a.

Fig. 6b.



specimens is likely to be less successful than with the con-
trols, and figure 7 shows the results. The points are spread
further from the line, and the R2 value is 0.70 compared to
0.94 with the controls.

With the control samples in figure 7 the gelatin content
was determined by the weight gain. For the historical spec-
imens the gelatin data plotted on the horizontal axis in
figure 8 are from Barrett and Mosier’s 1995 destructive
measurements of hydroxyproline, an amino acid compo-
nent of gelatin. The hydroxyproline procedure is difficult

and time-consuming. In addition, the precision of some
measurements was poor, as indicated by the error bars
shown in figure 8. These bars represent the standard devi-
ation of nine measurements from each specimen (fewer
measurements were made on some specimens because of
the limited sampling area available). As illustrated in fig u r e
8, the error bars tend to become larger at the higher gelatin
content. Unfortunately, in this range there were also fewer
historical specimens to work with. Therefore, the model
has difficulty in fitting the data at higher concentrations.

It might be possible to fine-tune the model by experi-
menting with different variables or algorithms, but the
model can only be as good as the data used to calibrate it.
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Fig. 6c.

Fig. 6d.

Fig. 6. Photographs of the SoniSys 3D-UTI ultrasonic instru-
ment with (a) a metallic shield and computer used for data
acquisition and monitoring, (b) a close-up view of the base sup-
port, and also close-up views of the transducer-delay line
assemblies (c) without and (d) with a test specimen. By measur-
ing the sample thickness according to a TAPPI standard and also
measuring the time of flight of ultrasound through the paper
specimen, the ultrasonic velocity is determined. From that the
paper specific stiffness along the thickness direction is calculat-
ed.

Fig. 7. The horizontal axis shows the gelatin concentration of
flax control samples as determined by the weight gain from siz-
ing. The vertical axis is the gelatin concentration as predicted by
the model based on the NIR spectra. If the model were perfect
then all the points would fall on the line.

Fig. 8. The horizontal axis shows the gelatin concentration deter-
mined by destructive hydroxyproline measurements of the
historic specimens. The vertical axis is the prediction from the
NIR model. Compared to figure 7 the points are farther from
the line. Note the different scale for this graph as well as the
wide error bars on some hydroxyproline measurements.



Given the limitations of the hydroxyproline measure-
ments, it is unlikely that the model’s performance can be
improved substantially. An alternative is to find a more
accurate method to measure hydroxyproline. One promis-
ing candidate is gas chromatographic analysis of amino
acids (Schilling et al. 1996). Designed for working with
microgram-sized samples from paintings, the sensitive
method was evaluated by studying the effect of pigments
and accelerated aging on the analysis of gelatin (Schilling
and Khanjian 1996). Future work will explore using this
technique to analyze the historic paper specimens.

U S
Figure 9 shows normalized mean ultrasonic specific

stiffness values obtained on the laboratory- p r e p a r e d
Whatman papers. Measurements were repeated three times
during a three-week period and comparison of the three
measurements resulted in a maximum coefficient of vari-
ation of 6.1% for all specimens. Figure 10 confirms the
trend of increasing US value with increasing gelatin con-
centration reported in earlier publications (Waterhouse and
Barrett 1991; Barrett, et al. 2000). In the paper industry,
increasing US value is generally associated with increasing
degree of refining or beating. This is because increased
beating produces more bonding, a denser sheet, and an
increased capacity to transmit sound waves. The increased
beating and bonding also produce generally higher strength
characteristics. It has therefore been possible to obtain US
estimates of strength properties with no destructive test-
ing. Increased beating might be considered as one source of
higher US values in historical papers as well; however,
high-quality book and writing papers were made from very
well-worn and carefully sorted old rags. In the stamper or

beater they responded to beating rather quickly (compared
to new fiber), shortening to the point where a pulp for
making well-formed sheets was possible in a short period
of time. With such brief beating times, the finished sheets
after drying were not especially strong. We believe the
majority of their strength and high US values came from
the addition of gelatin.

US analyses are normally done on papers that have been
conditioned in a controlled atmosphere prior to the test,
whereas any regime for analyzing large numbers of books
in special collections libraries will require testing under
varying RH conditions. The impact of defacto condition-
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Fig. 9. The horizontal axis shows the weight percent gelatin
concentration in the Whatman laboratory prepared samples. The
vertical axis shows z-direction out-of-plane specific stiffness as
dimensionless quantities.

Fig. 10. The horizontal axis shows the Whatman samples with
gelatin content increasing from left to right. The vertical axis
shows z-direction out-of-plane specific stiffness values in (km/s)2

units.

Fig. 11. The horizontal axis shows the gelatin content for the
historical specimens increasing from left to right. The vertical
axis shows z-direction out-of-plane specific stiffness values in
(km/s)2 units.



ing “in the stacks” immediately prior to testing has yet to
be investigated. In the paper industry, changes in RH pro-
duce a predictable variance in US data output for papers
not sized with gelatin. The very preliminary results shown
in figure 10 suggest the effect is the same for gelatin-sized
papers, and we expect to be able to devise a formula to
compensate for tests on historical papers executed in ambi-
ent conditions at RH values above or below the normal
50% RH. The ideal correction factor may eventually be
based on the moisture content of the paper itself—a prop-
erty which can be measured non-destructively.

Figure 11 shows relatively good agreement between US
values and the known hydroyxproline assayed gelatin con-
tent of twenty-one historical specimens.

As indicated in the NIR discussion, our future efforts
will focus on new amino acid analyses of a larger pool of
historical specimens in order to arrive at “standards” with
more precisely known gelatin content. This will permit
the development of more refined US as well as NIR meth-
ods.

C O N C LU S I O N S A N D F U T U R E W O R K

NIR and US methods deserve additional research
attention for use in the non-destructive analysis of histor-
ical papers. US data combined with NIR data may be able
to eventually give a composite picture of gelatin quantity
and quality. In addition, NIR is used in several industries
for moisture content determination, and a model might
be developed for historical paper specimens. Likewise,
because US methods are used to accurately predict the
strength properties of modern-day papers, with research
they may eventually be used to estimate the strength of
historical papers.
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S U M M A R Y

Old Master drawings are popularly identified by the
brown color of their inks. All such drawings are com-
monly described today as “pen and brown inks” or “brush
and brown wash,” although a number of different inks
were used. This broad descriptive term does not indicate
the richness of variety of tones of the inks.

The history of inks used to make pen–and-ink draw-
ings is a topic that has been researched in the past but is not
yet well documented. The identification of these inks is a
complicated matter for conservators, curators, and collec-
tors due to the similarities in their appearance. This
research covers recent advances in paper conservation
made from a technical study of Italian master drawings at
the National Gallery of Canada in Ottawa. It focuses on
observations obtained from the examination and docu-
mentation of several drawings in which the artists used
iron-gall inks and other brown inks, such as bistre and
sepia, as well as carbon black ink.

During this project both the MuSIS 2007, a multispec-
tral imaging system, and ultraviolet fluorescence light were
used to differentiate iron-gall ink from other inks on paper
substrates. MuSIS 2007 is a tool manufactured by Art
Innovation in the Netherlands, which has been built upon
the innovative combination of two interchangeable optical
sensors that allow the system to operate in a wide spectral
range. It works in the area between ultraviolet and near
infrared that extends from 320 nm to 1550 nm and can be
used in seven separate bands. This camera can capture
images in various bands of the light spectrum: ultraviolet
radiation (320–400 nm), visible fluorescence and visible
reflection (400–700 nm), false color infrared (700 nm),
near infrared band 1 (700–950 nm), near infrared band 2
(950–1150 nm), and near infrared band 3 (1150–1550 nm).

These features are immediately available in multiple
images modes viewed on a computer screen and can then
be recorded. Both the near infrared bands 1 and 2 imaging
modes (700–1150 nm) have proved to be very useful dur-
ing the examination and identification of various inks.
Most of the findings are in near infrared band 2 due to the
fact that in this area of the light spectrum the inks differ
mostly from each other. Ultraviolet light digital photog-
raphy is another tool that can be used to record the
ultraviolet fluorescence and compare the results obtained
to characterize these inks. The digital camera used with
two gelatin filters (Kodak 2E and Kodak CC40R) captures
the ultraviolet radiation produced and resembles closely
what the naked eye sees. This is also a quick and easy way
to carry out photo-documentation and the results can be
viewed immediately.

The use of a combination of these new imaging tech-
niques is promising to become a powerful tool in
nondestructive analysis and documentation in the field of
conservation. This study does not cover permanence
issues related to these new technologies or the production
of consistent color management and calibration of the
images obtained.
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A BS T RAC T

Support for works on paper can be provided with
Japanese tissue and starch-paste hinges or with adhesive-
free edge support. When the edges of a sheet must be
exposed, hinges, to which the paste has been applied in
tiny or microdots, will give good support, with minimal
potential for cockling. Thicker sheets can be secured with
slightly larger dots of paste on the hinge. When the edges
can be covered, the sheet can be housed without the use of
adhesive. Folded edge strips, with one or more folds, edge
wrappers made from a single sheet of paper, and specially
designed support spacers can all provide safe and steady
support. The dimensions of the item will dictate the sup-
port to be used. When an item has been properly
supported, it should be sequestered from harm. Well cho-
sen glazing materials can be combined with metal/plastic
heat-sealing laminates to comprise packages that can pro-
tect matted works, paintings on canvas or panel, and
objects. These packages can be designed for short or long
term usage and for climate protection or waterproofing.

T O H I N G E O R N O T T O H I N G E

Preservation of works of art and artifacts on paper is
complicated by the great variety of shapes, sizes, thick-
nesses, and constituent materials in which such items are
found. Housing for these works must be tailored to
accommodate the particular needs of each. If it is critical to
expose the edges of the sheet, the most benign adhesive,
starch paste, can be applied to Japanese tissue hinges in the
least invasive manner, using tiny- or microdots, to form
the basis for hinges. Since the hinges should be invisible
beyond the margins of the sheet, they can be passed

through slits in the back mat to provide steady, non-con-
fining support. When the edges of an item can be covered,
a window mat that goes over those edges will be especial-
ly beneficial, in that it will support the item through
paper/mat board friction in the covered portions and the
covered margins of the sheet will be restrained by the
edges of the window. This situation also allows for sup-
port of the matted item with folded paper structures,
without the application of any adhesive to the art or arti-
fact. Once such items are properly housed, they can best
be kept from pollution and harmful extremes of climate if
they are sequestered in a proper storage system, or in a
sealed package that will exclude those threats. These three
areas of preservation—hinging, hinge-free support, and
microclimate packaging—are detailed in this presentation,
with an emphasis on currently available techniques and
materials.

T O H I N G E

Rapid evacuation of moisture from an applied hinge
can help eliminate cockling, and this can be effected
through the use of hand blotting with blotters that have
been desiccated. A slide warmer, found at scientific sup-
pliers, is the simplest and safest way to dry blotters (fig. 1).
A cobalt salt card, laid on top of the drying blotters will
show when they have gone from a humid to a dry state
( fig. 2). Cut the blotters to be dried into a smaller size than
is used for room-ambient blotters so that the two types
can be easily distinguished. This allows one to safely hand
dry with the desiccated type and do the final weighted dry-
ing with the normal blotters. Desiccated blotters can be
stored in pouches made of aluminum/plastic heat-sealing
foils (fig. 3), and a glass window in the package permits
monitoring of its contents without opening.

Paste can be prepared less frequently if it is stored in
sterile packages. Heat-sealing foils serve well in this area,
too, since paste can be packaged in small sachets made of
this foil, if proper sterile conditions are maintained during
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packaging. Alcohol for sterilization of the inside of the foil
will be required in addition to the paste-making materials
( fig. 4). The inside of the foil, the polyethylene side, is fir s t
thoroughly cleaned with alcohol and then freshly cooked
paste is added to the center of a clean piece of foil (fig. 5).
The foil is folded around the paste and heat is used to make
seams, away from the paste, to form an open pouch. The
paste can now be moved to the bottom of this pouch (fig.

6) and excess air can be sealed out before the closing seam
is bonded. The pouch can now be pressure tested and
dated (fig. 7). If the contents of the package expand, sterile
conditions were not maintained during packaging.

Well-strained paste is essential for all hinging applica-
tions. A simple and inexpensive method for straining
employs the synthetic silk used in screen printing. A quan-
tity of cooked paste can be placed on a square of this
material and the material can be pulled around the paste
mass and drawn together. This allows the operator to hold
the margins of the silk together as a clean, dull blade is used
to push the paste through the material and onto a clean
receptor surface (fig. 8). If done just before the paste is
used, the paste will have minimum exposure to spores that
might be in the straining material.

Certainly the most important innovation in hinging in
recent history is microdot application of paste, introduced
by Matsuda Katsuhiko of the Showa Women's University,
Tokyo, Japan. An applicator made of the hook side of hook-
and-loop fastener can be used to transfer dots of paste to
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.
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the hinge before it is applied to the art. The paste spots will
dry laterally into the Japanese tissue and they will then dry
laterally into the fibers of the art sheet. When properly
done, this technique all but eliminates the possibility of
cockling, but it must be done with some dispatch. Pa s t e
applicators for microdots can be made from a segment of
the hook material that has been affixed to a larger piece of
water-proof, rigid material, while larger macrodots, to be
used on items that are too thick to cockle, can be made with
a short-bristled brush (fig. 9). 

The technique begins with an even field of paste being
spread out onto a clean piece of smooth, waterproof mate-
rial. The paste should be viscous enough so that it can be
spread evenly and thinly, without beading. The dotting
applicator is pressed into this paste field and is agitated in
circular motions, to charge the sides of the hooks, with care
taken to ensure that the paste does not fill in between the
hooks (fig. 10). The hinge can now be pressed onto the
charged hooks, with sufficient pressure so that the paper
will become dimpled and paste will be gathered from the
sides of the hook tips, for microdots, or the bristles for
macrodots (fig. 11). As one is learning this technique, col-
oring the paste can demonstrate whether an even field of
microdots or macrodots has been created (fig. 12). Colored
paste will only be used with practice hinges, of course. If
the hinge will be passed through the back mat, apply it to
the back of the art with its outermost row of paste dots set
in from the edge of the sheet, so that the edge of the sheet
will overlap the slit in the back mat. This eliminates the
possibility of the sheet edge getting caught on the slit edge.
For pendant hinges, the outer row of dots can be set at the
edge of the sheet (fig. 13). Even though the microdots of
paste are not likely to cause cockling, the hinge should be
carefully dried to further ensure safety.
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The drying should begin as soon as the hinge is laid on
the art. A desiccated blotter can be set on the hinge and
pressed with the flat portion of the palm near the wrist or
the side of the hand. Move the blotter slowly off the hinge
and away from the center of the sheet of the art. This will
ensure that the damp portion of the blotter will be kept
off the sheet. As was noted before, making the desiccated
blotters smaller than the normal blotters aids in ensuring
that the final weighting will be done with normal blotters
only (fig. 14). Securing the art to the back mat comprises
attaching the hinges to the back mat in a manner that pro-
vides steady but non-confining support. If the hinges are
fixed too rigidly to the back mat, the sheet may cockle
between the hinges as the relative humidity rises. Passing
the hinges through slits in the back mat allows for steady
support of the sheet, while also allowing for slight lateral
movement of the sheet edges. Unfortunately, this also
entails having the ends of the hinges exposed on the back
side of the back mat, which is impractical in institutional
settings. Since institutions tend to have stable climates, the
flexibility of support that passed-through hinges provide
should not be needed. Where needed, passed-through
hinges may be done in the following manner.

The work is placed on the back mat in the desired posi-
tion and weighted in place, with hinges folded out to
reveal their positions. Mark the hinge positions on the
back mat with the end of a microspatula (fig. 15). Make
the marks slightly under the edge of the sheet so that the
slits will be in line with the fold on the hinges, which are
lower than the edge of the sheet. Cut the slits on a bevel
which angles out from the edges of the art. The hinges can
be fed into the ends of folded pieces of paper slipped
through the slits from the back (fig. 16). As the folded
paper is pulled back through the slot it takes the hinge with
it, safely and easily (fig. 17).

Folded hinges can be attached to back mats using cross
pieces made of Japanese tissue. Since adhesion of the cross
pieces requires the use of paste, position strips of polyester
sheet under the edges of the art where the cross pieces will
be installed, to protect the art from moisture. These strips
should be weighted in place, with the weight positioned to
allow one end of the art paper to be lifted as the pasted
cross piece and hinge are folded under the polyester strip
and onto the back mat (fig. 18). Paste can be applied to the
ends of the cross piece, leaving the central section dry to
allow for future removal of the cross piece from the mat
( fig. 19). The cross piece can be removed later by inserting
a microspatula under the unpasted portion of the cross
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Fig. 15.

Fig. 16.

Fig. 17.

Fig .14.



piece and working it from side to side. The pasted cross
piece is set under the hinge and the hinge is pressed down
onto it. Hinge and cross piece, together, are turned under
the art and pressed onto the back mat (fig. 20). The cross
pieces are allowed to dry for several hours, before the
polyester sheet strips are removed. 

Heavy items—those with papers that are two-ply thick
and thicker—may be too heavy for ordinary hinging, and
a reinforced hinge will be needed if they are to be dis-
played with their edges exposed. Hinges that fold out in
two opposite directions on the back of the art can be made
with Japanese tissue and polyethylene used an adhesive. A
wide piece of Japanese tissue can be folded around a strip
of polyethylene, and heat, from a household iron, can be
used to melt the polyethylene so that it bonds to the
Japanese tissue in front and in back (fig. 21). A successful
bond will be evident when the polyethylene starts to show
through the tissue. When that has been achieved, the
bonded portion of this laminate can be cut with scissors
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Fig. 18.

Fig. 19.

Fig. 20.

Fig. 21.



up to the end of the bonded portion and beyond that it can
be torn. Since this hinge will fold out in opposite direc-
tions, applying paste is more complicated than usual. A cut
can be made in a piece of blotter card and the laminated
part of the hinge can be passed into that cut. Both sides of
the hinge can now be folded onto the blotter and paste can
be applied to both (fig. 22). The pasted hinge can be
pressed onto the back of the item and dried with two blot-
ters on either side of its central stem. This stem will be
drawn through a properly placed slit in a back mat. If prop-
erly executed, such a hinge can carry a static weight of over
one kilogram. If the back of the art has degraded, a piece of
Japanese tissue can be pasted onto that degraded back sur-
face and dried. A reinforced hinge can be pasted to that
reinforcing tissue back pad to give it a secure foothold (fig.
23). 

Degraded papers that have images on both sides can be
secured in cut-out inserts with perimetric hinges (fig. 24).
These hinges will have such a broad hold on the art, that
only the feathers of wet-cut Japanese tissue need be applied
to the outer edges of the verso of the art, working a few
inches at a time. The rest of the hinge will be pasted to the
back side of the insert (fig. 24). For very large works, peri-

metric hinges can be pasted to their edges and drawn
around a support panel of four-ply mat board and acid-free
corrugated board, so that the hinges can be secured on the
back side of the pane. The hinges will have to comprise
strips, shorter than the margins of the art, and the ends of
the strips can be pasted together to form invisible joins.
This will be most useful in situations where the margins of
the art need restraint or special support.

N O T T O H I N G E

As benign as starch paste and Japanese tissue hinges may
be, they still entail application of starch to part of the paper.
A window mat that covers the edges of that same sheet will
allow for support of the sheet without the use of adhesive.
When this is done, the support for the edges of the sheet
should be concentrated at the centers of its edges and not at
its corners. Corner supports allow for the sheet to bend at
its corners and fall out, while center supports keep the
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sheet in plane and place (fig. 25). Lynne Gillaland of the
National Museum of American History made a central
contribution to provision of hinge-free support when she
outlined the use of folded paper strips or gutters that
enclosed the top and bottom edges of a sheet. To these,
one can add vertical strips that hold the sides of the sheet.
The vertical strips have slits at their folds through which
the ends of the top and bottom strips can pass (fig. 26).
This permits the strips to be snugged up to the sides of the
sheet, while the strips are attached to the back mat, with
linen tape, only at their ends. The advantage of this con-
figuration is its provision of steady support that will not
be overly confining when the mount undergoes changes in
relative humidity. Since the strips are longer than the edges
of the sheet, they should loosen as the relative humidity
rises and they should tighten as the relative humidity
drops. In figure 26 one can see that the bottom strip has a
back side that is especially wide, making it rigid to give
extra support to the bottom of the sheet, while the strips
that support the other three sides are narrower, allowing
for more response to changes in RH The support that such
strips provide will depend on the back mat, to which they
are secured, being relatively rigid. If that back mat is too
flexible, it can bend and become concave, arching away
from the side with the art. If that happens, the strips will
become slack. An ordinary four-ply back mat should serve
well until the item to be housed exceeds two feet in both
directions.

As works grow to and beyond that range of sizes, the
back mat will have to be made of laminates of acid-free
corrugated board and matting board. To keep the support
concentrated at the center of the strips, tabs can be cut in
the back side of some strips, especially the bottom strip
( fig. 27). A curved cut allows the tab to be formed with
one cut, which can be folded out and taped to the back
mat, with linen tape. Such tabs will allow edge strips to be
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used with very large sheets if the back mat has been made
thick enough to remain stiff and under tension at that size. 

Another problem that is often encountered is the hous-
ing of photos and other items with a design that comes
close to the edges of their sheets. Since the strip can extend
over only a small portion of the art, it must be more rigid,
to prevent the sheet from slipping out from under it. A
strip with not one, but two, parallel folds in it, running

along its center can perform in this role. Seen end on, such
a strip comprises a shape like the letter Z with a tiny cen-
tral portion. This strip can be created by taking a long strip
of paper, an inch or more wide, and folding it in two along
its length. The folded strip is folded again, close to and par-
allel to the first fold (fig. 28). Both folds are burnished and
the entire strip is unfolded to reveal its Z-shaped structure
(fig. 29). The edge of the item to be matted will rest in the
channel that is closest to the back mat and the vertical strips
will be cut at that point to allow the horizontal strips to
pass through them (fig. 30). Since this strip, with its extra
fold, will have a greater bulk than a single fold strip would,
provision must be made to avoid pressure from the win-
dow mat that might lead to embossment or abrasion of the
surface of the matted item. This provision can comprise a
shim mat, another window with an opening larger than the
primary window that is glued to the back of the primary
window (fig. 31). This shim should provide enough space
so that its margins are well outside the edges of the framed
work.
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Hinge-free solutions are also most appropriate for
works that are thick enough to make securing them with
hinges problematical. One support can be made from a
sheet of conservation quality paper that is an inch or so
larger in height and width than the item being matted in all
directions. The item can be placed on this sheet and the
edges of the sheet are folded around the edges of the item,
so that those folds reflect the size of that item. Cuts are
now made that run diagonally across the corners of the
support sheet, from the corners of the folded area to the
corners of the whole sheet. These cuts are then extended
along the inner folds, so that one pair of cuts proceeds up
from the lower corners and another pair of cuts proceeds
in along the top edge from the upper corners (fig. 32). The
outer portion of paper will now comprise four flaps with
diagonal ends. Each of these flaps can be folded down its
length in a Z pattern, with the first fold going in toward
the center of the structure and the next going out and the
final one going in (fig. 33). Since the ends of these fla p s
will be diagonally cut, the uppermost folded portion, will
also be the longest. This means that when the item is
installed in the center of this support, and the “Z” folded
flaps are properly folded and their ends go through the slits
that have been made inside their neighboring flaps, the
ends that proceed out from each corner can be secured to
the back mat with linen tape (fig. 34). 

Some photographers preferred to mount their photos
onto larger support boards and when this mounting came
from the artist's studio, it comprises part of the history of
the photo. Securing such mounted photos into window
mats in a manner that will allow curators access to the back
of the mount boards can best be achieved through the use
of corner supports, some of which can be opened and re-
closed. These corners follow the traditional folding
pattern, comprising a strip of one ply board with two forty-
five degree folds near the center of the strip, so that the

space between the folds forms a right triangle. The cor-
ners are secured to the back mat with paste or glue spotted
onto the underside of the tabs on each corner. Both of the
tabs in the lower corners are secured, while only the lower
tabs on the upper corners are secured (fig. 35). This con-
figuration means that the upper tab of each upper corner is
free to be unfolded and later folded back so that the sup-
port board can be removed and re-installed, without
damage to the corners or the support board itself (fig. 36). 

Some works of art present problems that can best be
solved with properly designed spacers rather than with
window mats. Pastels on boards are a prime of this sort
problem. Nothing can rest on the front surface of such
works and they are not likely to do well if supported with
hinges given their significant weight. It is likely that in the
event of an impact, hinges would delaminate material from
the back of the pastel. Spacers that cup the edges of the
board on which the pastel was executed can provide gen-
tle, steady support that is not unduly confining and which
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has no part that sits flat on the front of the pastel. Such
spacers can be made from strips of conservation quality
board, two of which have been glued together to form an L
shape. This L should be strengthened with a smaller strip
of board that can be glued to the inside of the joint where
the first two strips come together, to form a diagonal rein-
forcement. This combined structure can then be wrapped
with a strip of Japanese tissue, which when glued to the
outside surface of the L, will give the spacer the shape of a
right triangle, when seen in cross-section. These spacers
are linen-taped along the margins of a back mat that is
slightly larger than the outer dimensions of the pastel
board, and they should fold up easily around the board,
without crowding it (fig. 37). The spacers are taped togeth-
er at the corners of the support to create a tray, which can
safely hold the board in or out of a frame. 

Other materials, such as fragments of paintings or
designs on board, can be held to a back mat by very soft
spacers. These spacers fold up around the edges of the back

mat and onto the recto surface of the painting. The critical
ingredient here is needle-punch polyester batting. That
material can be attached to a piece of conservation-quality
board with acrylic medium serving as an adhesive. The
acrylic can be rolled onto the board, and the needle-punch
can be gently pressed onto it and allowed to dry. When the
adhesive is dry, strips of polyester and board can be cut on
a board shear and the resulting strips can be wrapped with
Japanese tissue. The tissue is glued to the board on what
will become the back side of the spacer. Its front side will
be soft, padded, and yielding, making it safe for use with
paint layers that have impasto. These padded spacers can be
taped to a back mat that is slightly larger than the fragment
to be housed. When they are dry and the painting is in
place, they are folded up and onto its recto and secured
with strips of linen tape that hold their corners closed (fig.
38).

Sink mats are very useful in providing support of items
on board that have robust edges. The problem that comes
up with items that are to be stored in sinks is how the sink
will remain closed when it is going into or coming out of
a frame. If glue or double-sided adhesive is used to close
the sink, re-opening it will be messy and dangerous. A sim-
pler and safer alternative is lashing the window to the sink
with strips of linen tape. Such tape strips can be secured to
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the back of the window, from where they will pass through
slits in the sink to the back of the sink, where they can be
taped, completing the closure. In figure 39 we see the sink,
with its lifting tab and the slits cut with two intersecting
arcs, to simplify the effort in cutting through such thick
material. The positions of the slits can be transferred to
the back mat with a marking implement that goes through

the slit from the back, when the window is closed on the
sink. The pointed strips of linen tape can be situated so
that they have a hold on the back of the back mat, and they
bend back at the line that has been marked from the verso.
The object can then be installed and the lashing strips
drawn through the slits so they can be taped onto the back
of the mat. 

This same technique can be reversed to create a hous-
ing that combines the paper-covered bevel, found in the
pastel spacer, and the lashing closure, just described. In fig-
ure 40 we see the components of what might be
considered an inverse sink: a window of acid-free corru-
gated board combined with a window of
conservation-quality mat board that has an opening slight-
ly smaller than the opening in the corrugated board. These
are glued together and the margins of their mutual open-
ing have been wrapped with Japanese tissue to produce a
shorter version of the taut-paper bevel seen in the pastel
s p a c e r. A back mat and a primary window are hinged to
one side of this central support window or sink (fig. 41).
Pass-through slits are cut in the window/sink and their
positions are marked on to the back mat, enabling the loca-
tion of the lashing strips. The item can be positioned on
the back mat, and the window/sink can be carefully
brought down onto it as the lashing strips are fed through
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the slits and secured to the face of the sink, completing the
package. 

M I C R O C L I M AT O L O G Y

The two major functions that comprise preservation of
works of art and artifacts on paper are support for and
sequestration of those materials. In the forgoing sections
of this paper, support with or without adhesive has been
addressed. Here, techniques for sequestering paper-based
items from pollution, light, extremes of relative humidity,
and biological hazards are detailed. Successful sequestra-
tion depends on the availability of materials that can
function as vapor barriers, climate reservoirs, pollutant
scavengers, and light filters and packaging that combine
these products to take advantage of their potentials.
Traditional frames do a poor job of sequestering their con-
tents from environmental harm. Harmful light
wavelengths enter through the glazing, and pollution,
excessive moisture, and desiccating air can come in
through the back. Packages that fit invisibly into the fame
can address these problems with modest additional expen-
diture of funds and time. 

Heat-sealing composite foils, developed for military,
medical, or food packaging applications, are critical to the
creation of these packages. Such foils function because
their inner layer, usually polyethylene, melts at a lower
temperature than their outermost layer. That outer layer
also imparts puncture-resistance to the foil. The most crit-
ical layer is the aluminum foil that is sandwiched between
two layers of polyethylene, one of which forms the heat
bonding layer and one of which bonds the aluminum to
the outermost layer. In figure 42 we see examples of some
such foils: a cotton-backed variety, Marvelseal 1311, on the
left; a polyester-backed variety, Mitsubishi PE/AL/PE/PET,
in the center; and a polyamide (Nylon)-backed variety,
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Marvelseal 360, on the right. These foils, used in combi-
nation with laminated glass, which itself makes a
functional vapor barrier, can form a package that will
exclude extremes of relative humidity indefinitely. If the
same foils are used with acrylic sheet, that package will give
good short-term protection or longer-term protection in
less demanding circumstances. None of these foils will
bond to the glazing without an added adhesive. Electrical-
grade hot melt, such as 3M 3797 or 3748, or
pressure-sensitive tapes, such as 3M ATG 969 or 3M 415,
can be used to bond the foil to the glazing (fig. 42). The
addition of silica gel-impregnated paper and papers loaded
with activated carbon, calcium carbonate, and/or zeolites
will be a benefit for the maintenance of proper interior
conditions in such a package. Various designs can be used,
to meet the challenges of differing settings.

The simplest package is designed for use with matted
material. It employs package sealing tape, a barrier layer to
keep the tape volatiles away from the mat and its contents,
and a backing of polypropylene double-wall board, such
as Coroplast or Cor-X.

The critical element in this package is the foil barrier
material cut into small rolls that will line the tape. Since
these rolls are not commercially available, they must be
created in-house. This can be done by rolling the foil off
the large roll that it comes on onto a dowel, to create a
s m a l l e r, tight roll that can be cut on a power miter box.
When the roll has been cut, a number of smaller rolls will
be created (fig. 43). Figure 44 shows a side view of such a
package being created for a work that has the art hinged to
a back mat and a spacer of four-ply board and acid-free
corrugated board. The tape is attached to the edge of the
glazing and the foil is rolled, polyethylene side up, onto
the tape (fig. 45). The bottom of the package is treated fir s t ,
with the tape/foil combination cut to the dimensions of
the bottom. The sides are done next, with the tape/foil
flush to the top edge and wrapping around the bottom cor-
ners; the foil extends around the corner and the tape
extends beyond that. The corners are given a “hospital”
style fold. The top is taped last with both ends overlapping
onto the sides. This sequence should give some slight
resistance to accidental wetting. This package will serve
well for exhibition needs, especially where the climate
does not stray far from the museum norm. It cannot be
expected to work to exclude water during a sprinkler acci-
dent. 

The next package design gives a high degree of protec-
tion against wetting and, if it is used with laminated glass,
it should perform well for very long periods. This package
relies on high-strength ATG, a carrierless adhesive
designed to be applied with a gun that rolls it out.
However, for this application it needs to be applied, care-
fully, by hand. The ATG can be unrolled, so that it comes
away with its release paper and then, very carefully, set on

the edges of the piece of glazing. Care should be taken to
ensure that the tape on the side of the glazing does not
extend back to the inside edge, to prevent possible con-
tamination of the edges of the window mat (fig. 46). The
mat package, with the clean glazing fitted to it, can now be
laid onto the sheet of sealing foil. That foil should have
been placed on the work surface with its polyethylene side
down, toward the table (fig. 46). Since the polyethylene
will not be used for heat-sealing and it is difficult to make
things stick to it, the foil in this case is being used in
reverse to its ordinary position. Small sections of the AT G
are added at the corners of the package to provide adhesive
to seal the corners (fig. 46). With these corners in place,
the release paper can be removed and the foil can be pulled
up onto the tape and secured there with pressure, and the
corners can be pinched shut (fig. 47). The excess material
can be trimmed with a blade or knife and the dross can be
pulled away (fig. 48). 

The same package can be made with electrical-grade
hot-melt glue, but that material is much harder to control
and such packages can only be fitted into a frame that has
wider than normal lips (rabbet widths). That type of hot-
melt glue is necessary for the creation of packages that can
house paintings on canvas, since the creation of corners in
these packages requires that the foil be used with its
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polyethylene, heat-bonding side turned in, and that side
will not bond well with pressure-sensitive adhesives.
Because heat cannot be used in proximity to a work of art,
the paintings package must be designed so that the art can
be loaded from the rear. The package can then be closed
with a separate sheet of foil that is heat-bonded to the mar-
gins of the package that extend on the back of the frame. 

To begin, the glue should be carefully applied to the
outer edges of both sides of the glazing. This glue requires
an industrial applicator gun, such as a 3M Polygun TC.
The edges of the glazing are cleaned with dilute detergent
and with alcohol to eliminate finger oils, which could
weaken the adhesive's bond. The glue should be applied in
the thinnest bead possible, to enhance its flexibility and
diminish its tendency to crack (fig. 49). Strips of sealing
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foil around three to four inches wide are heat-bonded to
the glue on the edge of the glazing sheet (fig. 50), and the
overlapping ends of these strips are drawn up and heat-
bonded together to form the diagonal corner seen in fig u r e
50. Thinner strips, one to two inches wide, which are only
as long as the edges of the glazing sheet, are then heat-
bonded to the glue on the inside of the glazing and to the
inside of the wider, primary strips (fig. 50). To finish the
package the corners can now be heat-bonded, again, so that
corners such as those seen in figure 51 result. Here one
can see how the sides of the package bend out, so that they
will rest on the back of the frame and form a surface to
which the added piece of foil that will form the back of
the package can be heat bonded. 

The techniques depicted here represent current solu-
tions to problems found in preservation of works on paper.
As new products become available and novel materials are
used by artists, innovative designs and techniques will be
required for preservation to succeed. Inexpensive enclo-
sures that support modified atmospheres, glazing materials
that can filter infrared radiation to reduce black body heat-
ing, glazing that becomes reflective or opaque when
exposed to light at higher than preferred levels, hinge-free
support for sheets that are matted with their edges
exposed, book support and display techniques that allow

for safe and simple changing of openings during an exhi-
bition; these are some of the techniques and materials one
can envision that would aid preservation. Our task is to
bring them into being sooner rather than later. 
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A BS T RAC T

In 2002 and 2003 I had the great fortune and honor of
conducting papyrus conservation workshops and training
in Egypt. The activities were sponsored by the Institute of
Nautical Archaeology-Egypt (INA-Egypt) and were fund-
ed through grants from the U.S. Agency for International
Development and American Research Center in Egypt.
The workshops took place in Alexandria at the INA-
Egypt’s headquarters and in Cairo at the Egyptian
Museum. It was a very moving and enlightening experi-
ence for me. I had the opportunity to train and interact
with conservators and conservation department heads
from across Egypt during two-week courses of instruction
that covered practical concepts of papyrus conservation as
well as basic paper conservation theory and practice.
During my sojourn in Egypt I saw many great things such
as the fantastic and newly opened Alexandria Library,
archeological sites, and the Egyptian culture itself. This
paper will briefly cover my experiences and impressions
of working and traveling in Egypt.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

The myths and legends concerning ancient Egypt have
been around for much of recorded time. The age-old lore
of Egypt has been reflected in the splendor of its awe-
inspiring treasures and its breathtaking ancient ritual sites.
The Egyptians of the past used hieroglyphs on stone and
papyrus to record for history their customs, acts of gov-
ernment, daily lives, great myths, and legends. It is from
these important annals that archeologists from many lands
have strived for centuries to unearth artifacts that would
lead to a better and deeper understanding of humankind.

Papyrology has been an important area of research for
Egyptologists. Papyrus artifacts can be found in major
museums and research libraries throughout the world.
The information gleaned from them is essential in draw-
ing important conclusions and facts about the ancient
Egyptians and their substantial influences in the world.
Therefore, the care of papyrus artifacts is vital and impor-
tant. A research organization that has recognized the
importance of the proper care of papyrus manuscripts and
artifacts is the Institute of Nautical Archaeology-Egypt. It
was under its auspices that I conducted several conserva-
tion workshops for the care of papyrus manuscripts in
Egypt at various times from June 2002 to May 2003. This
paper will briefly relate my experiences in Egypt over that
time period.

I N S T I T U T E O F N AU T I C A L A R C H A E O L O G Y-
E G Y P T

D r. George F. Bass founded the Institute of Nautical
Archaeology, or INA, in 1973. INA is a non-profit, scien-
t i fic, and educational organization based at and affil i a t e d
with Texas A&M University. Its primary purpose is to con-
duct worldwide maritime research and preservation,
which includes work in twenty nations on five continents.
INA expanded its activities to Egypt and the Middle East
in the early 1990s. 

The coastline of Egypt and the area around the mouth
of the Nile, where it empties into the Mediterranean Sea,
are full of lost shipwrecks spanning thousands of years.
They are buried in sand and silt, and require an acute sense
of maritime archaeological expertise to uncover them.
This is why INA-Egypt was formed at its base in
Alexandria, which is approximately 225 kilometers north-
west from Cairo, the capital of Egypt. Doug Halden has
supervised the operations since its inception in Alexandria.
Doug is assisted by Eric Nordgren and Shariff Shaban,
both of whom are maritime archaeologists.

On the Road to Cairo:
Conducting Papyrus Conservation Courses in Egypt
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Alexandria is an excellent location for the headquarters
of any maritime archaeological activity. Its great harbor has
had ships from all corners of the Mediterranean visit it for
many centuries. Its historical influences include those of
the ancient Egyptian and classical Greek and Roman civi-
lizations. Old trade routes brought materials and goods
from Persia, Central Asia, and the Far East streaming
through the port. The harbor is currently being excavated
by several international organizations that are trying to
unlock its many secrets. 

INA-EGYPT Papyrus Conservation Course
In the fall of 2001 INA-EGYPT produced a circular that

appeared on a conservation list-serve Website. It asked for
applications from conservators who had extensive exper-
tise in the preservation of textiles, metals, and papyrus
manuscripts to instruct two two-week conservation cours-
es in Egypt. The first course would take place in Alexandria
at the INA-EGYPT headquarters. The next session would
be at the famed Egyptian Museum in Cairo. A third part of
the activity involved returning again for several days to
train the conservation staff at the Egyptian Museum on the
use of newly purchased conservation equipment for the
l a b o r a t o r y. The entire project was conducted with the sup-
port of Egypt’s Supreme Council of the Antiquities.
Funding was provided by the U.S. Agency for International
Development and the American Research Center- E G Y P T.
From several candidates, I was fortunate enough to have
been chosen to conduct the papyrus conservation portion
of the courses.

Alexandria: The First Conservation Course
The first course was conducted from late June to early

July 2002 in Alexandria. The compound at Alexandria is
small and has just a few staff people, most of whom are
Egyptian. Before I arrived I took several months to prepare
the course material and order supplies for the course in
Alexandria and the renovated conservation laboratory at the
Egyptian Museum in Cairo. 

The weather was extremely hot in Egypt upon my
arrival. It was my first time ever in the country. The driver
that was supposed to have met me at the crowded Cairo
International Airport never showed up. After being unable
to contact anyone at INA I was forced to take a taxi from
Cairo to Alexandria. Negotiating a price for the ride was
an adventure to say the least. I arrived at my hotel in
Alexandria at midnight, after a ride of many long hours.
The next morning I met Doug Halden in the lobby of my
hotel, the Windsor Palace, which is a fantastic period estab-
lishment built in 1906 during British rule. I learned that
my colleague, Elizabeth Peacock, who would be instructing
the textile conservation course, was also having transporta-
tion problems and would arrive the next day. Elizabeth is a
professor at the Institute of Archaeology-

Vilenskapsmuseum in Trondheim, Norway. She is an
American who had traveled abroad to work in conserva-
tion. INA was unable to find someone to teach the metals
conservation portion of the course. As a result, Eric
Nordgren of INA, an archeologist specializing in that dis-
cipline, was to instruct the metals portion. 

The participants in my group were composed of con-
servators and museum department heads from Egypt such
as the Greco-Roman Museum in Alexandria and the
Museum of Islamic Art in Cairo. There were ten partici-
pants in all. The vast majority of them could not speak
English, and my Arabic comprised only two words. Mawar
Said acted as an excellent translator for the course. Shariff
Shaban, whose English is also very good, and who is
Mawar’s brother-in-law, monitored the course and helped
to smooth over any complications. 

My class was held in a small, air-conditioned building
(thank God). Courses began on a Saturday and concluded
for the week on a We d n e s d a y. In the Middle East Thursday
and Friday make up the weekend. Workdays usually start-
ed around 9:30 a.m. with a break at 11:30 a.m. The day
ended at about 1:30 p.m. in the afternoon.

I determined before I arrived, and after getting a sense
from Doug about the skill and knowledge level of the par-
ticipants, that I would concentrate the first week of the
course on basic paper conservation theory and practice,
with some relevant hands-on activities toward the end of
the week. This period included information about how
paper and papyrus are made, their chemical compositions,
and how they degrade. The course also reviewed practical
exercises and protocols in examination, testing and analy-
sis, and treatment of an object. We discussed how a
treatment report is composed, and how to evaluate and
regard its various elements. Also, we reviewed how to
determine the condition of an object, and translate the
information into practical, appropriate, and safe options for
a treatment plan. We discussed collection condition sur-
veys and standard photodocumentation techniques. At the
end of the first week, and into the first couple of days of the
following week, we discussed stain-reduction techniques
and housing systems for papyrus manuscripts and frag-
ments, common concerns with this sort of material. Here
the participants had the opportunity to create various types
of housing systems with material that we had on hand.

The next phase of the course involved leaning how
papyrus sheets are made according to ancient Egyptian tra-
ditions. While I was planning the course I thought that this
would be an invaluable piece of knowledge for the partic-
ipants to acquire. I proposed the idea to Doug and asked if
he could find someone at the Papyrus Institute in Cairo
who could come up and teach that portion of the course.
The Papyrus Institute has been in existence since the turn
of the twentieth century and has done a lot of valuable
research into the history of papyrus in Egypt. Doug agreed,
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and was fortunate to find someone at the Pharonic Village
in Giza, on the outskirts of Cairo. The Pharonic Village is
a theme park of sorts that centers on life in ancient Egypt.
Nassif Nagha was kind enough to conduct the last sever-
al days of the course as he demonstrated to us how
traditional papyrus is made (fig. 1). He brought along a
VHF cassette tape program and slides that the Pharonic
Village produced, which displayed papyrus sheet-making
using traditional methods. Nassif also brought with him
some papyrus plants that we used to make the papyrus
sheets. Most members of the course had the opportunity
to participate in one of the several papyrus sheet-making
procedures. The papyrus sheet-making turned out to be
very instructive to all, including myself. The courses con-
cluded with a class photo (fig. 2) and a trip to the new
National Library of Alexandria.

T H E N AT I O N A L L I B RA R Y AT A L E XA N D R I A

The Royal Library of the Ptolomies, which is often
referred to as the Great Library of Alexandria, was found-
ed around 300 B.C. during the rule of Egypt’s King
Ptolemy I, who sat on the throne from 305-282 B.C.
Ptolemy was one of Alexander the Great’s most important
generals during his conquest of the known world at that
time. It is Ptolemy who began the Greek rule of Egypt,
which ended the Pharonic Period of native Egyptian rule
of the empire that had lasted for thousands of years.
Ptolemy wanted to establish a sort of “Library of
Congress” in the ancient world where all the known
knowledge of the universe written in Latin, Hebrew,
Persian, Buddhist, and Egyptian would be gathered and
translated into Greek. It would be one great depository for
scholars from everywhere to visit and use the material.
However, the Royal Library was destroyed during Roman

rule, its manuscripts lost through fire or taken away to
Rome.

The Royal Library had its renaissance when it opened
in October of 2002. It had not formally opened during the
time of my visit in July, but it was still possible to visit the
magnificent structure. The Library’s construction was
funded through support of UNESCO and its member
nations. Various countries donated money, materials, and
expertise such as granite from Zimbabwe, cables from
South Africa, a conservation lab from Italy, audiovisual
equipment from Japan, and furniture from Norway. A
Norwegian architectural firm designed the building. The
planning and construction took over ten years at a cost of
over $200 million. During excavation of the site ancient
mosaics of Greek influence were found and recovered. 

The exterior of the building is similar to a wedge of
cheese in shape. It has a sloping glass roof that reflects the
waters of the harbor before it. The complex, which
includes a conference center and planetarium, covers
48,000 square yards. The outside walls are deeply etched
with alphabets from ancient and modern civilizations. 

The interior of the building is even more striking. The
interior is very spacious with rising majestic columns that
are reminiscent of those in a mosque (fig. 3). The light
from the polished glass roof is very pleasant and relaxing.
The library is equipped with the latest technology for
computer and internet services, fire suppression systems,
and climate control. There is enough shelving for four
million volumes, but so far they have only 500,000 vol-
umes planned for eventual shelving. Since acquisition
funding is extremely low, most material is being donated
from other countries.

During my visit to the library I found the exhibit spaces
and materials there very well organized and displayed. The
exhibit materials are centered around the past and imme-
diate history of the country. I had the opportunity along
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Fig. 1. Nassif Nagah (left) and Mawar Said (right) giving
instruction on the making of papyrus sheets. Nassif gave the
instructions in Arabic, and Mawar was kind enough to translate
them into English for me.

Fig. 2. The papyrus course participants and me (front row, third
from right), posing for the camera. Some are holding papyrus
stalks.
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with my colleague, Elizabeth Peacock, to briefly visit the
l i b r a r y’s conservation lab. The lab was small and was
staffed by three or four conservators, who mainly dealt
with book conservation. No wet treatments were carried
out at all. At the end of the day we said our goodbyes to all
the participants in the courses, and we departed.

C A I R O: T H E S E C O N D C O N S E RVAT I O N C O U R S E
C U T S H O RT

I returned to Cairo in October of 2002 to conduct the
second papyrus course at the Egyptian Museum. The
museum was founded in 1835 by the Egyptian govern-
ment. Its present building, designed by French architect
Marcel Dourgnon in a neo-classical style, was erected in
1900. The building was undergoing renovation at the time
of my visit. The collection holds over 120,000 objects from
the prehistoric era to the Greco-Roman period. The muse-
um has only about ten percent of the collection on display.
The rest has remained stored in crates, most since the early
1920s when they were found.

The papyrus conservation course at the Egyptian
Museum proceeded in the same manner as it had in
Alexandria. The class size here was a bit smaller and was
composed chiefly of the Egyptian Museum conservation
staff. At the end of the first week of the course I received
word that my mother had passed away at her home in
Washington, DC. I was fortunate to find a seat on a flight
the next day back to the United States. Shariff was working
with me as translator for the course in Cairo, and since he
closely monitored my course in Alexandria, it was no prob-
lem for him to instruct the remainder of the course.

E Q U I P M E N T T RA I N I N G S E SS I O N AT T H E
E G Y P T I A N M U S E U M

I returned again to Cairo and the Egyptian Museum a
second time in May of 2003. I found that the renovation of

the exterior walls had been completed, and the museum
now had an auxiliary gallery space opened to the public. It
was very high-tech and very well-designed, as opposed to
the rest of the building, which has essentially remained the
same since it was erected in 1900. In the rest of the build-
ing, the gallery spaces are hot and humid when packed with
visitors. Air pollution from the outside also invades the
spaces.

During a three-day period I trained the conservation
staff on the operation and control of a MuseuMServices-
model suction table that had recently arrived (fig. 4). As
before, Shariff provided the translation. The training was
specifically aimed toward techniques for conserving
papyrus. The techniques included approaches for cleaning,
treating stains, and tape removal. I brought some blank
sheets of papyrus for the participants to practice on, even
though the only solvents that were available in the lab were
some small containers of absolute ethanol and isopropyl
alcohol that I brought with me. I thoroughly reviewed with
them the proper protocols for safely handling and control-
ling solvent-based liquids. The staff quickly picked up how
to operate and control the suction table, and they seemed to
understand very well various treatment concepts. 

In addition to the suction table, the conservation lab
received a polarized light microscope, a digital camera, and
a small water wash table for textile treatments. Elizabeth
Peacock was there to train the staff on the use of the textile
washing table and some preservation computer software.
A company representative was scheduled to come in later
and train the staff on the use of the microscope and camera.

At the end of the third day, my work at the Egyptian
Museum was done. I learned after my departure that the
suction table had became a showpiece for visitors to the
lab. I’m sure that with continued experience the conserva-
tion staff will learn the intricacies of the suction table and
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Fig. 3. Part of the very spacious interior of the Alexandria
Library.

Fig. 4. Shariff Shaban (foreground) translating for me during
the course of instruction at the Egyptian Museum. The muse-
um’s conservation staff is gathered around the newly acquired
suction table in the conservation lab.
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broaden their treatment options. Thus they will be better
able to preserve the museum’s papyrus collections. 

C O N C LU S I O N S

I thoroughly enjoyed the time that I spent in Egypt
teaching, learning, making new friends, and discovering a
new country. The projects were very successful and I was
happy that I was able to contribute in some small way to
the field of conservation in Egypt. Hopefully, the course
attendees gained some practical knowledge in the conser-
vation of papyrus, and the Egyptian Museum conservation
staff benefited greatly with the addition of a suction table
and the training on how to use it. 

It was through the great efforts and energies of INA-
EGYPT that the projects were proposed, managed, and
successfully completed. It was a very commendable task,
and one that was sorely needed in Egypt. Unfortunately,
INA-EGYPT closed its doors in December of 2003. The
reasons are unknown to me, but I feel that it served a very
worthy purpose in its research and educational activities. It
will be deeply missed in the region. 

TED STA N L E Y
Special Collections Paper Conservator
Princeton University Library
Princeton, New Jersey
tedstan@princeton.edu
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A BS T RAC T

Agarose, Carbopol, and Laponite gels were evaluated as
alternatives to cellulose ether poultices for the local
removal of moisture-sensitive adhesives on paper artifacts.
These gels have noticeably different working properties
than cellulose ethers and are useful in a variety of paper
conservation applications. The color stability of these
materials was analyzed in dry powder form and as gel
residues on paper. Analysis was performed by UV-visible
s p e c t r o s c o p y, combined with visual examination under
normal illumination and long-wave ultraviolet radiation.
Since earlier studies demonstrated that both Carbopol and
Laponite contribute to the discoloration of paper after arti-
ficial aging, this study tested the effectiveness of a barrier
tissue to block the deposition of residues on paper. Paper
samples treated with Laponite were analyzed with a scan-
ning electron microscope coupled with energy dispersive
x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) to identify
residues. Visual and ultraviolet examination techniques
demonstrated that Carbopol (pH adjusted with sodium
hydroxide) and Laponite caused discoloration on paper
when applied directly, and that a barrier tissue was effective
at blocking the deposition of residues. Agarose did not
show adverse effects.

SUBSEQUENT PUBLICATION

Warda, Jeffrey, Irene Brückle, Anikó Bezúr, and Dan
Kushel. 2007. Analysis of agarose, carbopol, and
laponite gel poultices in paper conservation. Journal of
the American Institute for Conservation 46 (3): 263–279.
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A BS T RAC T

The moderated panel discussion focused on hazards
found in collections, including bird and rodent droppings,
radiation, blood-borne pathogens, mold, and chemical
agents responsible for contaminating artifacts and sur-
roundings. Chemical agents discussed included arsenic,
asbestos, DDT, and Zyklon B. Not all materials in an
archive are paper-based, and artifacts stored along with
archival materials may require special handling to keep
object, archives, and handler safe. Handling suggestions
were made for ammunition, medical equipment, and cel-
lulose nitrate. Health and safety policy and one
institution’s chemical hygiene plan were shared. Panelists
provided images of hazards and described solutions and
resources to use when hazards are encountered. The pre-
sentation of each speaker is summarized and original
handouts are included.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Many archival collections contain more than paper,
including eclectic materials that may carry specific hazards.
Past research by Catharine Hawks and Kathryn Makos
revealed some of the more common hazards found in col-
lections, including those that may affect archival and
library materials (Hawks and Makos 2001). The modera-
tors are indebted to these authors for their extensive
research, especially the tables and lists of hazardous chem-
icals associated with each collection type found in this

article. Despite the broad focus of the research, it has yet to
reach the archives and book and paper groups.
Conservators who work primarily with paper-based mate-
rials are at risk for exposure to radiation and pesticides
such as arsenic and for contact with potentially infected
biological materials, blood-borne pathogens, and specific
chemicals.

The 2005 AIC Book and Paper Group Archives
Discussion Group met in Minneapolis on Sunday, 12
June, to discuss hazardous holdings. The panel was mod-
erated by Linda Blaser, Preservation Officer, National
Archives and Records Administration. Panel members
provided images and descriptions of hazards encountered
and outlined resources to devise solutions. Presenters and
discussants found that although the hazards are situation-
specific, solutions designed to prevent or minimize
exposure are similar to those faced by conservators in other
fields. A summary of each presentation is provided below,
followed by a bibliography.

S U S A N L E E-B E C H T O L D:
H O W T O R E C O G N I Z E RA D I O AC T I V E A RT I FAC T S
I N A N A R C H I V E

Examples of radioactive artifacts found in record hold-
ings include raw ore samples; spent uranium oxides (in
the noses of non-nuclear bombs); heating mantles from
decorative and camping lanterns; radium paint on gun
sights; cathode ray tubes from computer monitors and
TVs; some yellow, orange, and red pre-1971 Fi e s t a w a r e ;
natural zircon or treated topaz, beryl, and tourmaline gem-
stones; and even the sealed ion source from smoke
detectors. In paper-based collections, a radioactive source
might include absorbent paper onto which radioactive ions
in a solution were once spilled. In some instances, a pho-
tograph or other reproduction of the radioactive artifact
may suffice for records purposes. Radioactive materials are
considered hazardous waste and require special disposal,
but radioactive items that are parts of collections can be

Archives Conservators Discussion Group 2005:
Hazardous Holdings

Panel members: SUSAN LEE-BECHTOLD, EILEEN BLANKENBAKER, JO ANNE MARTINEZ-KILGORE,
GLEN RUZICKA, and NANCY STANFILL-McCARTY

Resources list created by: SUSAN PECKHAM and LINDA BLASER; edited by ELIZABETH RYDZEWSKI
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kept, if stored properly. In order to dispose of hazardous
waste, the facility must apply for an Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) number, which is not diffic u l t ,
and a hazardous waste contractor will then remove and dis-
pose of the items. If radioactive materials are found within
a collection, the international symbol for radiation (a black
or magenta tri-foil with yellow background) is required for
proper labeling. It is also imperative to shield a radioactive
object so that an employee who handles records or artifacts
adjacent to the object is exposed to only background levels
of radiation.

Some agencies have found it useful to screen incoming
records from energy or military agencies. Radiation levels
of materials in a collection can be detected with a small,
hand-held monitor available from Lab Safety Supply, or by
hiring a specialist to do a radiation survey using a Geiger
counter or similar instrument. Screening information can
be found by contacting universities, hospitals, and compa-
nies that drill for oil. These organizations use radioactive
materials and must have either the capability to check them
or a contract to have the materials checked regularly. 

SUSAN LEE-BECHTOLD
Research Chemist
National Archives and Records Administration
College Park, Maryland

S U S A N L E E-B E C H T O L D:
PA S T E A D D I T I V E S

Historically used additives in wheat starch paste include
oil of wintergreen, oil of clove (eugenol), thymol, o- p h e n y l
phenol, alum, and arsenic. Conservators, particularly those
who specialize in paper and books, may be at risk when
treating materials previously mended or repaired with
wheat starch containing arsenic. Arsenic was commonly
used as an insecticide or fungicide. Thymol and o-phenyl
phenol are not considered health risks when one is treating
a previously repaired document, as thymol and o- p h e n y l
phenol volatize rapidly and would no longer be present in
the aged paste. 

SUSAN LEE-BECHTOLD
Research Chemist
National Archives and Records Administration
College Park, Maryland

E I L E E N B L A N K E N B A K E R:
A R M E D A N D DA N G E R O U S

Handling hazardous materials and how these materials
affect nearby objects is a concern for the conservators at
the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
(USHMM) because of the large number of items that

might have been contaminated during wartime.
Blankenbaker made the following astute point: “It is not
just ethnographic artifacts that could be exposed to pesti-
cide or other hazardous materials but artifacts connected
to wartime, epidemics, natural and man-made disasters that
may harbor residues that can be problematic. It’s often
helpful to look at related items or clues in a collection,
archive, or other documentation that may lead one to ques-
tion what exactly is contained in the collection.” During
the panel discussion, Blankenbaker shared slides and sev-
eral work experiences, including images of degrading
cellulose nitrate film and artifacts, a bloody book from
Sudan, live ammunition, DDT sprayers, medical equip-
ment, and Zyklon B.

While cellulose nitrate film, combs, handles, and jewel-
ry were identified and relegated for cold storage during a
routine inventory, it was discovered that the actively
degrading items were causing secondary forms of damage.
Metal cabinet interiors and nearby metal objects were also
damaged, and a storage cabinet had to be disposed of as a
hazardous material. The deteriorating film had caused the
cabinets to corrode, producing light, powdery rust that
readily spread in the air when drawers were initially
opened. As cellulose nitrate decomposes, it releases nitro-
gen oxide gases and highly toxic nitric acid which can
irritate skin, eyes, and mucous membranes. The conserva-
tors wore personal protective equipment (PPE) consisting
of gloves, N-95 mask, eye protection, and lab coats while
vacuuming the dust with a HEPA vacuum.

When conservator Jane Klinger was expecting a book
with human blood on it for an upcoming exhibit about the
recent war in southern Sudan, she researched the dangers
involved with possible disease transmission from an artifact
containing dried blood. She discovered that the risk of
viable pathogens was low in this case; however, taking uni-
versal precautions due to the presence of flaking blood was
the best route. Gloves, eye protection, N-95 mask, and lab
coat were used during handling. 

During a collection audit, four bullets were discovered.
Live ammunition is an obvious hazard and contradicts
USNMM policy which disallows holding live ordinance
or functional weapons. It is museum policy to remove the
fire pin from every weapon. Blankenbaker suggested use-
ful safety guidelines for handling firearms and ammunition
in a museum collection are to be found on the web. The
following warnings are given: always assume a firearm is
loaded and never point it in anyone’s direction, and always
assume ammunition is live and have it examined by quali-
fied personnel. Certified gunsmiths, military/police, or
park service personnel tend to be familiar with firearms and
ammunition, and can direct the safe handling and disarm-
ing of the artifact so that it can be preserved. 

The Holocaust museum staff works with many artifacts
rescued from the camps such as four thousand shoes and
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rotating collections of uniforms on loan from museums
on the site of former concentration camps, Mydonek and
Auschwitz. Most of the uniforms have been cleaned at
some point in the past and are not considered hazardous.
H o w e v e r, the potential for contamination exists because
historical records show that, during the liberation of the
camps, Allied troops used DDT sprayers to kill typhus-
spreading lice. Although shoes in the USHMM collection
tested negative for pesticide residues, these items are han-
dled with appropriate personal protective equipment
(PPE) to prevent skin contact, inhalation, and contamina-
tion of personal clothing. 

R e c e n t l y, conservators at the Holocaust Museum
installed a special exhibition called Deadly Medicine,
Creating the Master Race. Artifacts from Hartheim Castle,
a euthanasia center that was part of a program where the
disabled were killed, include a doctor’s coat, an asbestos
mitt, and a case with personal belongings retrieved from a
pile of burned and buried items. The artifacts were
shipped to the museum in open plastic shopping bags
within a cardboard box, allowing the asbestos fibers from
the mitt to contaminate all artifacts in the box. After con-
firmation that the fibers were asbestos, a conservator
vacuumed the doctor’s coat and the other artifacts with a
HEPA vacuum inside a large extraction hood while wear-
ing PPE. The asbestos mitt remained double-bagged until
installation and the installer also wore PPE. After unpack-
ing, the extraction hood was thoroughly cleaned, and after
the exhibition the interior of the case will have to be han-
dled and treated as hazardous waste. 

Medical equipment, including a broken syringe,
unused needles, vials, and a metal container holding ster-
ilizing liquid, was donated to the museum along with a
collection of nurses’ records and artifacts. Questions to
consider when handling used medical equipment for
potential exhibit and storage include: What is/was stored in
vials and other containers? Do viable pathogens remain in
used or broken syringes? How does a conservator know
when to obtain such specific information? According to
Alan Hawks at the Walter Reed Medical Museum, a
durable microbe is the major danger from a broken
syringe. Microbes such as anthrax or tetanus can survive
for years, and these microbes can be found not only in
used medical equipment, but also on soiled, dirty textiles
or other dirt-containing artifacts. The liquid in the small
vials is labeled Suprarenin, which Blankenbaker found on
the Internet to be adrenaline, the first synthetic hormone.
The vials were in good condition and the contents do not
pose any problems. One major worry concerning the
metal container was the possibility that it held Picrin, a
sterilizing agent used prior to 1940. When Picrin evapo-
rates, it forms highly explosive crystals that are reactive to
heat, impact, or friction. Luckily, the container was in good
condition, the contents in the container remained in liquid

form, and the identity was determined to be a common
germicide, not Picrin. Other advice to consider is: Beware
of mercury leaks from broken thermometers, keep tetanus
vaccinations up to date, and consider decontamination
procedures. Decontamination includes basic hospital
decontamination procedures that may endanger the arti-
fact and commercial gamma irradiation used to prevent
anthrax contamination by the U.S. Postal Service. 

Many people may be surprised to find that the poison,
Zyklon B, is exhibited in the museum. It is housed in a
sealed Lucite container. Zyklon B, sodium cyanide on a
calcium pellet carrier, was originally developed in
Germany for use as an insecticide and rodenticide. When
exposed to air, the pellet reacts with moisture and releases
cyanide gas. From 1941-45, it was used as a homicidal
agent in Nazi concentration camps. The material exhibit-
ed in the museum is spent, meaning the pellet has been
exposed and virtually no cyanide remains. Additionally, a
drum containing 145 pounds of the material was stored in
the museum. In 1999, museum security and protective
services began evaluating potential chemical hazards pre-
sent in the facility and decided to dispose of the material.
Stringent testing followed, showing in both cases the
amount of sodium cyanide present was far below regula-
tory levels, the sodium cyanide does not pose a health
threat, and it does not require the museum to meet any
specific legal requirements. Part of the response to this
material was an emotional one; what the material repre-
sented negated what test results showed. This experience
illustrates that the conservator often has to be an advocate
for safe artifact use and handling while also determining a
way to defuse difficult situations. Ironically, the material
stored in the museum may be less hazardous than degrad-
ed cellulose nitrate. 

EILEEN BLANKENBAKER
Objects Conservator
U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum
Washington, DC

J O A N N E M A RT I N E Z-K I L G O R E:
E V I D E N C E O F R O D E N T I N F E S TAT I O N

Martinez-Kilgore recently encountered groups of mate-
rials previously infested with rodents. Signs of rodent
infestation include droppings, gnawed paper edges, deep
yellow urine stains, and debris or nesting materials such
as paper scraps and feathers. Since Hantavirus Pulmonary
Syndrome (HPS) was identified in the early 1990s as the
cause of numerous deaths in the Four Corners region of
the U.S., HPS has been linked to the presence of rodents
in general, and droppings and urine residue in particular,
so encountering evidence of rodent infestation can carry
serious implications for those handling such materials.
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HPS can be transmitted to humans by direct contact with
infected deer mice or inhalation of virus particles from the
urine or droppings of infected deer mice. Death results
from HPS in 45% of cases (Garbe and Radke 1998).

In 2004, Martinez-Kilgore assessed the condition of a
few hundred boxes of records that had experienced water
damage, fire damage, or pest infestation. A portion of the
boxes was known to contain rodent droppings. Many other
boxes had been stored in similar environmental conditions
and had the high probability of having been infested by
rodents. In the spring, she came across much evidence of
rodent infestation in a group of 380 ledgers that had been
stored in the historic general store for which they docu-
mented almost seventy years of transactions.

It is crucial to spot the evidence of rodent infestation
among records or research materials and take the necessary
precautions: 
• Use personal protective equipment (PPE) consisting of

a HEPA respirator, Tyvek suit, disposable gloves, eye
protection, head protection, and footwear protection.

• Isolate items in a rodent free environment for a mini-
mum of 14 days.

• Use a 10% bleach solution in water to clean the exteri-
or of record boxes, work surfaces, tools, and PPE.
Discard disposable PPE at the end of each work session
in sealed bags.

• Use a HEPA vacuum to clean debris and to reduce air-
borne particles.
The virus is not thought to be viable after 14 days; how-

e v e r, each certified industrial hygienist consulted advised
always handling affected records utilizing PPE.
Conservators, archivists, librarians, researchers, etc. need
to consider certain factors when dealing with rodent infest-
ed materials:
• The region of the country where affected materials have

been stored and if there has been any evidence of HPS. 
• When the last incidence of rodent infestation could have

occurred (e.g. how recently).
Contact a local certified industrial hygienist and local

departments of health for assistance. Martinez-Kilgore now
routinely carries her HEPA respirator and a spray bottle of
10% bleach solution to view materials on site.

JO ANNE MART I N E Z - K I L G O R E
Book and Paper Conservator
Cariño Conservation
Albuquerque, New Mexico

G L E N R U Z I C KA:
H A Z A R D O U S M AT E R I A L S

I. Staff Health and Safety Committee
Employers have the legal responsibility to insure the

safety of the staff in handling potentially hazardous mate-

rials. If we agree that mold is potentially hazardous mate-
rial, then the likelihood that conservation and preservation
staff will be handling these materials is 100%. One means
of addressing this responsibility and actively involving staff
in their own safety is through the organization of an in-
house staff Health and Safety Committee.

The Conservation Center for Art and Historic Artifacts
in Philadelphia established an internal committee to rec-
ommend policies for health and safety, to provide training,
and to monitor lab compliance, and to serve as a resource
for review of issues relating to safety as they arise in lab
projects or proposed projects. If this model is applied to a
collecting institution setting (museums, libraries, archives),
participation can be widened to staff outside of preserva-
tion/conservation. Health and safety issues potentially
affect all staff who handle collections.

The mission of the Health and Safety Committee are as
follows: 
Staff Support
• Act as conduit for safety information
• Assist staff in making correct safety decisions
• Assist staff in responding to emergencies re. hazardous

materials
• Provide safety training for staff
• Monitor healthcare issues/workplace safety
• Support staff in securing safe working conditions off-

site
• Respond to staff inquiries/concerns
• Assess hazards and risks for both on- and off-site pro-

jects.
Facilities Management
• Monitor lab compliance with Occupational Safety and

Health Administration (OSHA) regulations
• Maintain equipment and utility areas
• Monitor integrated pest management (IPM)

One of the first responsibilities of this committee was to
develop a chemical hygiene plan for the institution. This
document begins with sections on general principles,
health and hygiene; included in this background informa-
tion are the locations of material safety data sheets (MSDS)
and the locations of emergency equipment in the lab. A
section on mold policy addresses the lab policies on han-
dling and storage of mold damaged materials, the most
common hazard. Sections on food and drink and house-
keeping similarly outline the lab policies on these issues. A
section on chemical handling and storage details how
chemicals are to be stored, transported, used, and disposed
in the lab.

Every new employee, in addition to receiving a copy of
the chemical hygiene plan, is given a tour of the lab by a
member of the Health and Safety Committee in order to
orient them to safety equipment, emergency equipment,
chemical handling, and storage. New employees are
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required to sign a copy of the chemical hygiene plan, and
this is added to their personnel file.

II. Pesticides and Collections
Pesticides and fungicides until recently were common-

ly used in collection treatment of paper often as an additive
to adhesives. Collections that have been repaired or treat-
ed in the last 120 years are today reappearing in our
treatment labs for remedial treatment. In planning for the
treatment of those items that have been previously
repaired in the late nineteenth into the twentieth century
it should be assumed that they might contain fungicides.

A common example includes silked documents; the
adhesives used in silking often included arsenic. Labs that
are planning treatment of items that may have been treat-
ed with arsenic are required to adhere to the OSHA
arsenic standard (OSHA Directive CPL 02-02-022). As an
employer if you know your staff has the potential for
arsenic exposure for any project you are required by law to
abide by this standard. The standard stipulates the neces-
sary precautions in handling arsenic based on the potential
for exposure. The exposure limits in the standard are based
on arsenic released in the air. It is the responsibility of the
lab to determine through testing whether the OSHA
arsenic standard applies and to implement the procedures
to meet the standard.

Labs that are considering or planning projects that may
necessitate following the OSHA arsenic standard must
plan for the testing and monitoring that this standard
requires. This can be a significant additional project
expense. Contract conservators and labs planning to bid
on a treatment project that can involve handling hazardous
materials should make it clear in the pre-bid stage that the
potential health risks of the collection are either deter-
mined prior to bidding or accommodation is given for
additional costs due to handling hazardous materials.

III. “Routine Hazards” and “Extraordinary Risk”
Treatment labs must be very clear with employees that

conservation treatment involves routine hazards such as
treating documents that have had mold contamination or
documents previously treated with fungicides. The ques-
tion frequently arises: what measures are advisable to
identify and quantify the risk for a particular project? A
distinction should be made between projects that involve
“routine hazards” that require working procedures that
minimize potential risks and projects that pose “extraordi-
nary risks,” requiring risk assessment and monitoring.

Projects that involve “routine hazards” are small-scale
mold remediation (the EPA defines a small-scale mold
bloom as less than ten square feet; EPA 402-K- 0 1 - 0 0 1 ) ,
treatment of several items that may have been treated by
fungicide, or treating a small collection that may have been
exposed to vermin. In many cases, considering the scale of

the project and the extent of evidence of hazards, efforts to
identify and quantify the risks (e.g. mold identification by
a microbiology lab) often result in unclear determinations
and seldom have definitive results. In these instances the
best course of action is to plan the project as if the hazards
are present. This means wearing the appropriate personal
protective equipment, and following precautionary proce-
dures: for example, wear gloves and respirator when
removing silk dry from a document, or wear gloves when
handling or washing documents that have been silked.

It is becoming more common for projects that involve
“extraordinary risks,” such as larger scale treatment of
mold-damaged collections, to rely on outside monitoring
by a health and safety engineer. Laboratories should con-
sider establishing contacts in advance with building
engineering contractors who have health and safety con-
sultants. For projects of this type, the health and safety
consultant will have the responsibility of establishing the
risk, monitoring the project, stipulating the necessary pre-
cautions, and reviewing compliance of treatment staff.

GLEN RUZICKA
Director of Conservation
Conservation Center for Art and Historic Artifacts
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

N A N CY S TA N F I L L-M C C A RT Y:
M O L D C O N S E Q U E N C E S

On 12 July 1973 a fire broke out on the sixth floor of
the National Personnel Records Center (NPRC), located
in Overland, Missouri, a suburb of St. Louis. The fire
burned for four days, until it was declared completely
extinguished on the sixteenth of July. Of the 22 million
records stored on the sixth floor, 15.5 million were com-
pletely destroyed. The remaining 6.5 million wet records
were subjected to high heat and humidity of a St. Louis
summer which caused mold growth on the records. The
records were vacuum freeze-dried at various aeronautical
agencies, and all 6.5 million records were returned to the
building (now five stories) by December 1973.

In April 2002 three separate industrial hygienist surveys
revealed high counts of inactive mold spores in various
areas throughout the building, with the highest count
being in the area where surviving records are stored,
known as the B-Files. Under normal circumstances, this
area might be quarantined, and the records would be off-
limits. However, the NPRC is the repository for all
personnel records of separated military personnel of twen-
tieth-century conflicts. This means that these records are
requested and handled every day by various staff through-
out the building. The Preservation Program was tasked
with coming up with solutions for the following:
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• Ensuring the staff is educated about mold and the asso-
ciated health issues

• Ensuring that these records are handled correctly to
minimize further damage (in addition to mold, the
records suffered burn damage, are brittle from the vac-
uum freeze-drying, and many are distorted from the
water)

• Keeping the mold-affected records as separate as possi-
ble from non-mold-affected records.
The Preservation Program set up a triage response to

those mold-affected records that were requested by the
staff of the NPRC. All records being pulled from the B-
Files are checked by Preservation staff for mold
containment, then based on their condition they are rout-
ed to a fume hood room, which is dedicated solely to
vacuuming records with a HEPA vacuum, sheet by sheet.
Once the records are vacuumed, they are either routed out
to the requesting staff member, or given further treatment
in Preservation. All vacuumed records are moved to a new
r e g i s t r y, over which Preservation maintains control, and are
stored in an archival environment, with temperature and
humidity readings of 60˚F and 40% RH. While a slow
approach to the treatment of millions of records with mold,
the NPRC Preservation Program is helping these records,
one at a time, to preserve the information for the future.

N A N CY STA N F I L L - MCC A RT Y
Senior Preservation Specialist
National Personnel Records Center
National Archives and Records Administration
St. Louis, Missouri

L I N DA B L A S E R A N D S U S A N P E C K H A M:
H E A LT H H A Z A R D S F O U N D I N PA P E R-B A S E D
C O L L E C T I O N S

Microbes such as fungus, bacteria, viruses, and protozoa
are ubiquitous, and in the appropriate conditions each can
become an agent of disease, causing illness in humans.
While limited contact with mold may seem innocuous, all
types of mold cause allergic reactions in susceptible indi-
viduals and can exacerbate respiratory conditions including
asthma. Because the reaction is a function of the immune
system, each individual reacts differently to particular
strains of mold as well as the amount of mold and degree of
exposure. Repeated contact with even minor amounts of
mold can make one more susceptible over time. Wearing
personal protective equipment (PPE), including latex or
nitrile gloves, coveralls, and an N-95 face mask, not only
protects the worker but prevents transport of mold spores
to others who are susceptible. Most of the time, mold is
noticed only after a water emergency, such as a broken pipe
or HVAC malfunction. Sometimes mold is discovered in

more unusual locations; therefore, regular in-depth build-
ing inspections are suggested.

During a routine check in an older building that stores
records, mold growth was found near shelves storing
records (“stacks”), under and below air handlers. Air han-
dlers can spread spores onto archival holdings as well as
furniture and building components. Bleach is not recom-
mended for cleaning furniture and shelving; it contains too
much water that can be left behind once the chlorine dis-
sipates. This water can promote more mold growth.
Cleaning solutions containing quaternary ammonium
compounds are best for removing mold spores from the
surfaces of non-record material. 

Mold was found on water-damaged asbestos pipe insu-
lation. The asbestos pipe insulation became friable,
dropping asbestos-laden debris onto record boxes. The law
requires professionally trained personnel for examination
and removal of asbestos products. Breathing asbestos fib e r s
can lead to pleural disease, mesothelioma, lung cancer, and
other asbestos-related cancers. If products containing
asbestos do not crumble and are not exposed, the risk is
negligible in respect to health effects. The situation changes
when the products break down.

Other problems have surfaced, such as records smeared
with droppings from chickens, nesting pigeons, bats,
rodents, and spiny lizards. If records are coming into the
facility with these problems, then the originating agency
should pay to remediate the droppings. Bird and bat drop-
pings are very dangerous and should be handled wet to
avoid the dust; however, wet is not always an option. Not
all archival materials can get wet without causing perma-
nent damage. Research and testing must be done by a
conservation professional before original records can be
wetted with water. The simplest way to avoid contamina-
tion until conservation work can be done is to place the
records in sealed polyester envelopes. During conservation
treatments conservators should wear full personal protec-
tive gear, discarding all PPE between every use. C r y p t o c o c c u s
neoformans is found in the droppings of wild birds, and the
fungus Histoplasma capsulatum is found in bat guano. Both
fungi cause disease when airborne spores are transmitted
via the lungs. Toxoplasmosis is caused by the To x o p l a s m a
g o n d i i parasite and salmonellosis is caused by the bacterium
Salmonella; both microbes are contagious and can be pre-
sent in lizard droppings. Similar to mold infestations,
personal protective equipment including gloves, respira-
t o r, and Tyvek suit should be worn by anyone handling
materials where there is evidence of animal droppings.
Where droppings are found on furniture, equipment, or
floors, quaternary ammonium salt solutions can be used
for cleanup. If the animal is found, one should wear PPE
when handling and send the specimen to Fe d e r a l
Occupational Health (FOH) or a certified industrial
hygienist to test for rabies (table 1).
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On occasion, conservators and preservation profes-
sionals care for records that have identifiable blood
staining, marks, or flaking blood. Questions have arisen
regarding the human transfer of disease from records that
contain blood.1 When handling records with dried blood,
a general policy would include wearing gloves while
encapsulating the documents in sheet polyester. HIV does
not survive on environmental surfaces; hepatitis B can sur-
vive on environmental surfaces at least seven days and still
cause disease; and hepatitis C can survive at room tem-
perature somewhere between sixteen hours and four days.
In the case of record-handling, these pathogens will not
be of great concern to most persons. However, as hepati-
tis A is transmitted via the “oral-fecal” route, those persons
responding to an emergency or disaster involving, for
example, broken sewer pipes, should be made aware. Pam
West, Crew Chief of the National Park Service National
Capital Region Museum Emergency Response Team, rec-
ommends that team members receive the combination
Hepatitis A/B vaccination. For more information, contact
the Red Cross for blood-borne pathogens training (table
2).

L I N DA BLASER
Preservation Officer
National Archives and Records Administration
College Park, Maryland
linda.blaser@nara.gov

SUSAN PECKHAM
Paper Conservator

National Archives and Records Administration
College Park, Maryland
spec@loc.gov

AC K N O W L E D G M E N T S

The moderators wish to thank panel members for their
participation and enthusiasm. The original article first
appeared as a summary in the AIC Newsletter, September
2005, where it was edited by Lisa Goldberg, whose many
suggestions appear in this publication and to whom we are
most grateful. Our sincere apologies for any errors or
omissions that may remain.

N O T E S

1 . Disease and blood-borne pathogen references are from
Web sites maintained by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention; Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and
Safety; American Academy of Pediatrics and National Association
of School Nurses Health, Mental Health and Safety Guidelines
for School; and UK-based AV E RT, an international HIV and
AIDS charity.
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A BS T RAC T

The Library Collections Conservation Discussion
Group (LCCDG) featured two topics during the 2005
AIC meeting in Minneapolis. The first was an update from
the AIC Collections Care Task Force, which was charged
with defining the role of conservation technicians in an
institutional setting and investigating the skills required to
carry out their professional tasks.

The second agenda item was an open discussion on
“self preservation.” Institutions ask collections conserva-
tors to perform a diverse range of duties. We are required
to be not only conservators, but also administrators, man-
agers, trainers, and authors. The group discussed how we
as conservators balance workplace demands with our own
professional interests and needs; what motivates us; and
how we maintain enthusiasm over the long term when
faced with more “other duties as required” and less bench
time.

U P DAT E F R O M T H E A I C C O L L E C T I O N S C A R E
TA S K F O R C E

Julie Reilly, Associate Director and Chief Conservator
at the Gerald R. Ford Conservation Center at the
Nebraska State Historical Society, presented an update of
the AIC Collections Care Task Force. The group, led by
Carolyn Rose from 1994 until her death in 2002, worked
for eleven years to “define and clarify the role of techni-
cians in conservation practice and in the institutional

setting” (Collections Care Task Force 2005, iii). In Reilly’ s
presentation and accompanying handout she indicated that
the group had to recognize the differences in the roles
technicians play among specialties, since in some disci-
plines technicians are more likely to work on actual objects
than in others. The Task Force was challenged to find ways
to define the tasks and levels of performance at which a
typical technician might perform across disciplines. 

The Task Force conducted a literature search and con-
sulted conservators the world over for input on how
technician labor is utilized in various conservation settings.
Reilly stated that “there was much discussion and com-
parison of technician work in different contexts and
specializations” (Reilly 2005, 5). The Task Force listed and
d e fined the primary tasks that technicians perform in nine-
teen distinct areas, from documentation and examination
to pest management and disaster recovery. It then listed
the knowledge and skills required to complete each task.
For example, a knowledge area is exhibition practices and
a related skill area is mount-making techniques. 

Members of the Collections Care Task Force realized
that there were levels of performance for each of the tasks
listed, from Level 1—a beginning or basic level in which
the steps of the task are provided, to Level 3—an advanced
level in which the technician might independently carry
out a task (Reilly 2005, 8). Level 4 was added to address a
conservator’s competence and training.

The Task Force then devised charts that broke down
the knowledge and skills required for each level of perfor-
mance for each of the nineteen primary tasks. Reilly used
the task of Collection Housing as an example. She noted
that “more than fifty reviewers studied the lists, defini-
tions, and charts . . . including AIC Board members,
curators, technicians, representatives of related profes-
sional organizations, scientists, and conservation education
professionals from around the world” (Reilly 2005, 12).
The final report of the Collections Care Task Fo r c e ,
Requisite Competencies for Conservation Technicians and
Collections Care Specialists, may be found on the AIC web-

Library Collections Conservation Discussion Group 2005:
AIC Collections Care Task Fo r c e
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site. Ms. Reilly stated that the Task Force hopes that the
report will: 
• Help to define and plan training
• Act as an aid in hiring and personnel activities
• Act as a guide for curricula development
• Help define and clarify relationships between conserva-

tors and conservation technicians
• Help legitimize the vital role that technicians play in

conservation and collections care (Reilly 2005, 13)

“S E L F P R E S E RVAT I O N”

Beth Doyle, Collections Conservator for Duke
University Libraries, began the “self preservation” discus-
sion by sharing some personal observations:

I have been thinking about my current position and my
future career in conservation. When I entered this profes-
sion I believed I would spend most of my time working at
the bench with the expectation that I would have some
administrative duties in my job description. The reality is
that most of my time is spent managing the work of the
Conservation Unit, not actually being a conservator.

Many of the recent job postings require more from one
professional position than ever before. You must now pos-
sess both circulating and rare book collection conservation
skills, perform traditional preservation administration
functions including program development, grant writing,
and project management, and fulfill tenure-track responsi-
bilities including scholarly research and publishing.

In a recently published article Whitney Baker writes,
“sometimes the library administration hopes that the
hybrid conservator will be able to solve many problems
and reduce backlogs that have plagued the institution for
years, but hiring one professional may not create suffic i e n t
infrastructure to effect rapid and sweeping change” (Baker
2004, 187). The approach of hiring one person to “do it
all,” is increasingly common and I wonder what our
futures hold if this trend continues.

Doyle opened the floor to discussion with the following
questions for consideration:
• How do we stay enthusiastic in our jobs when faced

with more “other duties as required” and less bench
time to practice the craft for which we trained so hard?

• How do you balance workplace demands with our own
professional interests and needs?

• What strategies have you, the audience, employed to
keep yourself motivated?

• Once in this position, how do you make your institution
understand that you are just one person who cannot
possibly do everything the job description requires?

Whitney Baker, Conservator for the University of
Kansas Libraries, elaborated on the findings of her article,
cited above. Respondents to her survey, all of whom over-
saw both conservation of circulating collections and special
collections in one laboratory space, discussed areas of rec-
ommendation for improved job satisfaction. The top
determination of the report is, not surprisingly, that almost
all conservators wish they had more time for work at the
bench. 

She presented some ideas from her research and audi-
ence members added their own suggestions in broad
themes. The personal suggestions for improving one’s “self
preservation” appear in thematic categories below.

Time Management
• Schedule bench time and stick to a rigid schedule.

Explain to other library staff why this schedule is need-
ed in order to complete your work. If meetings are
scheduled during set treatment times, ask to change the
meeting time or say that you are unavailable. Make few
exceptions to this set bench time.

• Give yourself core treatment hours each day and sched-
ule meetings only at the very beginning or end of the
workday. 

• Choose one day a week during which no student work-
ers may be in the lab to provide time alone to focus on
treatments.

• Give yourself firm treatment deadlines, where they do
not naturally exist, in order to prepare enough bench
time to complete projects. Add treatment goals to your
annual evaluation. At the end of the year, list every sin-
gle-item treatment on the report to highlight
accomplishments.

• Keep track of time spent on each major work project,
both treatment and otherwise, to gain a sense of where
your time goes. Once you realize where the time is
spent, you might better align it with what actually
appears on your job description. When you keep track of
time, you see what you get done.

• When you are at the bench, do not answer the phone.
There is a tendency to feel more guilt when adminis-
trative tasks are not completed on schedule than when
treatments fall behind. We need to adjust that thinking
and instead determine whom we most need to please.

• Batch work where appropriate. Even when you do not
have large chunks of time, by planning ahead a few
items might be taken through to the next step, which
often includes drying time.

• While public tours can be an interruption, we should
also remember that the people we introduce to our lab-
oratory might be potential donors. Education and
outreach is also important to our collections and our
work. 
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• Do not explain too much—assert your schedule and
keep to it. We have a responsibility to take what we need
when we need it and should realize that we cannot
meet everyone’s expectations all of the time. 

• As we advance in our careers, we often take on more
managerial tasks that lead to less bench time. We need
to balance these added duties or accept that we will not
advance as readily in the field. Those of us working in
institutions are fortunate, as private practice conserva-
tors are faced with more managerial duties whether
they want them or not.

• If you can ask for more time for more complex treat-
ments that only the head conservator can do, you may
be able to be protected from being on so many library
committees.

• Do not be afraid to say no to an unreasonable request—
determine what you can and cannot offer in terms of
services and time.

Enthusiasm for the Job and Staff Motivators
Heather Kaufman, Preservation Services Librarian for

MIT Libraries, posed the question of how we tap back into
the enthusiasm we felt when we first started out in the
field. The answers were varied, as evidenced below: 
• One conservator stated that once in a while she was

struck by a moment that helps her remember why we
devise strategies to preserve our nation’s treasures.
Another person noted that when you interact with the
public you often see the treasures they bring from
home, which can be inspirational.

• One workplace hosts long lunches once in a while dur-
ing which staff work on creative projects, such as
creating paste papers. Another lab that employs students
has a book arts project day once a semester after classes
end and before finals start.

• Another institution holds a mini open house every
month for a half an hour during lunchtime. During this
time, lab staff demonstrate a simple repair, review han-
dling guidelines, demonstrate how to make a book
support, or provide some other educational opportuni-
ty. The enthusiasm of the larger staff encourages those
in the lab. 

• One supervisor holds parties or celebrations when the
lab reaches certain landmarks, such as completing the
one-hundredth treatment in a collection. She likes to
create opportunities for her staff to be creative. 

• One lab has “Tuesday’s Tips at Two,” a fifteen-minute
meeting during which the staff asks questions or share
ideas with one another. This lab also celebrates
Equipment Day to commemorate the arrival of the
major pieces of lab equipment.

• One lab holds quick repair sessions one day a month. A
conservator from this lab encourages us to try to find
novel ways to interject treatment into daily processes

that others cannot refuse. We need to remember that
we are providing services for our institutions when we
treat materials. 

Lab Design and Office Space
• The relative location of the work bench and your tele-

phone, computer, and other office equipment can affect
your ability to work on treatments. One participant
prefers having an office space outside of the lab so she
is not distracted by her email and phone calls.

• Another participant felt too isolated when his office was
far away from the floor. He likes being involved in the
activity and did not want a walled office. 

• If materials and equipment for circulating work and
those for special collections work can be separated as
required, the workflow may run more smoothly.
Common materials and equipment could be placed
between the two areas. 
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A BS T RAC T

The Newberry Library’s involvement with the world
of conservation dates back to 1887, seven years before the
library established an in-house bindery. By the 1930s there
were twenty-six employees in the bindery, which pro-
duced two thousand bound volumes per month, including
work for outside institutions and individuals. Although
several fine binders were brought in to work on special
collections materials, it wasn’t until 1964, when Pa u l
Banks was recruited as library conservator, that a regular
conservation program began. Mr. Banks individualized
treatment of books by incorporating input from curatori-
al staff and developing a standard documentation form that
included photography. The current staff of two full-time
and four part-time employees, along with a host of volun-
teers and interns, perform all in-house treatment and
documentation. About two hundred volumes of post-1975
periodicals are sent to a commercial binder annually. This
long history of over one hundred years of binding and
conservation treatment produced a wide variety of docu-
mentation, ranging from bindery statistics and
collection-level documentation to detailed reports for sin-
gle items. Over twenty distinct types of conservation
documentation have been used at the Newberry, adding
to the rich history of conservation at the Newberry Library. 

H I S T O R Y A N D C H R O N O L O G Y

The Newberry Library is an independent research
library in Chicago, Illinois. It has been free and open to
the public since 1894. Records related to the treatment of
Newberry books go back even further, to 1887, when the
library was founded. During the last 118 years a wide vari-
ety of records related to the treatment of collection

materials have been created and many still exist. We have
taken a broad and inclusive view of what constitutes a
treatment record, ranging from bindery schedules in the
early years, through the early period of modern conserva-
tion in the 1960s, to the current digital efforts. Although
our original goal in researching old departmental records
focused on specific questions related to an item, what we
found was nothing less than clear documentation of the
metamorphosis from binders to conservators.

It is safe to say that the Newberry has always had an
interest in care of the collections, although the term “con-
servation” was not employed until later. In 1894 the
Newberry’s Board of Directors passed a fairly detailed list
of binding specifications. Included were directions on dis-
binding, sewing, trimming, and several quality levels of
binding. Some of the specifications include: “in pulling
books apart care must be taken not to injure the book”;
“the back of the book must not be cut off for whip stitch-
ing”; and “all books must have loose spring backs”
(Newberry Library Board 1894). The number of sewing
stations, types of linings and endbands, number of waste
sheets, and type of tooling were also specified.

During the early years, the bindery experienced very
little change in leadership or technique. Between 1894 and
1968, for seventy-four years, only three men headed the
department, and two of these were father and son. During
this time, an assembly-line bindery style was used, with
s p e c i fic jobs assigned to individuals (fig. 1). For the fir s t
fifty years the most common type of binding done at the
Newberry Bindery was the half morocco with marbled
paper sides (fig. 2). In our research we found many sup-
pliers’ sample books of skins and decorative papers and
were able to match many materials with a high level of
confidence, although individual item treatment reports
were not maintained. Although some full cloth was used
from the beginning, the use of buckram increased and
became the most common style by the 1940s. The bindery
also used various “temporary” bindings, such as the
Rudolph Binder. 

One Hundred Years of Conservation Documentation
at the Newberry Library 

S U S A N R U SS I C K A N D G I S E L L E S I M Ó N
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Because of the similarity of binding style, along with
very few existing records, we relied on ownership marks
and call number labels to help date or glean information
about binding practices before the 1960s. Numerous dies
were created and hand tools were occasionally used with
ink as well as gold leaf or foil (fig. 3). Ink was close at hand
because along with the in-house bindery, the Newberry
found it more cost effective to print various forms, flags,
lists and cards used in the library. In 1914 a Multigraph
printing machine was installed in the bindery, as well as
punch-cutting machines for catalog cards. This practice
seemed to wane by the 1950s, but it is important to note
how closely related printing was to bindery operations.

Ernst Detterer, custodian of the Wing Collection from
1931 to 1947, designed a single-spaced bindery type that
endures today. The Newberry-Detterer type defines the
look of the Newberry stacks and reference shelves. Every

volume bound in the bindery after 1935 received a title or
call number using this typeface.

The stamping press, used in creating almost all spine
labeling, is still in use today (fig. 4). Furthermore, all
bindery equipment is now part of the conservation depart-
ment and book conservators today must know and
understand the equipment. In a typewritten 1980 N e w b e r r y
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Fig. 1. The Newberry Library bindery in 1909. Note the sewing
ladies on the right and the binders on the left. Courtesy the
Newberry Library, Chicago.

Fig. 2. This half-leather binding style is ubiquitous — it appears
on bound manuscripts, incunabula, and serials for materials
bound from 1887 until the 1940s.

Fig. 3. Three different hand tools, all with various Newberry
logo designs. 

Fig. 4. Frederick Froelicher, foreman of the bindery from 1948
to 1968, is seen here using the Pleger stamping press. Courtesy
the Newberry Library, Chicago.
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Conservation Technical Note it is stated that “the studies of
historical structures, materials and past binders provides
the resources of structural design, materials qualities and
technical approaches necessary to evolve modern conser-
vation standard treatments” (Newberry Library
Conservation Department 1980). Various ownership
marks also come in the form of ink transfer stamps or
embossment and perforations, depending on the “new
t e c h n o l o g y” of the time. As with many institutions, the
bookplate played the role of ownership mark but also
served to document provenance. 

Incunabula Rebinding by Elizabeth Kner
An exception to the routine binding done in the assem-

bly line was the hiring of Elizabeth Kner, a well-known
Hungarian binder, to treat forty incunabula during
1950–51. Although Kner did not produce individual treat-
ment reports, she did leave a memoir, which provides
extensive insight into her rationale for treatment and
methods used. In the Guild of Bookworkers Journal f r o m
1993, Paul Gehl and Elizabeth Zurawski write, “Ms. Kner
obviously expresses the ideas of that period . . . [b]ut in
many ways her ideas . . . were in the avant garde, especial-
ly . . . in her clear-headed vision of what was modern, and
therefore directly useful to her, in the models of the fif-
teenth century” (Gehl and Zurawski 1993, 1).

In her memoir she describes discussions with the head
of the rare book department concerning choices of the
materials, components, and techniques of the new bind-
ings and their decoration (fig. 5). To quote Kner,
“ O b v i o u s l y, the best thing for a bookbinder in my posi-
tion was to make the bindings in the manner of the old
masters” (Gehl and Zurawski 1993, 6), but she made a few
changes. She also wrote, “The old bookbinders glued the
leather covering directly to the back of the book. . . . I put
a paper tube in between to save the leather from cracking

and also to permit easy opening of the book” (Gehl and
Zurawski 1993, 7–8). Kner chose “simple, dignified bind-
ings, good in technique and good in materials” (Gehl and
Zurawski 1993, 6). She respected the authenticity of the
old volumes by leaving intact structures undisturbed and
wrote, “I did not bind a book which still retained parts of
its original binding” (Gehl and Zurawski 1993, 11).

By the 1960s there was enormous pressure in the
bindery to increase production, resulting in a decline of
q u a l i t y. In 1965 over 2,100 books were bound and by 1967
the numbers rose to 3,862 books. This increase continues
through the 1980s. To paraphrase a later statement by Pa u l
Banks, the apprentice-trained staff, who had had solid
training, were now “up in years” with the youngest in his
m i d - fifties. Also, the staff had become isolated from devel-
opments in the outside world. The binders had never
heard of William Morris or the Guild of Book Wo r k e r s
(McCrady 2000).

Paul Banks at the Newberry
In 1963 Lawrence Towner, president of the Newberry

Library, hired Paul Banks as the Newberry’s first perma-
nent conservator (fig. 6). Banks was one of many who
went to Italy to advise during the Florence Floods, con-
necting with the emerging field of conservation. He
believed in networking and sharing information, and even-
tually he became President of the International Institute
for Conservation—American Group (IIC- AG) and the
American Institute for Conservation (AIC) from 1978 to
1980.

In a 1974 American Library Association talk, To w n e r
says:

We hired Banks in 1963, when he was running his own
bindery in lower Manhattan. It was a stroke of genius.
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Fig. 5. Incunabula bound by Elizabeth Kner during 1950–1951. Fig. 6. Paul Banks was the first permanent conservator at the
Newberry Library. Courtesy the Newberry Library, Chicago.
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Banks is the most opinionated, arrogant, intransigent,
insufferable, and uncooperative son of a bitch I have ever
known . . . and I would trust him absolutely with any
manuscript, book, illumination, work of art, or rapid-tran-
sit transfer we have. The reason is that Banks’s basic
philosophy is . . . if you don’t know, don’t do it: never do
anything that is irreversible. One of Banks’s greatest attrac-
tions is that he knows when he doesn’t know. (To w n e r
1993)

Paul Banks was on the cutting edge of the new science
of conservation. Analytical equipment was used for the fir s t
time as part of an object’s examination. Paul Banks worked
at the Newberry for eighteen years before leaving to begin
the first master’s program in library conservation at
Columbia University. The Newberry’s first conservation
lab, originally called the technical department in 1964,
focused on single-item treatment (fig. 7).

The bindery, which was located on a different floor of
the building and had functioned as a strict assembly line,
started to change in the 1970s (fig. 8). Under the direction
of John Dean, most staff moved with their batches, per-
forming multiple operations. New bindery staff members
were conservation-oriented binders and many considered
it a stage in their conservation training.

The bindery remained a separate entity from the con-
servation lab until the late 1980s, although better
conservation practices and materials were incorporated in
daily work. Departments, names, and titles of individuals
changed a great deal, reflecting the growing pains of the
field of conservation. Norma Janik began as a bindery tech-
nician and thirty-one years later retired as the collections
conservator.

To d a y’s department of conservation services provides
physical care for all of the library’s collections. Routine
duties include environmental monitoring, creating protec-

tive enclosures, treatment of materials, training of staff and
readers, and exhibit and loan preparation.

D O C U M E N TAT I O N

During this long history, the Newberry has created a
wealth of records — about twenty types in all. Among
these are records of materials purchased, instructions on
how to use thymol, freezer logs for batch treatment of
damp or infested materials, exhibit and loan records, and
the accident book. Although some of these are quite
humorous to us now, these types of records provide us
with information about life and work in the bindery.

Since the 1960s, we have accumulated a variety of indi-
vidual item examination and treatment reports produced
primarily by the conservation lab. The reports document
not only the item’s treatment, but also the evolving pro-
fession of conservation. Through the last forty-one years
we see increased specificity, the introduction of analysis,
consideration of the object’s historic context, and formal-
ized participation of other library personnel in the
decision-making process. 

Because several forms were in use at any one time, these
reports will be discussed thematically, not chronologically.
The reports contain some similar types of information that
can be grouped as item identification, description and con-
dition, treatment proposal and treatment, and images.
Additional information is often included.

Item Identification
All forms of binding and treatment reports, even back to

the 1887 bindery schedule, make some attempt at item
i d e n t i fication, often including call number, author, title and
date. This is critical when attempting to research an object’s
treatment history and to differentiate it from similar mate-
rials.
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Fig. 8. The bindery during the 1970s. Courtesy the Newberry
Library, Chicago.

Fig. 7. The Newberry’s first conservation lab. Gary Frost in the
foreground was hired in 1969 and began working in the conser-
vation lab in 1970. Courtesy the Newberry Library, Chicago.
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Our earliest type of single-item treatment report (fig .
9) dates from the mid 1960s and is titled a “Special Binding
Order.” It was clearly intended for use by both conserva-
tion and the bindery, as the heading lists “Paul Banks,
Conservator” and “Fred Froelicher, Foreman.” The short
title is used to identify the item, but there is no space to
note the call number. As with a traditional binding slip,
this form probably stayed with the item to provide direc-
tions to the person or persons performing the treatment.
After the binding or repair was completed, binding slips
were typically discarded. By the act of adding the call num-
ber to the form, as was done for these extant forms, it
makes it possible to keep them in order for future refer-
ence.

Our FileMaker Pro database was introduced in 1999.
Although any field may be used to search the database, the
call number remains particularly important as it is used to
link text with digital images in related databases and
because our printed final reports are filed by call number.

Description and Condition
Description and condition were not routinely recorded

until the 1960s. For the first time the item was being exam-
ined and analyzed as an artifact. Its description was noted
and the condition was documented as a valued part of the
item’s history and critical in its preservation. 

The conservator’s role began to evolve as an expert in
historical structures and materials. The function of the
book became an important goal. Changes were now made
with reference to the book’s past. The conservator had to
fully understand the craft of binding in order to execute
even an appropriate examination. An individual, rather
than an assembly line, often performed all phases of the
treatment.

Earlier forms used checklist-style descriptions to sort,
for example, leather from cloth in the work flow; howev-
er the 1970s form shown in figure 10, which was
commonly used into the early 1990s, is the first to have
designated description and condition sections. By the
1990s the reports began to be more open-text based. There
were fewer limitations and fewer guidelines. The current
database makes use of drop down menus to select com-
mon entries, but these are usually augmented by additional
text. 

Treatment Proposal and Tr e a t m e n t
Consulting with curators, receiving approval for pro-

posed treatments, and describing the actual treatment are
now standard practice. Often earlier forms were annotat-
ed or have attached notes to indicate the rationale, describe
conversations with curators, or note approval of the pro-
posed treatment by the head conservator. In the earliest
forms, it is difficult to tell what was proposed and what
was actually done (fig. 11). Specific information, such as
identifying the adhesives used, was not usually included.

Increasingly over time the examination and treatment
information became longer and more detailed, often over-
flowing the space allowed (fig. 12). Treatments were
increasingly proposed and performed by the same person.
While most reports do fit onto one page, the current
database potentially allows for approximately fifty pages of
text to be entered. No one yet has come close to over-
flowing that capacity.

I m a g e s
Drawings, contact sheets, slides, digital images, and

other visual aids have been used to augment reports.
Black-and-white contact sheets were stapled onto form
reports with negatives filed separately (fig. 13). Drawings
can be seen on all types of reports or as attachments to
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Fig. 9. The Newberry’s earliest type of single item treatment
report, used in the early to mid 1960s, does not include a space
for the call number.

Fig. 10. This 1970s treatment report is the first to have desig-
nated description and condition sections.
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explain a particularly complex mount or box. Color slides
may be filed as a separate slide file or with the text reports.
Digital images are included in the database. They are print-
ed out using an Epson printer with pigment-based inks.

Other Information on Reports
Many reports typically include other types of informa-

tion such as priority, costs, and reporting the existence of
fragments. Treatment priority or academic and monetary
value of the object may be represented in the treatment
proposal section, but have often been in a separate curato-
rial section. Costs, in terms of both materials used and staff
hours, are recorded. Fragments can provide important doc-
umentation of the object’s structure and condition before
treatment. They are usually housed with the object, but
have also at times been attached directly to the report,
included in a fragment file, or placed in our “Thread and
Debris” file (fig. 14). 

Current Documentation Challenges
Our current documentation challenges are shared by

many other institutions. Changes in technology, cross-ref-
erencing our roughly twenty types of documentation,
developing consistent terminology, setting minimum doc-
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Fig. 11. In the earliest forms it is difficult to tell which treat-
ments were proposed and which were actually done.

Fig. 12. By the 1990s the amount of information recorded in
description, condition, and treatment sections often overflowed
the allotted space.

Fig. 13. Contact sheets were often stapled onto the report with
negatives filed separately.

Fig. 14. While most fragments are housed with the object, the
Thread and Debris file is used to house very small fragments.
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umentation standards, and preservation and access of
records are the most significant challenges that we cur-
rently foresee. At first we thought that we would be able to
somehow shuffle all of our records into our database and
everything would be easy. While the database is a useful
tool for searching and cross-referencing, it cannot replace
the other types of documentation. 

C O N C LU S I O N

The Newberry Library’s Conservation Department has
come a long way since 118 years ago when the first skilled
craft binders began in their work. During the forty- o n e
years since the first permanent conservator came on staff,
the goals of caring for the physical materials have expand-
ed and changed. Through the years, the documentation of
treatments has also changed as the field of conservation
matured. The movement in the last few decades has placed
more responsibility on the conservator. The binding slips
have evolved into checklist treatment reports, moving then
toward open-text reports. We can only hope that what we
are producing now will be useful and relevant in the
future.

AC K N O W L E D G M E N T S
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A BS T RAC T

Over the last several years, several books with a small
wire loop have been found in at least three libraries across
the United States. The wire is threaded through a signa-
ture in the book and twisted on itself to form a loop,
approximately five millimeters in diameter. So far, all the
books have been printed in England in the first half of the
twentieth century. Initial inquiries have found no satisfac-
tory answer for its presence, but it is hoped as other book
conservators see the loop, they will forward this informa-
tion to the author.

T H E C R I M E

Over the last several years, books with a small wire loop
have been found in at least three libraries across the United
States. Initial inquiries found no satisfactory answer for
their presence. Speculations ranged from some sort of secu-
rity device (either to physically tie the book in place or as an
early electronic detection system) or as a method of attach-
ing a bookmarker to the text block. None of these
suggestions seem plausible given the nature of the device.

This is a query for more information about these
devices. It is hoped that when other conservators have seen
these loops or will in the future, they will forward me this
information. This information will then be examined for
an explanation and a catalog of books containing the loops
will be created. A future report will hopefully reveal the
solution to the mystery of the wire loop.

P H Y S I C A L D E S C R I P T I O N O F T H E C U L P R I T

All of the loops seen thus far are similar in size and
design. Both ends of the wire are inserted into a signature

of the text block near the head of the book (fig. 1). The
wire is then twisted on itself for approximately two cen-
timeters and ends in a small loop, approximately five
millimeters in diameter (fig. 2). The top half of the loop
barely shows above the text block, but it does not extend
beyond the cover (fig. 3). The wire is medium gauge,
about half a millimeter in diameter with no visible coat-
ings. For more images of the loop, please visit the author’ s
Webpage (address listed below).

T H E V I C T I M S . .  . T H U S FA R

Below is a list of confirmed sightings of the wire loop.
If your library has a copy of any of the books, please check
to see if it has the loop as well.

Alexander Wicksteed. Ten Years in Soviet Moscow. London:
John Lane, The Bodley Head Ltd., 1933. Last sighted at:
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan.

Lord Edward Gleichen. A Guardsman’s Memories.
Edinburgh, London: W. Blackwood & Sons Ltd., 1932.
Last sighted at: Dartmouth College, Hanover, New
Hampshire. Investigator’s note: The same title at Yale
University had not been looped.

George E. Boxall. History of the Australian Bushrangers.
London: T. Fisher, 1908. Last sighted at: Arizona State
University, Tempe, Arizona.

There has been at least one other sighting in Arizona,
but the title was not recorded. At the 2005 AIC annual
meeting, several people indicated they had seen the loop in
their libraries, including Harvard, University of Texas, and
Duke. Stay tuned for more information and sightings.

T H E I N V E S T I GAT I O N . .  . PA S T, P R E S E N T &
F U T U R E

The books identified with these devices to date have
been published in London by various firms between 1908

The Mystery of the Wire Loop:
A Query for Investigation

E R I C A L S T R O M
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and 1933. Other than that no definitive connections have
been found. Further research needs to track such factors as
printers, binders, and the provenance of each volume. In
one case, two different copies of the same book in different
libraries did not both have the loop. The copy without the
loop also showed no signs of ever having had one.

Your help is needed to catch the wire loop. There is a
web survey form to record detailed information.

H E L P W I T H T H E I N V E S T I GAT I O N

If you see the loop in your library or on any book, please
let me know. Fill out the online survey www.lib.msu.edu/
alstrom, or contact the author by email alstrom@msu.edu
or phone 517-432-8828. Thank you for your help in solv-
ing “The Mystery of the Wire Loop.”

ERIC ALSTROM
Collections Conservator
Michigan State University Libraries
East Lansing, Michigan
alstrom@msu.edu
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Fig. 3. Ten Years in Soviet Moscow. Exterior side view of the wire
loop.

Fig. 1. Alexander Wicksteed. Ten Years in Soviet
Moscow. London: John Lane, The Bodley Head
Ltd., 1933. Interior showing attachment of the
loop through the signature.

Fig. 2. Ten Years in Soviet Moscow. Exterior showing attachment of
the loop though the spine.
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A BS T RAC T

On the Indian subcontinent and throughout Southeast
Asia, palm leaves were used as a writing and painting sup-
port. This paper focuses on the identification of four types
of leaves.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

On the Indian subcontinent and in many areas in
Southeast Asia, palm leaves are a traditional support for
inscribed decoration and script or painted illustration and
ink. Much has been written about the preparation of leaves
for use in manuscripts; however, very little attention has
been focused on methods of leaf identification, except for
mention of qualities such as leaf color and fle x i b i l i t y. Since
leaf color and degree of flexibility alter radically over time,
this project proposed to explore the identification of palm
leaves based on knowledge of manuscript origin, leaf
thickness, and observation of the leaf surface aided by
magnification and contextualized with botanical sources.

Research concentrated on the leaves of four palms often
mentioned in conservation literature: Borassus flabellifer,
Corypha umbraculifera, Corypha taliera, and Corypha utan. As
the trees have many common and indigenous names, sci-
entific names are used in this presentation. 

M E T H O D O L O G Y

In an effort to determine which species of leaves were
commonly used, research began with a brief survey of lit-
erature from the fields of conservation and ethnobotany,
coinciding with an examination of leaves in collections of
the San Diego Museum of Art and the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art. This assessment revealed that, as

recorded in conservation literature, at least four types of
leaves appeared to be used, and leaves with thick epidermal
surfaces and evenly spaced veins were preferred for
inscribed work, while thinner leaves were preferred for
paint and ink.

In an effort to further clarify the differences between
the leaves, research continued at the Fairchild Tr o p i c a l
Botanic Garden Botanical Research Center in Coral
Gables, Florida. Leaves, positively identified because they
were harvested from known specimens in the Fairchild’s
collection of live plants, were examined with both the
naked eye and the aid of a stereomicroscope. Leaflet
length, width, and thickness were recorded. Three leaves
were measured per specimen and sizes given here are aver-
age dimensions.

G E N E RA L N O T E S O N PA L M L E AV E S

The leaves used in manuscript production are from fan
palms from the A r e c a e a e f a m i l y, and only a small portion
of each leaf is used. A leaf is composed of leaflets (fig. 1)
that are separated from one another by a thick rib. The rib
extends from the hastula along the leaflet, creating a cor-
rugated structure, which contributes to overall mechanical
strength. On a live tree, reduced wind resistance is advan-
tageous, so the ends of the leaflets separate from the
surrounding leaflets at approximately one- to two-thirds
of their total length.

Under magnification (120x or greater), key elements of
the leaf structure become evident. Stomata, structures that
regulate gas exchange between the leaf and surrounding
environment, can be seen in the epidermis. If the epider-
mis is not intact, it is often possible to observe venation,
the arrangement of veins (fig. 2). Longitudinal veins and
bundle sheaths run the length of the leaflet. Tr a n s v e r s e
veins connect with the longitudinal veins, providing
mechanical support and serving a circulatory function. As
the leaves dehydrate, the epidermal tissue shrinks around
the veins, making venation easily discernable with raking

TU R N I N G OV E R OL D LE AV E S:
PA L M LE AV E S US E D I N SO U T H AS I A N MA N U S C R I P T S

RAC H E L F R E E M A N
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illumination. The significance of venation in leaf identifi-
cation cannot be overstated.

T H E T R E E S A N D T H E L E AV E S

Borassus flabellifer ( Fairchild specimen #87660) has an
extensive growth range and is cultivated throughout most
of tropical and subtropical Asia. The trunk, fruit, sap, and
leaves have over eight hundred recorded uses. Leaves were
approximately 41 in. long and as much as 1-1/4 in. to 1-1/2
in. wide. Leaflets were fairly thick, ranging from 0.019 in.
to 0.024 in., with an average thickness of 0.021 in. The
most identifiable feature of the Borassus flabellifer leaf is its
veins (fig 3). Longitudinal and transverse veins approach
right angles at junction points, forming a pattern similar to
the mortaring of a brick wall. The veins of trees from the
Corypha genus are not as orderly, thus making Borassus fla-
bellifer easy to distinguish.

U n f o r t u n a t e l y, all leaves of the C o r y p h a species have
similar venation patterns. The transverse veins branch out
from the midrib toward the leaf tip. They tend to wander
and cross longitudinal veins at acute angles.

Corypha utan (Fairchild specimen #105695) has a large
growth range and may be found from northeastern India to
northern Australia. According to Lawson (1987), it is the
preferred palm for manuscript production in Southeast
Asia. Other recorded uses for this palm include an edible
heart and sap for sugar and alcohol production. The leaves
of Corypha utan were greater than 70 in. in length. The
specimen examined at the Fairchild was approximately 2
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Fig. 1. Fan palm leaf showing leaflets and hastula.

Fig. 2. Palm leaf from a live palm in trans-
mitted light, showing midrib in the center
of the image, longitudinal veins, and wan-
dering transverse veins.

Fig. 3. Borassus flabellifer leaf epidermis.
Note the orderly venation pattern.
Microscale is 5 mm, with each division
equal to 0.1 mm. Herbarium, Fa i r c h i l d
Tropical Botanic Garden.

Fig.  4. Corypha utan leaf epidermis in rak-
ing light. Herbarium, Fairchild Tr o p i c a l
Botanic Garden.
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in. wide at the midpoint. Like all C o r y p h a palms, the leaves
were thin with an average measurement of 0.018 in., rang-
ing from 0.020 in. close to the hastula to 0.013 in. at the tip.
Longitudinal fibers are closely spaced with some fiber
bundles appearing thicker and lighter than their neighbors
(fig. 4). Transverse veins appear in high relief and seem to
displace longitudinal structures.

Corypha umbraculifera ( Fairchild specimen #117578) is a
giant in the world of palms. A mature tree can reach a
height of seventy feet. After a growth period of thirty years
or more, it produces a massive inflorescence (flower stalk),
and quickly blooms, fruits, and dies. Agrawal (1984, 25)
has stated that this is one of the most common leaves used
in Indian manuscript production, but it is actually a fairly
rare tree with a growth range limited to southwest India,
Sri Lanka, western Myanmar, and Thailand. The leaves
from the specimen examined at the Fairchild Tr o p i c a l
Botanic Garden were greater than 74 in. in length, and up
to 2-1/4 in. wide. They ranged in thickness from 0.025 in.
close to the hastula and 0.015 in. at the tip, and averaged
approximately 0.018 in. in the middle. The venation pat-
tern for Corypha umbraculifera ( fig. 5) closely resembles that
of Corypha utan, except that vein structures are more
numerous than those of Corypha utan and Corypha taliera. 

Corypha taliera ( Fairchild specimen #64420) is also a
giant palm, and is currently found only in cultivation; its
range is limited to west Bengal, India, Bangladesh, and
western Myanmar. The leaves of this palm measure greater
than 66 in. in length. Leaflets were up to 2-1/2 in. wide.
Leaf thickness varied from 0.013 in. at leaf tip to 0.020 in.

close to the hastula. Average leaf thickness was 0.016 in.
The morphology of the leaf (fig. 6) is similar to Corypha
umbraculifera. 

P I T FA L L S I N L E A F I D E N T I F I C AT I O N

Preparing the leaves for writing, wear associated with
use, and traditional preservation techniques can alter the
appearance of the leaves—often dramatically. Stomata are
often visible on manuscript leaves; however, these struc-
tures were not as obvious on leaves in the herbaria
collection of the Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden. This
may be due to the fact that the manuscript leaves are often
rubbed with oils, which then oxidize, imparting staining
properties and making the stomata on manuscript leaves
visible. Abrasion from contact with other leaves or
manuscript covers often erodes epidermal tissue where
longitudinal and transverse veins cross. Often a very small
portion of vein is exposed and looks deceptively like a
stoma.

Palm leaves do not exhibit fluorescence. Sometimes
leaves are lacquered or varnished during manuscript pro-
duction. These leaves will exhibit fluorescence when
exposed to UVA. Occasionally, an unvarnished leaf
exhibits fluorescence as well, but this fluorescence may be
due to the presence of turmeric powder, which was occa-
sionally rubbed into the leaves during processing (Agrawal
1984, 27).

C O N C LU S I O N S A N D R E C O M M E N DAT I O N S F O R
F U RT H E R S T U DY

Although it is easy to differentiate
between leaves of Borassus fla b e l l i f e r a n d
those from the Corypha genus, differ-
ences among C o r y p h a species are yet to
be fully explored. Hopefully, further
examination of leaf structures will illu-
minate these differences and make true
identification a possibility. Research
may also identify the use of leaves
from many other trees. The origin of
the manuscript should be considered
when trying to identify the palm leaf
support, because the distribution of
some trees is limited.
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Fig. 6. Corypha taliera leaf epidermis.
Herbarium, Fairchild Tropical Botanic
Garden.

Fig. 5. Corypha umbraculifera leaf epidermis.
Longitudinal bundle fibers are prominent,
as are a greater number of transverse veins.
Herbarium, Fairchild Tropical Botanic
Garden.
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A BS T RAC T

In a project to rehouse a collection of globes and
rolled maps at the Newberry Library in Chicago, simple
and inexpensive storage shelving and supports were
improvised. The article includes step-by-step instruc-
tions for creating custom supports for globes from
archival corrugated board, polyester felt, and Gore-Tex.

Artifact storage presents numerous challenges to
libraries and archival institutions. For libraries, the
majority of holdings tend to be books and the storage
facilities are set up accordingly. Inevitably, other types of
items need to be incorporated.

At the Newberry Library a room has been designated
for objects that do not naturally fit elsewhere in the
stacks on regular shelving. Improved storage was
required for approximately one hundred rolled maps and
some globes. A metal shelving unit, roughly 6 ft. x 6 ft. x
4 ft. with five shelves, was designated for this project.
The shelving unit had previously been used ineffectively
for rolled maps and other materials. It was underutilized
due to the spacing of the shelves and the manner in
which the rolled items were placed on the shelves.
Paging confusion also resulted from intermixed cata-
loging schemes and uncataloged materials.

In the new plan, four shelves are used for rolled maps.
We developed a housing system using blue corrugated
board folded into troughs. These troughs grouped maps
securely and organized them by call number. Maps were
rolled onto heavy paper instead of cardboard rolling
tubes due to the cost and weight of the tubes. A brief

survey was done to assess and prioritize future conserva-
tion treatments.

The bottom shelf was used for globe storage. Space
was limited and only three globes and stands would fit.
Globes were separated from their stands. For each globe,
four uniform concave braces were constructed using
laminated blue corrugated board and adhered to a flat
support board. Areas of the braces that were adjacent to
globes were covered with polyester felt and Gore-Tex.
Dust protection was provided by draping polypropylene
sheeting around the bottom shelf with Velcro.

The rolled map storage project improved housing for
these materials at a low cost, both in purchase of supplies
and in terms of staff time. Having additional space for
the globes was an added benefit. Digital images associat-
ed with the survey will limit handling as well as provide a
priority list for future conservation work.

Instructions for the construction of the globe supports
are listed below.

G L O B E S U P P O RT S F O R S T O RAG E

Measure the globe. The size indicated in the cartouche
may not be accurate.
1. Cut the base board square, a couple of inches larger

than the diameter of the globe. We used corrugated,
double-walled blue board. Mark the board with an X
by drawing a line between opposite corners. This will
mark the center of the board and give you guide lines
for later placement of the support arms. Adhere a piece
of Gore-Tex about 3 ins. square in the center of the
base board.

2. Construct support arms out of corrugated cardboard
laminated together and lined with felt and Gore-Tex.
• Cut scraps of corrugated double- or single-walled

board into uniform rectangles. The height of the
rectangles must be about an inch smaller than the
radius of the globe. The width should be 2 to 4 inch-
es smaller. Although the size of the rectangles is not

Rolled Map and Globe Storage
at the Newberry Library

A B B Y H AY W O O D
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s p e c i fically dictated by the globe size, all rectangles
must be cut to exactly the same height and width. If
you have scraps of various grain direction, alternate
them. The depth of the arms required will vary with
the size and weight of the globe. Ours were about 3
in. for larger globes and 2.5 in. for smaller globes. A
stack of rectangles about one foot high will produce
four 3-in. deep arms.

• Create a template for the arc. Take one of your rect-
angles and mark about 2 in. from the upper left
corner on the upper edge and about 2 in. from the
lower right corner on the right edge. We created a
giant compass using two pencils and a string marked
with the radius of the globe to find the arc, adjusting
its position to correspond with the marks on the
upper and right edges. Cut away the arc and check
the shape of the support template by holding it to the
globe (fig. 1). 

• Trace your template and cut the arc. Hold a three-
inch stack tightly together and check the shape with
the globe.

• Laminate the layers of blue board together until you
have achieved the desired thickness (about 2.5 to 3
in.). We used a hot-glue gun.

• Use a bone folder to smooth uneven areas.

• Adhere a strip of felt to the top, arc area, and right
sides.

• Adhere a wider strip of Gore-Tex or other smooth
fabric to cover felt (fig. 2).

3. Adhere support arms to the base board. The exact
placement of the support arms was determined by trial,
sliding the arms into the appropriate position along the
lines marked on the base board. We allowed the globes
to lightly touch down in the center, providing a fif t h
point of support. We used buttresses to further secure
the attachment of the support arms. 

4. Label. Labels were adhered to the base board.

ABBY HAY W O O D
Advanced Conservation Intern
The Newberry Library
Chicago, Illinois
abbyhaywood@hotmail.com
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the arc

Fig. 2. Covering the arc
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endnotes, style sheets, etc.), simply key in the text and symbols. 

 The Book and Paper Group Annual is a non-juried collec-
tion of papers pertaining to the conservation and preservation 
of works of art on paper, paper artifacts, books, and library 
and archival materials. The Annual compiles postprints (full 
text papers, summaries, or abstracts) of papers presented at 
the Book and Paper Group (BPG) specialty group sessions at 
the AIC annual meeting and independently submitted papers 
that are of interest to members of the BPG. Papers in the 
Annual may be of any length from a short technical tip to a 
full-length article.

Selection
 The Annual is a non-juried publication. Authors are 
responsible for the content and accuracy of their submissions 
and the methods and materials they present.
 Papers presented at the specialty group session of the 
annual meeting are selected by committee based on abstracts. 
After presentation authors have the opportunity to revise 
their papers before submitting them for publication in the 
Annual. There is no further selection review of these papers. 
The original abstracts distributed at the meeting are pub-
lished if the authors do not submit either their full text or 
a revised abstract. Discussion Group moderators/chairs are 
asked to submit to the Annual a summary of the discussion 
they organize. 
 Independent submissions are published at the discretion 
of the BPG Publications Committee. The Committee con-
siders as selection criteria the scope, intelligibility, originality, 
significance, and gross factual accuracy of the submission but 
does not attempt detailed review.
 The BPG encourages authors of papers that have appeared 
in the Annual and that have scope of general interest to the 
conservation community to submit their articles to the 
peer-reviewed publication Journal of the American Institute for 
Conservation (JAIC).

Permissions
 Authors submitting papers to the Annual are required 
to provide the BPG with written permission to print their 
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 Please use the following guidelines when formatting your 
document:

1. Full title and author at the top of the first page.
3. Highlight headings and subheadings in different colors.
4. Single space text, double-space before new paragraph.
5. Use italics, not underlines, where appropriate.
6. Format notes as endnotes. Do not use the word-processing 
program’s automatic endnote formatting feature; simply type 
the text at the end of the paper.
7. References must be alphabetized.
8. Include author’s name, title, affiliation, city and state, and 
email address.
9. Include a list of figures and captions at the end of the paper.
10. Do not embed figures into your word-processing docu-
ment but submit each as a separate file.

Figures
 Each figure (photograph, table, chart, line art, etc.) must 
have a reference number within the text. Captions for each 
figure should be numbered and listed at the end of the 
paper. Captions for works of art should include artist, title, 
date, media or materials, dimensions (in metric), and credit 
(including museum number). Captions for photographs 
captured under magnification or other special technology 
should specify the magnification and/or the technology (e.g., 
scanning electron microscope, UV light, etc.). Provide appro-
priate credit to the photographer or illustrator, if other than 
the author, in the caption or in an acknowledgments/credits 
section at the end of the paper.
 Digital files for figures are accepted in the form of TIF 
files with 300 dpi resolution, sized no larger than 6 inches 
and no smaller than 3 inches in the longest dimension. JPEGs 
are acceptable, though the resolution may be compromised. 
PDFs are also acceptable for charts and graphs. Do not submit 
PowerPoint files.
 Name each digital file with the appropriate reference 
number (e.g., Smith01.tif) and submit them as an email 
attachment or through a file-sharing site. Do not embed fig-
ures into your word-processing document but submit each as 
a separate file.
 Figures are printed in black and white in the print version 
of the Annual but may be produced in color in the online 
version. Please ensure that photographs, charts, and graphs 
remain legible when the color is stripped away.

Deadline
The deadline for submissions is July 1. Send submissions to: 

Renée Wolcott, Managing Editor 
Conservation Center for Art and Historic Artifacts
Philadelphia, PA 19103
rwolcott@ccaha.org
215–545–0613
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